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ABSTRACT 
During the past three years, we have developed and implemented an enterprise information system (EIS) 
to reengineer and facilitate the administrative process for preparing and teaching distance learning courses 
in a midsized-to-large university (with 23,000 students).  The outcome of the implementation has been a 
streamlined and efficient process which has delivered higher faculty satisfaction at a substantial cost 
reduction. In this paper, we propose a new conceptual and operational framework for process 
reengineering (PR) in higher education institutions.  We also share our practical experience gained while 
designing, developing, and integrating three subsystems into an EIS. We hope that our experience, 
delineated in this paper, will help other universities’ distance learning efforts and will encourage them to 
implement enterprise information systems to effectively manage their administrative processes. 

 

KEYWORDS 
Distance Learning; Enterprise Information Systems; Systems Integration; Business Process 
Reengineering (BPR) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) are complex systems used 
to integrate and manage dispersed processes and transactions, using a common data source. Many 
sophisticated systems have been developed to assist in reengineering business processes in 
manufacturing, in customer relationships, and in supply chain [1, 2].  EIS has also penetrated higher 
education administrative and academic systems as a planning, decision-making, and information 
management tool. 

 

Following Pairat & Jungthirapanich’s [3] chronological review of ERP implementation in business and 
industry, we have identified three sequential phases in the history of the implementation of EIS in higher 
education institutions.  During the first phase, EIS were implemented as a replacement to aging legacy 
systems; EIS have traditionally been adopted to manage administrative systems such as human resources 
and student, financial, and development information [4, 5].  During the second phase, EIS implementation 
has progressively evolved to include academic systems and services, including portals, course 
management systems, digital content repositories, e-portfolios, and e-services.  Finally and more recently, 
under the pressure for greater accountability and the development of data mining techniques, EIS are used 
as data sources for academic analytics tools aimed at improving enrollment management, fund-raising, 
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and overall teaching and learning [5, 6, 7]. 

For example, both the California State University system and DePaul University (IL) have implemented 
customer relationship-management systems to manage the process of developing and maintaining long-
term relationships with students [8].  Brigham Young University-Hawaii recently implemented Oracle's 
enterprise software (PeopleSoft Solutions) to enhance its service to students, to streamline processes, to 
improve interdepartmental communication, and to strengthen security across its IT system.  As Villano 
[8] describes, these integrated systems communicate with students at critical points throughout the 
lifecycle of their relationships with their institution’s processes at recruitment, at admissions and 
enrollment, and upon graduation.  

 

However, EIS implementation is still absent from the routine administrative and academic transactions of 
higher education institutions where administrative and academic units’ processes and procedures are still 
paper-based. On-campus units are still using word processing and spreadsheet applications to collect, 
manage, and track most course-related information, including syllabi, textbook ordering, copyright 
clearance, software requests, coursepak requests, and exam proctoring forms. This paper-based process is 
particularly cumbersome, inefficient, and difficult for distance learning units [9], and it appears to 
increase faculty workload and dissatisfaction.  

 

Moreover, in spite of the substantial growth in distance and online learning offerings [10], our review 
found that the majority of the literature regarding online and distance learning has paid little attention to 
reengineering or streamlining operational processes within distance learning units. Curiously, this 
inattention is not aligned with the increasing internal and external pressures demanding greater 
accountability and efficiency from higher education institutions. 

 

By implementing Enterprise Information Systems to streamline administrative processes and to integrate 
data, distance learning units are likely to improve their organizational efficiencies and to reduce their 
operational costs while enhancing both their services and their communication with faculty and students. 
In this regard, EIS implementation is achieved by following or combining one of two options: by using 
either vendor-packaged or in-house-developed systems.  

 

We chose the second option because we intended to reengineer our unit’s administrative processes while 
developing the application, a goal hardly achievable when using a vendor-packaged option.  From this 
perspective, our decision to develop an EIS was driven by three specific goals: a) to replace a 
cumbersome and inefficient paper-based logistics process with a streamlined and efficient Web-based 
process, b) to increase distance learning faculty satisfaction while enhancing our unit’s quality of service, 
and c) to reduce the overall cost associated with preparing and teaching distance learning courses for 
faculty as much as possible, using innovative technologies.  Of these three goals, we consider faculty 
satisfaction (as reflected by workload reduction) as the most important indicator of success for our 
initiative, because faculty satisfaction is a key motivator for faculty participation and involvement in 
distance learning, [11].  

 

Although we used (Business Process Reengineering) BPR as methodological framework, our initiative 
differs from traditional business BPR approaches in that it didn’t have specific cost-saving nor 
downsizing goals and targets. Based on a departmental initiative, our reengineering process was 
structured to focus solely on rethinking processes and procedures within our university’s distance learning 
unit.  
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II. PROCESS REENGINEERING FRAMEWORK 
The concept of reengineering was defined in the early 1990s. Hammer and Champy [12] defined 
reengineering as “the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to achieve 
dramatic improvements in critical temporary measures of performance, such as cost, service, quality and 
speed” (p. 46).  Closer to the organizational culture of higher education, and prior to Hammer and 
Champy [12], Penrod & Dolence [13] defined reengineering as “using the power of modern information 
technology to radically redesign administrative business processes in order to achieve dramatic 
improvements in their performance” (p. 8).  The ultimate goal of process reengineering is to achieve 
efficiency and effectiveness by radically rethinking existing processes. This contrasts with Total Quality 
Management, which undertakes process change gradually by working in incremental steps [14].  As our 
initiative was to replace a paper-based logistics process with a streamlined and efficient Web-based 
process, and to achieve major improvements through this reengineered process, our unit decided to 
thoroughly redesign the process by following the BPR approach.   

 

Using the BPR approach, we proposed, and have successfully initiated, a framework inspired by two main 
sources: (1) a retrospective analysis of our own experience in reengineering several internal processes 
(faculty development program management, online course development, syllabus creation process, and 
learning assessment lab registration), and (2) our reading of the BPR literature [13, 15, 16, 17].  By 
combining these two sources (in which theory has been nurtured by practice), our framework [18] 
provides a well-grounded tool for use when reengineering any process in higher education.  As shown in 
Figure 1, this framework for process reengineering in higher education is structured around four 
sequential non-linear phases: 
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Fig 1. Proposed Process Reengineering Framework  

 

A.  Initiation 
The first phase is aimed at identifying and understanding the purpose, the rationale, and the objectives of 
process reengineering. This phase requires active participation from all stakeholders, both to document 
and to understand the environmental dynamics and the risks associated with the proposed reengineering 
process [19].  

 

B. Analysis 
The second phase is an in-depth analysis of the process tasks and procedures which is completed by 
analyzing tasks, by reviewing risks and assumptions, and by identifying potential causes of resistance and 
inertia. Along with the documentation obtained during phase one, the outcome of this analysis phase is 
used to flowchart the process. A visual presentation of the existing process dependencies and 
interdependencies is not only critical to mapping the core tasks and procedures of the process, but is also 
foundational for the reengineering process itself.  
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C. Reengineering 
In the third phase, the features and functionalities of the reengineered process are redesigned.  This phase 
includes active participation and feedback from all appropriate personnel and users. As the process is 
redesigned, the flowchart outlined in phase two is updated to include a clarification of the key 
measurement variables. In this phase, information technology is used as an enabling and facilitating tool.    

  

D. Implementation and Evaluation 
The implementation and evaluation phase is intended as a first step toward prototyping the reengineered 
process in order to address users’ and stakeholders’ issues and concerns.  In a second portion of this step, 
the reengineered process is fully implemented and monitored to ensure successful operation. A 
summative evaluation is conducted, and achievement and outcomes are reported.  

 

Successful implementation of this framework requires three key pillars: 1) a deep understanding and 
familiarity with the organizational cultures of both the distance learning unit and the larger university, 
with full knowledge of their dynamics and politics [19]; 2) a clear vision, involvement, and support from 
senior leadership [14] sustained by a “capacity for action” [20]; and 3) the intelligent leveraging of 
information technology as an enabling, dynamic, and scalable tool [17, 21]. 

 

III. DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF THE ENTERPRISE 
INFORMATION SYSTEM IN OUR UNIT 

Our distance learning unit is part of a large public research university at which roughly fifteen percent of 
enrolled students are taking distance learning courses.  The university is nationally regarded as a leader in 
technology-mediated distance learning, having offered technology-delivered distance learning since the 
mid-1980s. In order to rethink our processes and procedures, we built three subsystems guided by the 
process reengineering framework and then integrated them into our large-scale enterprise information 
system.  To successfully integrate these subsystems, we used a faculty orientation website which has 
allowed us to streamline and simplify administrative processes for faculty preparing and teaching distance 
learning courses.  

 

A. Organizational Situations Before the Implementation of EIS  
Before the EIS applications were developed and deployed in our unit, we used a combination of paper 
forms and Excel spreadsheets to manage our operations. As an example, between Summer 2006 and 
Summer 2007, 37,688 registrations were recorded, and 593 instructors taught 1,281 course sections.  
Faculty manually completed a plethora of paper forms and then submitted them to the Office of Distance 
Learning for processing and routing to different units across the nation and across the globe. With such a 
large volume of paper in motion, managing administrative processes (such as syllabus preparation, the 
collection of various course-related forms, the distribution of course materials, and the logistics of 
scheduling paper-based exams) was challenging and sometimes overwhelming [9].  Indeed, in addition to 
burdening faculty members with the completion of numerous paper-based forms for each course, this 
manual approach burdened the distance learning (DL) staff with a variety of tracking, processing, and 
retrieving problems.  It was discovered, as semesters went by, that the storage and retrieval of these forms 
became cumbersome and problematic. In short, the submission of paper forms was costly, cumbersome, 
and inefficient, and made tracking and managing difficult. 
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B. New Enterprise Information System Implementation 
Our System implementation followed the four-step framework outlined in Figure 1, above.   

 

1. Initiation  
In this phase, we identified the administrative process to be reengineered using our unit’s years of 
experience in dealing with the preparation and propagation of distance learning course material, syllabi, 
and exams. We established our understanding of the process a) by reviewing a variety of sources 
including original paper reports, manuals, and forms; and b) by interviewing current staff and 
administrators in distance learning and, perhaps more importantly, by interviewing faculty members 
teaching distance learning courses. 

 

In order to thoroughly examine the administrative processes in our distance learning unit, we conducted a 
number of meetings with related stakeholders (DL administrators, DL staff, and DL faculty) in order to 
cultivate a supportive environment, to gain feedback, and to document the process to be reengineered.  
Through these multiple meetings, we established our project development team, drafted our project plan, 
and defined team roles, accountability, expectations, and timelines, in order to facilitate the project 
management process.  

 

2. Analysis 
In this step, we conducted an in-depth analysis of the tasks and procedures involved in the administrative 
process.   In-depth evaluations and analysis of the current paper-based approach were made and artifacts 
were collected.  As a result, we flowcharted the existing process and identified a list of issues and 
problems to be addressed. After ten formal meetings, our team made a number of recommendations for 
the reengineered process which included new features, functionalities, requirements, and ideas.  
Enhancing the performance of actual users (faculty members) in the context of their real-world activities 
was a major design focus of our system design.  For example, at least three staff members recommended 
that the new system should allow faculty to adopt forms from previous semesters for current use so that 
faculty could reuse/update previous semesters’ forms. This suggestion was built in to our new system. 
User profile information was used to pre-populate generic form fields in order to reduce the data entry 
time for faculty.  After the faculty filled out the online forms, PDF documents should be automatically 
generated for viewing and printing purpose. From the outset, reducing faculty workload associated with 
distance learning courses logistics was a major design focus of our system design. 

 

3. Reengineering  
In this step, we designed the features and functionalities of the reengineered process, based on the results 
of the analysis in the second step. We created a conceptual model of the phases, tasks, and functions, 
which led to a series of database-related entity-relationship diagrams.  Subsequently, we formalized this 
conceptual design by creating a web-based user interface involving all system users.  We realized the 
importance that all system users need to be involved from the start, and continuously throughout the 
implementation because it is not realistic to expect no change in designs while a system is being built. 
Thus, these designs were also regularly reviewed and updated with all system users to reflect new 
changes. This participative approach during the design phase enabled us to capture users’ concerns and 
feedback early in the process and to reach a consensus as to the workability of the reengineered process. 

 

During the reengineering process, an instructional designer, two instructional technologists, and an 
interface designer were involved in the actual system programming and development.  All applications 
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chosen were database-driven environments intended to streamline the administrative process.  To deploy 
the system on the Web, a Microsoft MSSQL server was used as the backend database environment. This 
server was chosen because of its rich capabilities in supporting the required functionalities. In order to 
create dynamic web content by querying the database, PHP was used as the scripting language.  CSS was 
used to ensure the overall consistency of the system’s look and feel.  A user-account authentication 
system maintained by the University’s Center for Learning Technologies was incorporated in order to 
prevent unauthorized access to the online form services, thereby enforcing the security of the application.  

 

Phase I: Before Semester Starts

Syllabus Generator Subsystem

Online Forms Subsystem

Phase II: During Semester

Exam Scheduling & 
Distribution Subsystem

Online Forms Subsystem

Enterprise Information System: 
Online Faculty Orientation

DL 
Staff

Faculty

 
Fig 2. Reengineered Process Features and Steps 

 

4. Implementation and Evaluation  
The development team adopted a rapid application development approach [22] in building the three 
subsystems (the syllabus generator, the exam scheduling and distribution, and the online forms).  Based 
on the entity-relationship diagrammed in Step 3 above, we designed a database using a Microsoft SQL 
server followed by a shared login/authentication module.  Next, we created a separate module that 
included access privileges and features for each user. The three subsystems were then integrated into a 
fully functional system through the faculty orientation website.  The user features and functions were 
prototyped and tested three times with real data prior to the actual deployment of the subsystems. The 
three applications have now been through multiple revisions, based on feedback collected from hundred 
of users.  
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IV. EVALUATION OF THE ENTERPRISE 
 INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

As the success of an enterprise information system often depends heavily on its usability, we surveyed 
our distance learning faculty to capture faculty feedback and to explore their overall satisfaction with the 
functionality and user interface of each subsystem.  Since faculty concerns about the workload associated 
with distance learning are often reported as a disincentive to their participation in teaching distance 
learning courses [23, 24, 25, 26], the top management of our unit considered the faculty’s level of 
satisfaction to be a key indicator of the success of this BPR implementation.   

 

At this stage, two surveys were administered to users of the Syllabus Generator and the Online Exam 
Scheduling and Distribution subsystem. (The online forms subsystem was not yet finalized, and so users 
could not yet be surveyed.)  In addition to the formal data collected from the survey, DL staff working 
with faculty collected informal feedback from faculty using the system. This non-systemic survey 
approach generated dissimilarities in terms of the number of surveyed faculty per subsystem and the 
overall response rate for each survey.  

 

A. Syllabus Generator Evaluation 
The Syllabus Generator was designed to streamline syllabus creation and management as it provides 
faculty with a step-by-step tool to create, manage, and submit syllabi online. We conducted four hands-on 
workshops in which faculty members were asked to create syllabi without any help and without any 
instructions from the workshop facilitator. These workshops, and this approach, provided us with intuitive 
feedback and valuable suggestions. After we made the changes based on the feedback and suggestions we 
received during and following the workshops, we sent a web-based survey to all faculty members using 
the syllabus generator in order to explore their overall satisfaction and to assess their perception of the 
usability of the subsystem.  

 

A quick analysis of the survey data indicates that 29 faculty, representing various disciplines and colleges, 
completed the survey. Overall, approximately 68% of the reporting faculty noted that they were satisfied 
with the Syllabus Generator. Their feedback indicated that the Syllabus Generator is easy to use (68.18%) 
and reduces their time in preparing syllabi (40.91%).  It might be noted here that the first time anyone 
uses a new system, unfamiliarity with its workings can serve to diminish satisfaction rates, which usually 
rise in conjunction with user familiarity with the system.  Faculty members also reported that the Syllabus 
Generator helped them to communicate their course goals and expectations to their students (54.54%).  
As a result, this tool reduced students’ questions about course logistics (45.45%). Most participating 
faculty members (59.09%) expressed their willingness to recommend the tool to their colleagues.  

 

B. Exam Scheduling and Distribution Subsystem Evaluation 
The Online Exam Scheduling and Distribution Subsystem was intended to streamline and facilitate exam 
and material distribution to Distance Learning students.  A total of 32 faculty members representing 
various disciplines and colleges completed the survey about the Exam Scheduling and Distribution 
Subsystem.  Overall, 51% of reporting faculty members indicated that the subsystem was easy to use.  
Their feedback indicates that this subsystem: a) enables faculty members to accomplish tasks more 
quickly (54%); b) reduces the time and effort in managing exam schedules and in distributing materials to 
Distance Learning students (42%); and c) makes it easier to meet submission deadlines (60%). The 
evaluation results suggest that more than half of the participating faculty members have a positive attitude 
about the subsystem’s ability to assist them.   
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C. Online Forms Subsystem Evaluation 
The online forms subsystem was designed to offer required forms for face-to-face, hybrid, online, and 
televised courses. The forms available include the textbook order form, software installation form, 
coursepak production request form, and copyright permission request form.  Each year, more than 100 
faculty members use the online forms subsystem to submit various course-related forms.  Informal 
feedback collected by DL staff indicates that the majority of faculty using the system are pleased with the 
change from paper-based forms to the new online form.  Faculty report that the subsystem is a time-
saving and convenient tool for the management of forms and that it improves the performance of DL 
operations.  The subsystem also enables all parties involved in the process to work together 
asynchronously and remotely.  

 

Since a cost-benefit analysis is traditionally required to demonstrate cost savings in BPR projects, we 
cautiously report that our project has generated both direct and indirect cost savings. Our unit accounting 
office has calculated the annualized cost-saving attributed to the reengineered subsystem at $7500, which 
accounts for the portion of the mailing budget spent on sending paper forms. This estimate includes only 
the direct costs associated with mailing charges that were saved (roughly 8% of the total mailing cost). 
We expect that this percentage will increase once all DL faculty members use the subsystem. In indirect 
cost savings, the new functionalities of the subsystem have freed faculty and staff from several time-
consuming clerical tasks and have increased faculty and staff productivity in handling the logistics 
process.  Unfortunately, the exact amount of cost savings resulting from increased faculty/staff 
productivity, reduced faculty/staff labor, and reduced faculty/staff time spent on the exam distribution and 
scheduling process is difficult to measure.  

 

As for the costs associated with implementing these projects, we mainly used our existing hardware and 
software resources, and spent only around $2000 in purchasing software (such as a PDF document 
converter). The rest of the cost was merely the cost of staff time given to the projects. A thorough analysis 
of the costs and cost savings associated with reengineering the logistics process is suggested as future 
research.  It is important to note that the tangible and non-tangible benefits associated with faculty 
satisfaction, considered one of our main goals of this initiative, are difficult to quantify.  Among those 
intangible benefits is the fact that faculty satisfaction affects students’ learning experience and 
satisfaction, and might lead to greater faculty interest and involvement in teaching distance learning 
courses.  

 

V. LESSONS LEARNED  
Overall, the whole process of development and integration of the three application subsystems (the 
syllabus generator, the online forms and the exam scheduling and distribution) took nearly three years to 
complete. Through the development and subsequent use of the three subsystems by distance learning 
faculty, a number of lessons have been learned, including the following:  

 

Providing faculty support is crucial.  Faculty members have different needs and proficiency levels with 
technology.  In order to be responsive and to help faculty use the EIS, technical help and individual 
training is provided to answer faculty questions. 

 

An easy transition to the electronic forms is critical.  In order to avoid disruption of normal course 
delivery operations, both paper and electronic forms have been made available to faculty for a given 
transitional time. We also chose to implement the new system via a phase-in approach, in order to 
facilitate faculty involvement.  Convincing and encouraging faculty to use the EIS will lead to the 
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discontinuation of paper-based forms.  

 

Tracking the timely submission of syllabi, forms, and exams is essential.  Some faculty members are 
tardy in their completion of required tasks.  This system provides DL staff with the capability to track and 
remind faculty of upcoming due dates.  

 

Faculty involvement and top management support are important factors for success.  The changes 
from a paper-based approach to an EIS approach must involve both DL staff and faculty in the design and 
implementation of the reengineered processes and systems. Also, top management support is critical to 
the success of the development and implementation of the EIS.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In sum, despite a slight resistance from staff (which is typical of BPR implementation, when building 
around any legacy system), we believe that we have achieved our stated goals in terms of: 1) replacing a 
cumbersome and inefficient paper-based exam distribution and scheduling process with a web-based, 
streamlined, and efficient process, and 2) reducing both the faculty/staff workload associated with the 
clerical tasks of scheduling exams and the overall costs associated with exam distribution.  The increased 
level of satisfaction from both faculty and staff proves that our effort and investment in this project were 
worthwhile and indicates the success of our initial BPR implementation. We believe that the increased 
familiarity of faculty with the EIS will undoubtedly cause their overall satisfaction rates to rise. 

 

The next step in our research is to conduct a thorough analysis of the costs and cost savings associated 
with the reengineering of the logistics process using accurate metrics such as ROI (return on investment) 
to reflect the financial impact of this BPR implementation upon our unit. We also like to conduct a 
longitudinal study to investigate whether the BPR implementation has an impact on the overall expansion 
of our distance learning programs during the next five years.  
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ABSTRACT 
Asynchronous text based discussion boards are included in many online courses, however strategies to 
compare their use within and between courses, from a disciplinary standpoint, have not been well 
documented in the literature. The goal of this project was to develop a multi-factor metric which could be 
used to characterize discussion board use in a large data set (n=11,596 message posts) and to apply this 
metric to all Mathematics courses offered in the January 2008 term by the Center for Distance Learning at 
Empire State College.  The results of this work reveal that student participation rates, quantity of student 
posts, quality of student posts and the extent of threading are well correlated with instructor activity. 
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I. BACKGROUND 
Online learning programs have grown tremendously in the past 15 years.  As these programs continue to 
grow, research in the areas of instructional design and course evaluation have also grown.  One area of 
online course design, delivery and evaluation that has received a particularly high level of attention is the 
use of asynchronous text based discussion.  Providing a framework for the purpose of discussion boards 
in an online course, Garrison, Anderson and Archer’s [1] model of “Communities of Inquiry” for online 
learning environments place student learning at the intersection of social, cognitive, and teaching 
presence.  This model has been extended [2, 3] by overlaying interaction with peers, interaction with 
content and interaction with instructors with social, cognitive and teaching presence, respectively. At the 
core of this extended model are Chickering and Gamson’s “Seven Principles for Good Practice in 
Undergraduate Education” [4].   

 

A. Social presence  
Social presence has been defined as “the ability of learners to project themselves socially and affectively 
into a community of inquiry” [5, p. 50].  As such, discussion boards are a place where learners can engage 
themselves socially and the class may develop a sense of community [6, 7]. For adult learners who may 
not have the traditional support networks that younger students may have, and for distance learners, who 
are separated by time and physical space, the development of peer support networks via discussion boards 
within an online course may be particularly important.   

 

Research with students in the State University of New York’s s Learning Network supports the notion 
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that students benefit from this social interaction in online courses.  Researchers [8, 9] found a positive 
correlation between students’ perceived learner-learner interactions and students’ satisfaction with their 
online course.   These authors also found positive correlations between students’ perceived learner-learner 
interactions and their perceived learning.  This suggests that building the social presence and encouraging 
learner-learner interactions may be one way in which discussion boards enhance the online learning 
experience. 

 

B. Cognitive Presence  
Discussion boards can be used to facilitate students’ co-construction of knowledge, engagement in higher 
order thinking, and the development of critical thinking skills [10, 11, 12]. Discussion boards can be a 
place where students negotiate meaning of course content and practice skills before independent mastery 
is expected. 

 

Constructivist learning theory suggests that knowledge is constructed by learners, rather than transmitted 
from teacher to student. According to Vygotsky’s Social Learning Theory, learning occurs through 
students’ social interactions [13]. The Zone of Proximal Development is defined as the zone between the 
abilities which students can perform independently and those which require the guidance of an instructor.  
Vygotsky concluded that this is where learning occurs.  This theory suggests that discussion boards may 
be an opportunity where students may bridge the gap between existing skills and new skills to be 
acquired. 

 

Discussion boards also enhance student learning in an online course because they are an area where 
higher order cognitive processing may be developed.  In 1956, Benjamin Bloom described six of levels 
for higher order cognitive processing and suggested that engagement in the higher levels would allow a 
greater transfer of learning beyond the course context [14].  Students may often operate in the first three 
levels of cognitive processing (knowledge, comprehension and application) via individually based 
homework assignments, projects, and assessments.  However, it is a more challenging task to engage 
students in the upper three levels (analysis, synthesis and evaluation).  It is precisely through class 
discussions that students may argue, evaluate, assess, construct, design, propose, compare and analyze 
course content.  “Electronic discussion changes the focus of the learning process, replacing the single 
view of the instructor with the diversity of views from different students” [10, p. 41]. It is within these 
levels where a deeper understanding of course content can be cultivated, thus allowing students to 
“package and bundle” course content to be used in their professional and personal lives.  Thus, discussion 
boards in an online course may be a place where students can engage in higher order thinking.   

 
Discussion boards have a role in teaching critical thinking skills.  As an instructional tool, they can 
encompass the best elements of writing assignments and in class discussions [10].  In an online course, an 
asynchronous text-based discussion board may hold the added advantage of a time-lag between postings.  
This may lead to greater reflection and enriched discussions as compared to discussions in face-to-face 
settings [15, 16].   

 

Several authors have found support for the theory that discussion board use may support cognitive 
processing.  Work by [2, 8,9, 17] indicates significant positive correlations between perceived discussion 
board activity and perceived learning.  Even more convincing, [17] and [18] found a significant positive 
correlation between the quantity of student posts and students’ scores on final assessments.  It is possible 
that students with particularly good study habits, post frequently to the course and also work efficiently to 
master course objectives, thus scoring well on final assessments.  At the very least, though, discussion 
boards can support cognition through peer-dialogue and increased learner-content interactions. 
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C. Teaching Presence  
Teaching presence in online courses can be defined as consisting of three roles: “design and organization, 
facilitating discourse, and direct instruction” [19, p. 1]. Instructors may use several strategies for 
facilitating discourse, such as “identifying areas of agreement/disagreement, seeking to reach consensus 
and understanding, encouraging, acknowledging, and reinforcing student contributions, setting the climate 
for learning, drawing in participants and prompting discussion, and assessing the efficacy of the process” 
[19, p. 8]. Discussion boards are a place where instructors may facilitate discourse and provide 
instruction.  Instructors may select content and re-focus a discussion that may have diverged from the 
main topic. Instructors may also set a tone which respects the diversity of ideas, opinions and experiences 
and which models an appreciation for the love of learning.   As such, instructors need to be present in 
discussions and discussion boards are a place where teaching presence may be demonstrated. 

 

The role of the instructor in facilitating online discussion has been discussed widely in the literature [8– 
10, 18–23].  Surprisingly, considerable debate exists in the literature about the role of an instructor in 
facilitating online discussion. On one side of the debate, there is the belief that the instructor is crucial to 
facilitating discussion, but should do so without taking over the discussion [7–10, 20, 23]. Some 
researchers [10] suggest the role of the instructor is to be a “guide on the side,” limited to maintaining 
focus, moving the discussion along and prompting students to reflect on the discussion. In studies 
examining discussion board activity, [20] and [21] found that “faculty responsiveness” was a salient 
factor in developing a meaningful online discussion.  However, “more is not necessarily better in terms of 
presence” [21, p. 143]. Instructors who respond too quickly or extensively may shutdown student 
interaction. 

 

The view that instructors should be active on discussion boards is supported by researchers examining 
student satisfaction and perceived learning in online courses.  Positive correlations have been found 
between a.) perceived learning and perceived instructor-student interaction [8, 24], b.) the quantity of 
instructor postings and the quantity of student postings [9], and c.) students’ perceived level of interaction 
with instructors and overall satisfaction for courses [24].  Other researchers [3, 25] have found that the 
extent to which instructors are perceived to facilitate discussion is correlated with students’ satisfaction of 
online courses and reported learning.  

 

On the other side of the debate is the view that instructors can interfere with student dialogue and actually 
inhibit discussion quality rather than facilitate it [22, 23]. Although one researcher [22] suggests that 
instructors’ posts can actually shut down discussion between students, this analysis is ad hoc and involves 
only a single case study.  No transcript analysis is included in the report and it is not possible to determine 
if it is the type, rather than the quantity of instructor posts that may be correlated with less dialogue.  The 
conclusions drawn by [23] are also problematic.  These researchers found that high percentages of 
instructor posts were correlated with low quantities of student posts and concluded that instructors may be 
“shutting down” discussions.  This index is problematic because in the case of large numbers of student 
posts, the percentage of instructor posts would be small, simply because the total number of posts is large. 
Thus, the need for a new measure is apparent.  

 

II. DEVELOPING A METRIC FOR ASSESSING  
DISCUSSION BOARD ACTIVITY 

Several researchers have suggested methods for measuring discussion board activity.  Some have 
suggested multi-factor metrics [18, 21, 26–28], while others have specifically focused on participation 
[23, 29, 30], the role of instructors [3, 19, 23, 26], quantity of student posts [17, 18, 32], the quality of 
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discussion [11, 28, 33–35], the discussion board prompt [36–39], guidelines posted by the instructor [40] 
and feedback [7, 44].  

 

One of the difficulties in measuring discussion board activity revolves around the multitude of factors 
which may affect discussion board activity (i.e. course design, instructional approach, learner specific 
characteristics).  The other difficulty often revolves around the need for detailed and comparable results. 
Most of the work presented in the literature thus far has focused on a single case study or a small handful 
of courses, analyzed in a cross case study analysis [21].   The goal of this paper is to propose a discussion 
board metric and to apply this metric to online course offerings in one discipline.  This work is valuable in 
that most of the metrics reported in the literature have dealt with data sets on the order of 1000 message 
posts or less.  The metric described in this paper was applied 11,596 message posts and thus can serve as 
a tool to analyze differences between courses and between sections of the same course. 

  

A. Student Participation  
For this paper, participation is defined as the percent of enrolled students who decide to post to a 
discussion board.  Participation rate is an important measure to include in designing a discussion board 
metric and is distinct from the quantity of student posts.  In an ideal setting, all students who enroll in an 
online course will complete the course and all currently enrolled students will engage in all learning 
activities.  In practice, this is not the case.  Thus, it is informative to examine participation rates, both 
within a course and between courses. 

 

This definition is an improvement over previous attempts to quantify participation.  Many authors use 
quantity of posts and participation interchangeably.  This blurs the distinction between the proportion of 
student using the discussion board (participation) and how “vocal” students are once they decide to 
participate (quantity).  By examining participation rates, it may be possible to identify areas in need of 
revision.   

 

B.  Quantity of Student Postings 
The quantity of student posts is a common and usually straightforward measure to gather from learning 
management system software.  One approach, as demonstrated by [21] in a cross case study approach, 
uses the mean number of messages per forum as an indicator for the quantity of posts.  Although this 
measure is useful in a small case study analysis, this index could be misleading in comparing a large 
number of courses.  For example, a mean value of twelve messages per forum could represent very 
different quantities of posts, depending on whether these posts were made by twelve students or four 
students.  

 

Another approach for measuring quantity of student postings is to calculate the number of student 
responses divided by the number of students in the course [9, 17, 23, 31, 32].  Although this index 
standardizes quantity of posts by course size, it is misleading in that not all enrolled students choose to 
participate in every discussion.  The index for quantity of student posts could be improved by using the 
“active” students in a discussion board rather than enrolled.   

 

C.  Quality of Student Postings 
Two broad strategies of tools to examine the quality of student postings exist in the literature: rubrics and 
content analysis.  Rubrics are often included in a course to define the expectations for high quality 
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discussion board participation. Several examples of discussion board rubrics exist in the literature [7, 27, 
33, 36].  Content analysis is a method of coding the content of discussion board postings and is most 
useful for studying patterns of interactions for research purposes.  Several methods for content analysis 
have been presented in the literature [15, 32, 34, 35, 40, 46]. 

 

Using these frameworks for assessing quality of discussion transcripts is problematic because of the 
amount of time needed to score a large number of discussion posts and issues of inter-rater reliability 
should more than one rater be used.  For example, in this study, 335 message boards were analyzed.  To 
apply a detailed coding scheme would have required two researchers working full-time (40 hours/week) 
for approximately a year and a half.  Most departments who wish to conduct a program review do not 
have these sorts of resources to allocate.  Inter-rater reliability can also cause problems in producing 
reliable data in discussion board analysis [38].  

 

Attempts to define the “quality” of student posts through a broader lens do not lend themselves well to 
course review and supervision.  For example, [26, p. 266] defines quality of student posts as “the extent to 
which the message covers the topic that the course experts have identified as significant and the depth 
(granularity) to which the topics have been explored.”  This definition is highly subjective and is difficult 
to quantify.  Another attempt, made by [18] defines quality as clear or unclear.  Problematically, a post 
may be clear, but clearly off-topic.  Thus, the use of a new paradigm for “quality” is proposed here for 
inclusion in a multi-factor metric. 

 

A more useful distinction of “quality” posts can be made by determining whether a post is educationally 
valuable or educationally less valuable.  Educationally valuable talk (EVT) is defined by  

“a particular interaction pattern in online discussion threads characterized as dialogic exchanges whereby 
participant collaboratively display construction, and at times, critical engagement with the ideas or key 
concepts that make up the topic of an online discussion, and build knowledge through reasoning, 
articulations, creativity and reflection” [43, p. 402].  

   

EVT is characterized by seven indicators: exploratory, invitational, argumentational, critical, heuristic, 
reflective, or interpretive [43].  Educationally less valuable talk (ELVT) may be defined as “talk that lacks 
substance in regard to critical and meaningful engagement with the formal content or ideas that are 
discussed in the posts of other in an online discussion” [43, p. 404].  ELVT is characterized by five 
indicators: affective, judgmental, experiential, reproductional, or miscellaneous [43].  It is worth noting 
that educationally less valuable talk is still valuable.  It may help build the online community and 
establish trust within the class.  From an instructional and supervision standpoint, this paradigm presents 
an efficient way to classify posts as related to course content and which move the discussion forward 
(EVT) vs. those posts that are either not related to course content or those which add little to the depth or 
breadth to the discussion.   

 

Although EVT/ELVT classification scheme contains 12 indicators and 15 sub-indicators, the main 
classification scheme represents one choice: EVT or ELVT.  The distinction between EVT and ELVT is 
clear and intuitive.  Coding discussion board transcripts using this scheme requires one researcher 
approximately 1 hour to code approximately 72 posts.  Thus, depending on the length of the discussion, 
the coding time for one discussion board may range from 30 minutes to 2 hours.  It is evident that more 
authentic methods of measuring posts’ perceived educational value exist (i.e. interviews, journaling), 
however, the intention here is to assess the percentage of the message posts which address educationally 
valuable talk (i.e. talk related to the educational content and objectives of the discussion prompt). The 
goal here is not to make claims about the inherent value of the posts as evidence of learning, but rather to 
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provide a metric which can measure the percentage of the discussion which was related to the educational 
nature of the discussion.  

 

D. Extent of Threading 
Increased threading represents an original post which has generated increased dialogue.  In addition to 
quantifying the participation rate and the quantity and quality of student posts, the pattern of interaction 
can provide additional insights into how discussions are being used in a course and how they may be 
improved. 

 

A common measure of threading is average thread length [18, 21, 23].  The average discussion thread 
length is calculated by the total number of student postings divided by the total number of discussion 
threads.  This index tends to blur the distinction between posts that are unanswered, posts that are 
acknowledged and those which result in discussion because it is reported as an average.  “Message maps” 
are another way to analyze interaction patterns [44, 45].  Although this is interesting from an interaction 
pattern analysis standpoint, it is not appropriate for use in course review and comparing courses to each 
other. A more useful method of characterizing discussion would be three broad categories:  unanswered 
posts, acknowledged posts, and posts which lead to discussion. Knowing the relative amounts of posts in 
these distinct categories would provide useful information on how much dialogue occurs within a course. 

 

E. Instructor Presence 
In studies where multiple courses and instructors have been compared, instructor presence has been 
generally characterized by the quantity of instructor posts and/or the nature of the instructor’s posts.  
Problematically, though, only measuring the number of instructor posts on a discussion board can be 
misleading.  For example, an instructor with four posts on a discussion board with four participating 
students represents and hence a minimum of four student posts represents a very different level of 
instructor activity than an instructor with four posts on a discussion board with twenty-five participating 
students and a minimum of twenty-five student posts. In the former case, the instructor is highly present 
and in the latter, the instructor is faintly present.  One approach has been to categorize instructor presence 
as high, medium or little or no presence, although these classifications are not well defined [21]. 
Characterizing the nature instructor presence by other researches is similarly problematic as it is narrative 
or descriptive in nature [18, 22]. Part of the reason for this is that often, one course taught by the 
researcher forms the basis of the research study.   

 

Another approach has been to examine the percentage of instructor postings as defined by the number of 
instructor postings/total number of postings [23].  This index is problematic because in the case of large 
numbers of student posts, the percentage of instructor posts would be small, simply because the total 
number of posts is large.  Thus, this index for instructor quantity is confounded with student quantity and 
not useful for discerning correlative relationships between these two variables.  An improvement over this 
measure has been to measure instructor participation as the raw count of instructor responses per enrolled 
student in the course [9]. Since not all enrolled students participate in every discussion board, an 
improved measure would be to use “participating students” rather than enrolled students.  

 

F. Expectations & Guidelines 
Communicating clear expectations sets students up for success [4]. Clear guidelines become even more 
important in an online course than in a face to face course because of the lack of immediate feedback to 
students.  In a face to face setting, an instructor may provide cues such as eye contact, nods of approval or 
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question the student to provide additional information to support their views.  Without these cues in an 
online course, the initial guidelines and subsequent feedback become increasingly important in facilitating 
quality academic discourse.  Failure to include clear guidelines obscures the definition of successful 
participation in an online course and essentially, denies the opportunity to succeed to those who do not 
possess this coveted knowledge of expected behavior.   

 

Defining expectations becomes even more important in working with students who have had little or no 
experience with discussion board activity.  Research with undergraduate students [15] suggests that taking 
an instructional approach to forum posting in the first learning module may help inform students of 
discussion expectations. This approach may also work well for adult learner populations, many of whom 
are returning to the academic setting after years of professional experience,  

 

In practice, clear guidelines can improve student outcomes.  A positive correlation was found between 
stated guidelines for discussion posting and students perceived learning in SUNY’s SLN [9]. Other 
researchers, such as [21], report that courses whose instructors who did not post clear guidelines on the 
length, quantity and content of posts resulted in discussions that lacked academic quality.  In these cases 
students’ posts floundered and consisted mostly of asking for help on other parts of the course. Other 
researchers [40] have found that increasingly detailed guidelines and structure were correlated with 
increased threading and interaction.  These researchers also found that increasingly detailed evaluation 
guidelines and the presence of a rubric were correlated with increased numbers of posts per student.     

 

G. Presence of Feedback 
According to the Chickering and Gamson’s Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate 
Education, good practice involves providing feedback to guide student learning [4].  Other researchers 
[10] suggest that meaningful discussion can be effectively facilitated by grading discussion activity.  

 

In practice, several researchers report found that the use of the course grades is positively correlated with 
discussion board activity.  In courses where feedback was “timely and substantive” there were higher 
levels of dialogue [21].  In courses where discussion boards were not assessed (no numerical or letter 
grade), there were many non-participating students throughout the semester [21].  However, in courses 
where only quantity of posts was measured, the quality of posts did not meet instructors’ expectations 
[21].  According to [9], grade weight for discussion is positively correlated with students’ quantity of 
posts, perceived learning and perceived student-student interaction. Other researchers report that courses 
with a graded discussion board have significantly higher quantities of student posts than courses that do 
not [46].  Interestingly, the work of [24] indicates a positive correlation between the percentages of the 
course grade derived from discussion participation with student satisfaction, perceived learning, perceived 
interaction with the instructor and perceived interaction with their peers. 

 

III. METHODS 
Fourteen online undergraduate Mathematics courses (33 course sections) offered by the Center for 
Distance Learning at Empire State College were observed for the entire duration of their delivery.  
Courses were delivered over a 15 week semester, beginning in January 2008.  Each discussion board, in 
addition to course syllabi, private folders and grade book were observed during this time period.  The 
result was an analysis of 11,596 posts made over 335 message boards.  Only course discussion boards 
were analyzed.  Not included in the analysis were the Ask a Question Board, Student Lounge and the 
Icebreaker discussion.  Small group discussions were included in the analysis, however discussions used 
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as laboratory workspaces (i.e. gathering data and preparing a report) were not included.  The distinction 
between these two items was made based on whether the goal was discussion (included) or to prepare a 
lab/homework report (not included).  Discussion boards were observed and quantified two weeks after 
their due date to capture late posting students’ contributions.   

 

A.  Student Participation 
Student participation was calculated by the number of students participating in a message board, divided 
by the number of students enrolled in the course as the time of the message board.   

 

coursetheinenrolledstudentsof

discussioniningparticipatstudentsof
ionparticipatStudent

#

#
  

 

B.  Quantity of Student Postings 
The quantity of student posts for each discussion board was calculated as the number of student posts on a 
message board, divided by the number of students participating in the message board.  

 

discussiontheiningparticipatStudents

postsstudentof
postsstudentofQuantity

#
  

 

This gave an indication of how many posts students were making on discussion boards and in the course 
overall, when they chose to participate.   

 

C.  Quality of Student Postings 
Transcript analysis was conducted to assess the quality of posts.  Student and instructor posts were codes 
as Educationally Valuable Talk (EVT) or Educationally Less Valuable Talk (ELVT) according to the 
definitions set forth by [47].  The percent of educationally valuable talk was calculated by dividing the 
number of EVT posts by the total number of posts. 

 

postsoftotal

postsEVTof
Quality

#

#
  

 

D.  Extent of Threading 
For the purposes of this study, three conversation styles were defined (Fig. 1).  The “speak” style was 
defined by an original post to which there was no reply.  The “speak-reply” style was defined by an 
original post which receives only one reply or several replies only one layer deep.  The “discuss” style 
was defined by an original post, which contained replied at least two layers deep. 

 
Conversation Style  Example 
Speak Math is Great…Posted by Mary 
Speak-reply Math is Great…Posted by Mary 

       Re: Math is Great…Posted by Bob 
       Re: Math is Great…Posted by Cindy 
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Discuss Math is Great…Posted by Mary 
       Re: Math is Great…Posted by Bob 
              Re: Math is Great…Posted by Mary 
       Re: Math is Great…Posted by Cindy 

Figure 1.  Conversation Style Categories 

 

E.  Instructor Presence 
The quantity of posts made by an instructor to a discussion board was divided by the number of active 
students.  This was done in order to facilitate comparisons between classes with different enrollments.  It 
was decided the participating students was a more accurate measure of how “response” instructors were 
to student posts.   

 

discussioniningparticipatstudentsof

postsinstructorof
presenceInstructor

#

#
  

  

G.  Expectations & Guidelines 
The course syllabi and discussion board directions were examined for evidence of guidelines regarding 
the quantity and quality of posts students should make.  Guidelines were scored as present (1) or absent 
(0). 

 

H.  Presence of Feedback 
The course grade book and private folders for students were examined to reveal evidence of discussion 
board evaluation.  Evaluation of students’ discussion board posts via email was not included because it 
was not possible (nor desirable) to search faculty email accounts for this information. Evaluation was 
scored as present (1) or absent (0). 

 

IV. RESULTS 
The results in this paper describe overall trends exhibited by the thirty three course sections.  Further 
analysis which compares multiple sections of the same course or multiples courses taught by an instructor 
could be conducted, but are beyond the scope of the results presented and discussion in this paper. 

 

A.  Participation 
Participation in discussion boards varied between courses and between different sections of the same 
course (Fig. 2).  The proportion of enrolled students who participated in discussions, averaged for each 
course section (n=33) ranged from .94 to .40.  Using Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, a significant 
positive correlation was found between participation and the instructor presence (p<.01).  Similarly, a 
significant positive correlation was also found between with presence of feedback (p<.001) and with 
guidelines describing instructor expectations for quality posts (p<.01).   
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Figure 2.  The Proportion of Students Participating in Discussion Boards.  Courses are Designated by Letters and Course 

Sections are Designated by Numbers. For example, G1 Represents Section 1 of Course G. 

 

B.  Quantity of Student Postings 
The quantity of student posts varied from a low of 1.424 messages/participating student to a high of 4.75 
messages/participating student.  There were considerable differences both between courses and between 
different sections of the same course (Fig. 3). Pearson’s Correlation coefficient revealed a significant 
positive correlation between the quantity of student posts was positively correlated with instructor 
presence (p<.05), with presence of feedback (p<.01) and with guidelines describing instructor 
expectations for quality posts (p<.001).  Interestingly, the quantity of student posts was not correlated 
with the presence of guidelines describing the expectations for quantity of posts.   
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Figure 3.  The Average Number of Posts per Participating Student per Discussion Board.  

 

C.  Quality of Student Postings 
The proportion of the total posts that contained educationally valuable talk varied from a low of .27 to a 
high of .78 (Fig. 4).  Quality was positively correlated with presence of feedback (p<.025).  Quality of 
student posts was not correlated with instructor presence or guidelines for quality or quantity.   
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Figure 4.  Quality of Posts was Determined by Criteria Set Forth by Uzuner’s EVT/ELVT Criteria [43]. 
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D.  Extent of Threading 
The extent of threading is presented in Figure 5. The percent of initial threads that resulted in a discussion 
was positively correlated with instructor presence (p<.05), with Evaluation (use of grade book) (p<.05) 
and with guidelines describing instructor expectations for quality posts (p<.05).  The percent of ‘speak’ 
posts was negatively correlated with the responsiveness of instructor posts (p<.05), with guidelines 
describing instructor expectations for quantity posts (p<.025) and with guidelines describing instructor 
expectations for quantity posts (p<.05).   
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Figure 5.  The Percentage of Conversation Style on Discussion Boards 

 

E.  Instructor Presence 
Instructors varied in their approach to discussion boards (Fig. 6).  Some instructors were very responsive, 
such as G1 with an average responsiveness of 2.62 messages per participating student.  Other instructors 
hardly posted during the entire semester. For example, J2 posted only 1 message during the course (.01 
messages/student).   
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Figure 6.  Instructor presence as determined by the number of instructor posts per participating student. 

 

F.  Expectations & Guidelines 
Seventy-nine percent of CDL Mathematics courses contained guidelines for the number of student posts.  
In 52% of these courses, the standard was set to 1 original post and 2 replies.   

 

Only 27% of courses contained guidelines for what is meant by a quality post.  These guidelines usually 
addressed the presence of critical thinking in the post and/or providing substantive content that could 
increase understanding of the subject matter.  One course contained a discussion rubric however, it was 
not used.   

 

G.  Presence of Feedback 
Evaluation of students’ discussion board posts was provided in 15 out of 33 course sections.  No feedback 
regarding discussion board posts provided to students in the Private Folders.  Thus, the 15 course sections 
which did provide feedback utilized the grade book as the mechanism for communicating feedback and 
evaluating student discussion posts.   

 

V. DISCUSSION 
In this paper, the development and application of a metric is presented which is suitable for analyzing 
discussion board use patterns in large data sets.  This multi-factor metric provides valuable information 
for researchers and practitioners.  As a tool for research, this metric can be used to analyze discussion 
board use patterns in large data sets.  This provides an advance over previous studies which have typically 
utilized cross-case study [21] or single case study approaches [18, 22].  For practitioners, particularly 
course supervisors, this metric may be used to compare discussion board use patterns within a distance 
learning program’s set of online courses.  
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This study, distinguishes participation from students’ quantity of posts.  This is an improvement over 
previous studies which often use these terms synonymously, thus obscuring distinctions between the 
percent of enrolled students which actually participate in discussions and measures of how frequently  
students post once they decide to participate. Learning orientation may also play a role in determining 
which type of learners may engage with and benefit from discussion board activities.  In order to engage 
in mathematical discussions which create knowledge, students must be willing to venture mathematical 
ideas in a public forum and interested in socially constructing knowledge. Three models suggested by 
[48] may affect learner’s orientation towards engagement in discussion boards.  Independent learners 
typically master concepts through solitary study while interactive learners tend to prefer one-to-one or 
one-to-many conversations.  The collaborative learner may be most likely to engage in shared knowledge 
building in discussion boards.   

 

Admittedly, this study assumes that discussion participation is synonymous with the decision to post to a 
discussion board.  Some authors have argued that discussion board participation should be more broadly 
defined to include both posting and viewing behavior.  The work of [47] suggests that “hits,” rather than 
discussion board posts are more predictive of students’ learning.  This is not surprising, however, because 
highly motivated students may have high login rates, as well as high end of course quiz grades.  The work 
of [29] also suggests that “pedagogical lurking” can result in self-reported learning.  Future studies may 
wish to investigate the role that lurking plays in students’ valuation of discussion boards as a learning 
tool.   

 

Applying the classification of Educationally Valuable Talk (EVT) and Educationally Less Valuable Talk 
(ELVT) developed by [43] is an improvement over previous rubrics and content analyses for discussion 
transcripts.  Coding discussion posts as EVT vs. ELVT is intuitive and straightforward.  Transcript 
analysis can be conducted efficiently, while still retaining valuable information about the nature of the 
discussion that took place.  Although we may envision a dialogue composed entirely of EVT as desirable, 
in practice, this is neither realistic nor desirable.  ELVT posts that contribute to the development of a 
learning community, through trust, acknowledgment and empathy may not move a discussion along 
educationally, but they move the class towards building community [5, 6].  These elements open the 
doors for future “risk taking” in the course and build a support network for students within the course.   

 

This study proposes a new way of characterizing the extent of threading in threaded discussions.  This 
measure is an improvement over previous attempts to measure interaction patterns. It neither blurs the 
distinction between unanswered, acknowledged, and discussion-generating posts [18, 21] nor does it 
involve the use of overly time consuming data analysis tools [44, 45] which can be useful for theoretical 
research, but impractical for action research.  Realistically, in a discussion, some comments may go 
unanswered.  Ideally, the percent of unanswered posts would be as small as possible. In some courses, the 
percent of unanswered posts was less than 40%.  Instructors in these courses posted often to the 
discussion board and their style of posting often involved affective and supportive comments, followed by 
probing questioning techniques [49]. In contrast, other instructors who posted often to the discussion 
boards, but who lacked the warmth and enthusiasm, did not generate the extent of threading seen in other 
courses.   

 

The results of this paper confirmed what we believe to be best practices in higher education [4]. Student 
participation, student quantity of posts and extent of threading were positively correlated with instructor 
presence, presence of feedback and guidelines for quality posts.  The measure of quality of posts was 
correlated with presence of feedback.  These results are not surprising, but rather provide further evidence 
which supports previous studies which suggest that the presence of feedback is an important factor in 
discussion facilitation [9, 21, 46] as is instructor presence [3, 8, 9, 24, 25] and structuredness [15, 40].     
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Instructor presence was positively correlated with participation rates, quantity of student posts and 
discussion threading.  These results suggest that instructors who are present, attentive and active in 
discussion boards can facilitate student participation in discussion forums. The results here do not support 
the view that increased instructor posts tend to ‘shutdown’ a discussion [22, 23]. Instead, this finding is 
similar to the conclusions drawn by [14], who suggested that instructors who demonstrate presence, 
without taking over the discussion, were able to effectively facilitate discussions.  Interestingly, instructor 
participation was not correlated with the quality of student posts, suggesting that instructor posts do not 
necessarily function to re-focus or deepen the discussion.  In some cases, it was noted that instructors’ 
posts tended to stray off-topic and become more conversational than educational.  These findings are 
consistent with the work of other researchers who found that the majority of faculty posts were those with 
no academic content (other, administrative, and affective) [20].  

 

Developing rich discussions in online mathematics courses is an area not well represented in the 
literature. A need exists for discipline specific study, particularly with respect to the learning and teaching 
of mathematics at a distance.  Many students and faculty may be familiar with a transmission model of 
math instruction.  In an online setting, the transmission (direction instruction) model would be equivalent 
to students reading content, assimilating this content into their cognitive scheme and then performing 
mathematical tasks with mastery.  This model assumes the exposure is sufficient for learning.  While 
some mathematically talented students may be able to learn Mathematics in this way, these students 
certainly do not make up the majority of undergraduate liberal arts students. 

 

Some researchers have noted that online mathematics courses have higher attrition rates than online 
courses in other disciplines and that these differences are not mirrored in the face to face setting [50]. 
These authors suggest that part of the reason for high attrition rates is that the interaction needed to master 
mathematical skills is missing from asynchronous models of discussion [50].  Other studies have 
attempted to overcome these difficulties by incorporating synchronous, chat-based, tools [51]. However 
[52] note that many chat forums lack the tools needed to use mathematical notation, thus providing 
another obstacle for the learning of mathematics in online discussions.  These authors conclude that 
‘mathematics is not suited for online learning.’  

 

We take a different viewpoint and suggest that capacity for learning management systems to support a 
greater number of one-to-one and one-to-many communications than in a face-to-face classroom provides 
an increased opportunity for the communication and learning mathematics. That the challenge for 
improving mathematical communication, particularly through asynchronous discussion boards, is to first 
develop tools with which we can measure current use patterns.  The development of such tools, such as 
the metric presented in this paper, hold promise for being able to measure how discussion board use 
patterns change with particular changes in course structure, teaching style or other parameters targeted for 
course improvement.  Further research that is discipline specific to mathematics will add to the body of 
knowledge in a relatively undeveloped area of research within online learning pedagogy. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
A multi-factor metric was developed and applied to 33 sections of undergraduate Mathematics courses.  
The metric quantifies student participation, quantity of student posts, quality of posts, extent of threading, 
instructor presence, guidelines and presence of feedback.  The indices presented here provide a significant 
improvement over previous studies in their use with large data sets and thus, pragmatic application for 
researchers and practitioners.  This work confirms the results of earlier work which suggest that the 
presence of guidelines, feedback and instructor presence is correlated with greater student participation, 
quantity of posts, quality of discussion and extent of threading.  Lastly, discussion board use patterns in 
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online mathematics courses have not been well explored in the literature and further work in this area is 
encouraged. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this technologically advanced age, much emphasis is put on collaboration in education at many levels. 
As a result, faculty co-teaching (collaborative teaching) has grown dramatically. This paper introduces 
how two instructors from different countries (USA and Turkey), one experienced in online teaching and 
the other in medical informatics, collaborated successfully, to develop and teach an online medical 
informatics course. This study outlines effective strategies in co-teaching and student satisfaction with the 
course and includes various instructional techniques  for cost effective technology for communicating at a 
distance.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In education, collaboration has been desirable and valued as an important strategic concept. Most 
contemporary learning theories argue that the concept of collaboration is one of the cornerstones of social 
constructivist learning [1]. The social constructivist approach refers to the activities that promote learning 
through social interaction. In this respect, emphasis is put on collaboration among faculty to work 
together in a joint intellectual effort or practical endeavor. In a traditional sense, this collaboration would 
occur within the same institution, department, or discipline. However, new technologies have provided an 
exciting infrastructure for course delivery allowing accessibility to instruction unbound by time or space. 
This has created a different educational environment for today’s educators to explore new frontiers to 
interact, collaborate, support, and empower teaching and learning. 

 

As technologies continue to mature and change over time, we will continually explore new concepts, 
technology tools, and teaching methods. Exploration helps us to understand the strengths and weaknesses 
of various teaching methods and technology tools; how to use these tools successfully to achieve specific 
goals; and how to create teaching and learning relationships directly with other educators. Before 
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technology-powered education, collaborative relationships were difficult to develop due to many factors 
such as space, time conflicts, power, influence, and professional identity and integrity. However, most 
educators agree that collaboration is a worthy goal in teaching and learning [2], and because of the 
complexities of the information age, collaboration has become an essential component of education in the 
United States [3].  

 

The scope of collaboration can be quite broad within multiple dimensions, including collaboration among 
instructors, collaboration between students and faculty, simulation environments, electronic books, digital 
libraries, and virtual universities. As the Internet provides fast connectivity among faculty and students, 
collaboration online can be easier than in the traditional classroom setting due to real-time issues of space, 
schedule conflicts, noise, and resources. Instructors residing in different geographic areas can use this 
modern technology and design a course and co-teach by sharing a course platform such as Blackboard. 
The two authors of this paper have accomplished a successful instructional collaboration through co-
teaching (collaborative teaching), which included on-the-job training of one of the instructors (MS) who 
had limited experience in online teaching and online pedagogy. Both medical informatics course 
instructors, each providing their own particular strengths and experiences, provided effective educational 
experiences to their learners, despite coming from different educational disciplines and working in 
different countries (U.S. and Turkey). This paper describes our experience developing and co-teaching an 
online medical informatics course for an Online Master's Degree in Education for Healthcare 
Professionals program.  

 

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The Online Master's Degree in Education for Healthcare Professionals program was developed as a 
collaborative project of the University of Cincinnati College of Education (UCCOE) and the UC College 
of Medicine Department of Pediatrics based in the Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center 
(CCHMC).  The program (http://www.cincinnatichildrens.org/masters) was launched nationally in the fall 
of 2002 after piloting the program in 1999 and 2001 [4]. The target audience for the master’s program is 
physicians, nurses, and other health professionals with significant teaching responsibilities and interests in 
medical education and educational research as well as clinical fellows seeking an advanced degree 
alternative to the more traditional M.P.H. and M.S. degrees. Twelve core courses, 3 credit hours each, 
plus an elective or independent study, practicum, and master’s project, also 3 credit hours each, comprise 
the 45 credit hour program, The program curriculum is grounded in a pluralistic philosophy that 
encompasses the many needs of today’s medical educator—the science and literature of education, 
technology skills, and effective application of educational pedagogy and technology—for a diverse 
population of healthcare professionals. Since the program’s inception, 114 students have enrolled in the 
program, 58 females and 56 males. The mean age of participants is 40 (range 27–64). These students 
come from different medical and surgical specialties and sub-specialties and from 26 States and three 
countries (USA, Canada, and Ecuador). Except for one, the core teaching faculty come from UC College 
of Education and CCHMC. All faculty members have educational credentials such as Ph.D/Ed.D or MD.  

 

A. Medical Informatics 
Medical informatics is as diverse and complex a domain as medicine itself. Due to advances in computing 
and communications technology, medical informatics has become an emerging scientific discipline that 
addresses the application of computers and information technology to healthcare as well as medical 
education and biomedical research [5]. Medical informatics allows physicians and other health 
professionals to integrate advanced information system capabilities with highly trained individuals in 
clinical medicine. However, because of the developing nature of the field, the distribution of experts 
around the world is limited and not well balanced geographically, which also tends to limit education in 
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the field. 

 

In 2005, our Online Master's Degree in Education for Healthcare Professionals program began offering a 
three-credit-hour medical informatics elective as an alternative to the required three-credit-hour 
Individual Study. An Individual Study course provides the opportunity for a comprehensive, 
interdisciplinary educational experience, which allows students broader academic freedom to pursue a 
project that best suits their individual intellectual interests (or allows them to develop a deep and more 
complete understanding of complex subject matter under the guidance of a faculty mentor). However, 
individual studies may not be conducive for some students who are more successful taking a structured 
course. In our experience with the master’s program, most physicians in the program have opted for 
taking an alternative course rather than developing an independent study project. 

 

The decision to offer the course on medical informatics was made based on an informal needs assessment 
of the program participants and the availability of a talented academic expert (MS) in the Information 
Systems Office, Department of Medical Education at Hacettepe University in Turkey.  The medical 
informatics course offered the opportunity to combine the efforts of an experienced online teacher 
(Kadriye O. Lewis, hereafter referred to as KOL) and an expert in medical informatics (Murat Sincan , 
hereafter referred to as MS). The co-teaching solution to the course offering thus benefited both the 
program as a new course offering and the instructor as a means to learn how to teach online. 

 

B. Co-Teaching  
The history of co-teaching in the US can be traced back to 1960 when it was advanced by legislated 
school reforms due to increased diverse student population [6]. Co-teaching has been an increasingly 
popular way of teaching in K–12, including special education. Co-teaching has been used synonymously 
with collaborative teaching, team teaching and inclusion/special education. Co-teaching has been 
described in a variety of ways in the literature. Cook and Friend [7] defined co-teaching as “two or more 
professionals delivering substantive instruction to a diverse, or blended, group of students in a single 
physical space” (p.2). According to Cook, co-teaching is the “shared delivery of instruction” [8]. In 
special education, the co-teaching, the general education and the special education teachers work together 
in the same environment in a variety of instructional activities to provide optimal instruction to the 
greatest number of students.  

 

Co-teaching is designed to promote communication and collaboration among professional educators to 
improve instruction for all learners. Cook and Friend [7] identified five co-teaching models in a face-to-
face classroom environment as shown in Table 1.   

  
Co-Teaching 
Models 

Teacher Roles 

Lead and Support One teacher has the primary responsibility for planning and teaching, while the other teacher 
offers assistance and support to individuals or small groups (e.g., observe particular behaviors 
or distribute teaching materials).  

Station Teaching Students are divided into heterogeneous groups and work at classroom stations with each 
teacher. Both teachers divide the instructional content, and each takes responsibility for 
planning and teaching part of it.   

Parallel Teaching The teacher and student teacher plan jointly but split the classroom in half to teach the same 
information at the same time.  

Alternative 
Teaching 

One teacher manages most of the class while the other teacher works with a small group 
inside or outside the classroom to pre-teach, re-teach, supplement, or enrich instruction.  
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Team Teaching Both teachers are actively involved in the management of the lesson and discipline. Both of 
them are responsible for planning, and they share the instruction of all students.  The lessons 
are taught by both teachers who actively engage in conversation, not lecture, to encourage 
discussion by students  

Table 1: Types of Co-teaching Models in a Classroom Setting 

Moreover, multi-pedagogical models for online teaching were addressed in the literature based on Lewis’ 
study cited in Young [9] on cooperation and collaboration in team teaching. These models with six 
expansions are described in Table 2 [9, 10]. 

 
Co-Teaching 
Models 

Teacher Roles 

1. Single-teacher-
offering Pedagogy 
Model 

A teacher performs several tasks (e.g., designs and develops materials, monitors work 
progress, selects topics for discussion and responds to questions, grades papers, evaluates 
assignments and conducts all other activities in a course.) S/he has full control of the course 
and has to spend a lot of time to exert this control.  

2. Group Pedagogy 
Model 

This model can be performed with structured interaction designed to facilitate course 
achievement of a goal by instructors who work together in groups. A group pedagogy model 
was divided into three models by Lin et al [10].  

a. Cooperative 
pedagogy model 

Courses are run by one primary teacher with co-teachers such as teaching assistants, 
consultants and others.  

b. Collaborative 
pedagogy model 

Each teaching team has a different role and team members have the same right with no 
domination of one over the other.  

c. Co-teaching 
pedagogy model 

Each teacher is in charge of different topics at different times.  

3. Cluster 
Pedagogy Model 

Different course teachers share a single discussion board, course materials or examination 
questions. Various teachers can integrate courses in the same domain.  This model has two 
basic divisions:  

a. United pedagogy 
model 

Teachers of courses in different domain may share discussion boards, examination 
questions, announcement and experiences.  

b.  Central 
pedagogy model 

One teacher or teaching team may teach several courses with different classes.  

Table 2: Online Pedagogy Models in Context of Co-teaching 

 

Each of these pedagogy models may have a place in different educational environments. However, the 
collaborative and co-teaching models may give instructors more equal opportunities to share 
responsibility for instruction and student learning. If an unequal co-teaching partnership and distribution 
of power exists, this may lead to frustration and failure [11]. 

 

The literature in co-teaching in the healthcare area is not extensive. Orlander et al. [12] have developed a 
model of “co-teaching” for faculty development that can be applied to any clinical rotation. Physicians are 
paired to develop their teaching skills while sharing the clinical supervision of residents and medical 
students in the usual clinical settings (e.g., attending, teaching rounds, clinical precepting and case 
conferences.) As a result, co-teachers gain experience in analyzing teaching encounters and developing 
skills in self-evaluation. Crow and Smith [13] report the findings of a collaborative inquiry on their 
experience as tutors co-teaching inter-professional collaboration to a multidisciplinary group of 
undergraduates. They have different professional/academic backgrounds, and the student group included 
health and social work professionals alongside a number of non-professionals.   

 

Both online and face-to-face co-teaching models have many components in common that lend themselves 
to instructional collaboration, and those models are applicable in many teaching settings. There are 
numerous self assessment tools available for assessing readiness to co-teach in a face-to-face class [7, 14, 
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15, 16]. In addition, the challenges and benefits of co-teaching have been well documented in the 
literature [17].  

 

In our masters program, a few courses used “Lead and Support” and “Parallel Teaching” models. In the 
Medical Informatics course we used a “Team Teaching” approach to co-teaching, which helped us blend 
each instructor’s expertise and teaching styles to strengthen the instruction. These approaches equally 
distributed our responsibilities and actively involved both of us in the teaching process compared to other 
co-teaching models and pedagogy approaches referred in Table 1 and 2. Since the second instructor was 
inexperienced teaching online, this enabled the first instructor to provide on-the-job-training, which is 
based on the principle of learning by doing. This principle can be verified with the model developed by 
Orlander et al. [12] as well.  

  

C. Course Design and Development  
The best course design comes from a diverse, combined joint team effort by challenging and 
strengthening each other’s ideas, as in the adage, “Two heads are better than one.” One of the instructors 
is an expert in education and online pedagogy with an educational background in instructional design and 
technology. The second instructor is an expert in the content of medical informatics. Combining these 
strengths made the course development process faster and facilitated the “train the trainer” aspects of the 
course design. Thus, instructional principles and procedures were employed in a rapid mode using a 
flexible framework. The mixed method of various instructional design models permitted focusing on the 
learner's characteristics and needs.  

 

In designing an online course, content is important, but creating experiences around the course content is 
also important and key to effective learning. We needed to answer a series of questions about content, 
scope, and interactivity of the course as a joint effort. Since the course participants’ technical domain 
skills (e.g., technology literacy levels) were limited, the course was developed as an introductory course 
in medical informatics with no prerequisites other than general computer literacy (Note: students are 
surveyed for technology experience in the Integrating Technology Across the Curriculum course). The 
course content covered the following introductory topics in Medical Informatics 

 Introduction to Health informatics ( The role of computers in medicine; current health system 
issues; the need for change; medical data)  

 Standards in Health Informatics (Importance of standards in health informatics; development and 
maintenance of standards; different aspects of standards in health informatics; strengths and 
weaknesses of major standards used in health care)  

 Electronic Health Record (Definition of EHR; history of the patient record; different types of 
health record; functional components of EHR; data entry methods for EHR)  

 Clinical Information systems (Major issues in clinical information systems; clinical information 
systems and EHR; nursing information systems; patient monitoring systems)  

 Decision support systems (Requirements for a decision support system; dimensions of clinical 
decision support; scientific challenges in building clinical decision support)  

 Medical Imaging (Role of imaging in health care; characteristics of digital images; 2D and 3D; 
modalities; image analysis; integration of imaging information to medical data  

 Public Health and Consumer Informatics ( Role of informatics in public health; primary care 
informatics; consumer access to health information)  

 Bioinformatics (Sequence, structure and biological pathway information; sources for biomedical 
data; medical record and biomedical data; computational challenges of bioinformatics in the 
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future)  

 Ethical and Moral Issues in Medical Informatics (Privacy and security in health care; Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); ethics of medical informatics practice)  

 

After defining the course content and selecting relevant required text books, articles, and external web 
resources, we developed our course syllabus along with 10 detailed outlines (learning modules), one for 
each week. These outlines were a detailed map that contained weekly instructional topics and objectives, 
including reading assignments, discussion questions and grading criteria/rubrics. All other instructional 
materials, handouts, and PowerPoint presentations were designed and developed based on the weekly 
outlines instructional plan. Creating experiences around the course content was a smooth process even 
though writing discussion questions required dramatic rethinking of medical informatics in the practice 
setting. All materials were organized in folders labeled Week 1, Week 2, Week 3, etc. This organization 
permitted the students to navigate easily through the course materials and the instruction. Both instructors 
collaborated via email and Skype, a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) tool, during the course design 
and development.  

 

The course was conducted as a distance learning experience utilizing Blackboard and WebEx. All course 
materials were presented online in both asynchronous and synchronous format. Participants submitted 
assignments via discussion board, file exchange or digital drop box, depending on the nature of the 
assignment. The important instructional activities included reading, researching, discussing, completing 
assignments and participating in the WebEx meeting. The online week for this course was from 
Wednesday to Tuesday of the following week. Since all participants were full-time working 
professionals, this gave them more time and flexibility using their weekends for the course. Each week, 
discussion questions were posted on Blackboard to encourage interactive participation within the class; 
student participation was required and graded.  Expectations for discussion board participation for each 
week were a direct response to the discussion questions plus a comment on another student’s response.  
Grading of discussion board participation was based on the quality of scholarly information and dialogues 
using rubrics. The instructors provided weekly feedback/overview to strengthen and reinforce student 
knowledge. The instructors provided a “Personal Communication” area within the Discussion Board, 
including “Student Reflections” regarding the course materials and teaching methods.  

 

Each student completed a final project involving research using the Internet and other academic resources 
based on a detailed project proposal guideline. 

  

D. Cost-Effective Technology Tools  
Technology costs can be serious obstacles to utilizing communication tools for online teaching. CCHMC 
has a site license for an Internet Enabled Conferencing Tool (WebEx) that incorporates Web 
conferencing, video conferencing, and teleconferencing. We use WebEx meetings to supplement the 
online discussions periodically, allowing students’ final course presentations and masters project defense. 
Each meeting had some cost based on the number of students. However, other powerful technologies for 
synchronous communication that are available at no cost can still facilitate the teaching and learning 
process. For the synchronous part of the course, we communicated primarily through Skype, which can be 
downloaded on most computer operating systems, but does require the purchase of a microphone if one is 
not built into the user’s system. Skype also permitted us to provide virtual office hours. Although our 
course platform, Blackboard, permits a visual display of material and the use of a virtual classroom with a 
whiteboard, Skype provides more interactive communication for synchronous meetings both for 
extending interrelationships of the two instructors and for students on discussion with the instructors for 
their group projects. We used WebEx for this course only for the participants’ final project presentations 
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because it permits sharing presentation documents, online searches, asking questions, interacting with 
other participants, printing or saving instructional materials, chatting, recording, remote control of other 
computers, and file transfer, all from participants’ desks, some of which Skype does not offer. 

 

III. EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR CO-TEACHING  
Keefe et al. [17] attribute successful co-teaching to: a) knowing yourself; b) knowing your partner; c) 
knowing your students; and d) knowing your “stuff.” Following this advice to promote co-teaching in an 
online environment, these strategies were applied by the two instructors in the Medical Informatics 
course: 

 We established some ground rules at the beginning of our collaboration [18]. These rules, which 
were negotiated between the two instructors, were needed for course development and effective 
instruction:  

 Course development will be completed and ready to go for the spring of 2005.  

 Instructor compensation will be paid at the end of the course.  

 Problems with developing and teaching the course will be solved by mutual agreement.  

 Mutual respect for each other’s contributions and professional ethics will be preserved.  

 Prompt response to emails (within 24 hours) and attendance at online meetings will be 
expected during the course development and teaching.  

 The collaboration will be long term rather than one time teaching, and course products 
will be shared between instructors.  

 Both parties will communicate clear expectations and consequences for behavior.  

 We identified our responsibilities and common goals, and worked towards them [19]. During the 
course development process, the materials were exchanged back and forth for revision and 
editing. During the course, the first instructor (KOL) assumed responsibility for course mechanics 
(deploying all the materials online, posting questions weekly and sending general emails to the 
students), and the second instructor (MS) provided feedback to the students’ postings (as content 
expert). He also provided the majority of supervision to the students regarding the final project.  

 We displayed open, positive, honest, and frequent communication to discuss the progress of the 
course. Due to her experience teaching online in the master’s program, the first instructor 
provided constant feedback regarding online teaching to the second instructor.  

 We made a commitment to make the course successful building our relationship on collegiality, 
parity, communication, respect, and trust.  

 We established consistent expectations from the learners, and both of us reflected those 
expectations in our teaching methods. These expectations were posted on the program course web 
site.  

 We developed the syllabus and other instructional materials paying attention to quality, 
organization, and inclusion of all critical information. This was reflected in the student 
satisfaction and learning outcomes based on the course evaluation data.  

 We encouraged a weekly journal log to be aware of the students’ needs and expectations. 
Students who posted their reflections received extra credit, which was considered in the final 
grading.  

 Technology support and access are necessary to online instruction.  We provided timely expert 
technology help as needed and always had alternative technologies available in the event of 
technology failure (for example, WebEx as a backup to Skype).  

 We were comfortable with each other’s strengths and weaknesses to bring certain characteristics, 
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knowledge and skills to the co-teaching situation. Because the first author of this paper is 
experienced in teaching both face-to-face and online environment, she was able to assist and train 
her co-instructor regarding online pedagogy, including course development. Her co-instructor 
also had high motivation to learn. Collaborative and co-teaching pedagogy models (see Table 2) 
were applied most of the time since these models eliminate power and domination issues for each 
instructor. 

There were also some challenges to co-teaching across continents largely due to scheduling and 
educational system differences: 

 

It was difficult to arrange the final synchronous meetings with students (WebEx) because of the seven 
hour time difference. This challenge was met by the second instructor volunteering to attend the 
synchronous meetings during non-business hours.  

 

Cultural differences between the instructors and students led to some difficulties early in the course. The 
second instructor was overly cautious providing feedback to students due to concern for respect and 
personal sensitivity, which are rooted in culturally-based norms and practices. We were able to resolve 
this issue in the third week by means of a constructive discussion with the class in which these issues 
were acknowledged and discussed openly.  

 

IV. STUDENT PERFORMANCE AND SATISFACTION  
WITH THE COURSE 

For the first offering of this elective course 13 students enrolled (Our cap is 20 students per class.); six 
females, seven males, age range 29 to 60.  There were multiple disciplines and a wide geographic 
distribution among the students (Table 3).  Course retention was 100% and grades were satisfactory (eight 
As, one B+, three Bs, and one “Incomplete” due to failure to meet the final project deadline). 

 
Discipline States/Country

Emergency Medicine (3) 
Rheumatology (1) 
Internal Medicine (2) 
Education and Nursing (3) 
General Pediatrics (1) 
Family Medicine (2) 
Pediatric Pulmonary (1) 

California (1) 
Ecuador (1) 
Ohio (8) 
Texas (1) 
Massachusetts (1) 
Illinois (1) 

Table 3: Student Demographics 

 

We used a descriptive approach to examine course satisfaction of the students.  This approach included 
both review of student participation and student reflections on the course.  

 

E. Student Participation  
The course was structured using weekly activities (one individual task and one group task) which resulted 
in very high interactivity within the class.  Activities included the mandatory postings and feedback to 
classmates. The number of postings varied from week to week depending on the nature of the discussion 
questions, but there was an average of 60 postings for individual tasks each week and around 45 group 
postings (These postings included feedback comments, but they do not include the Student Reflections 
and Personal Communication postings.)   

Apart from the instructors’ questions, students posed questions to the instructors and classmates.  The 
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number of these varied from week to week, from 10 to 15 questions. The Final Projects and Personal 
Communication Forums were also used for asking questions to the students and instructors.  

 

Most of the assignments were application level, and students were very engaged in the learning process as 
evidenced by 100% completion of the weekly assignments.   

 

Final projects and presentations demonstrated high quality work and were completed by the due date by 
all but one.  

 

The responses in #1 and #2 above, completed assignments (#3), and final projects (#4) suggested that the 
course objectives were met successfully as defined in the syllabus and the weekly outlines.  A grading 
rubric was used to evaluate performance in all of these areas. 

 

F. Student Reflections 
We asked the students each week to make comments on the current week’s topics and learning activities 
in a designated forum on the discussion board (an optional forum for extra credit). The following are 
some of their remarks excerpted from their reflections, which illustrate students’ satisfaction with the 
Medical Informatics course:   

“This week's reading was incredibly fascinating. Having used decision support systems, I could really 
relate to this topic. The information from this week's reading gives me hope in what may be available in 
the future in terms of improving patient safety, care and decision making.”  

“I liked that this course discussed a new and different topic of the medical field. It was very informative 
and eye opening. I learned a significant amount of information that will help broaden my scope in the 
design of curriculum and instruction.” 

“I enjoyed collaborating online with another student on my final project. … I found the topic on 
electronic health records most enlightening. This was extremely helpful to me as we are currently 
choosing electronic health records for our health system.” 

“Excellent course — keep up with the hi tech!” 

“Make this a mandatory part of the curriculum”  

“This course has been interesting and it is amazing that this is the first time it has been taught. As 
someone who is no longer in the clinical environment, it is not as applicable to my daily work which is a 
bit disappointing. However, it has made me more aware of how information is stored and accessed which 
is important for me in teaching individuals who are forced to deal with such systems. It has also given me 
ideas for ways to store research data in a new way.” 

“As the class progresses I continue to see how more and more relevant this information and its 
application is on a daily basis. The information I am learning here will certainly be useful in the group I 
am joining. Currently the group is looking into integrating their EMR with the one the hospital will 
obtain (still up in the air). The group has been piloting VOIP, smartphones, PDAs, and tablet PCs. I look 
forward to using my new knowledge and online experiences in adding to their advancement.” 
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“Just a constructive thought. I've found it difficult at times to navigate through our required reading. I 
appreciate online resources and xeroxes of select chapters from texts, but I miss having complete books. 
The Medical Informatics Handbook is difficult to understand online, because the figures are in a different 
section from the tables, and in a different section from the text. I see that the handbook is available for 
about $65 on Amazon and wonder whether it would be worth it for me to just go ahead and buy it. …… 
The PowerPoints have been very helpful in providing an overview of the weeks material, thank you. If I 
had to suggest something for the next time the class is offered, I'd suggest getting the real texts. Thanks; 
so far the class has been very good.” 

 

V. COURSE EVALUATION 
All students had taken at least three or more other online courses in the Online Masters program and had 
used the Blackboard course platform. They were also familiar with our course evaluation forms 
distributed at the completion of the course that focus on the presentation of the content, the pedagogical 
aspects of the course, teaching competency of the instructors, instructional and communication methods, 
and quality of the students’ learning experiences. The following comments are derived from these formal 
course evaluations. 

 

A. PowerPoint Presentations, Handouts and Challenge Activity  
The PowerPoint presentations and other instructional materials for the course were developed based on 
the course goals and objectives. Since the course goals and objectives were defined in detail both in the 
course syllabus and the weekly outlines, students were able to match those goals and objectives with the 
actual course materials.  In addition, weekly outlines provided a framework for students to organize their 
plans for successfully completing the course. These weekly outlines defined topics, objectives, major 
skills, knowledge, or abilities needed to perform course activities/tasks effectively, including the grading 
criteria. Comments from the students:  

“I really like the PowerPoint presentations to help guide the reading.  I too have been gratified to see the 
dialogue between students develop….”   

“PowerPoint presentations are always helpful and effective” 

“The PowerPoint summaries were most helpful to me in gaining an overview of the subject before 
reading the text.” 

“The handouts were very helpful” 

Although most students indicated their positive experience with the reading materials, one student 
expressed feelings regarding the navigational difficulty in the online text book:   

“The online textbook by van Bemmel was difficult for me as I work much easier in a linear fashion. 
However, I feel that including online texts like this is essential in increasing the learning curve of students 
or not used to using Hypertext books. So, although it is hard I think it should continue to be included.”  

The most positive feedback on the online instructional activities were those meant to foster student 
critical and creative thinking. Besides flexibility, online co-teaching supported our instructional creativity. 
One of the activities we developed is called “Challenge”.  This was expected weekly either in a group 
format or on an individual basis. In this activity, students or groups challenge each other with a question 
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that they devised from their readings or from a search on the topic covered during the current week. Here 
is one example: 

I hope you are well. I interacted with you last year during one of the classes. You seem to be the furthest 
ahead in the work this week, so how about if I pose a question so you can finish up? 

My father is an adolescent medicine (pediatrics trained) physician at a college back home in Texas. Ever 
since I started using computers in medical school (mostly my last year) for evidence based searches and 
to help with patient care, he has been skeptical. He worries that somehow computers and "guidelines" 
will compromise the "art of medicine." Now granted, some of this may be "fear of the unknown" (It was a 
major feat teaching him to check email!), but, briefly, how would you begin to convince him otherwise? 
(Lord knows I've tried!) This week's readings touched here and there on the "art of medicine;" it made me 
think of this.” 

There were rules for the “Challenge” activity. A student or a group may only be challenged once. 
Students were not allowed to challenge the person/group who challenged them. If one person or group is 
challenged more than once (e.g. two postings at the same time by different students), the first challenge 
was applied and other had to be changed to a different group/student. The following comments illustrate 
students’ feelings about this activity:  

“…The challenge questions are something new... and just that-- a challenge!  You really have to grasp 
some of the information in order to formulate a meaningful question.  I'm still getting a grasp on the 
concept of informatics.  A good question for discussion for the first week is to have the students look up 
definitions of informatics and then discuss in a thread….”   

“At first I was a bit skeptical of how the challenge weeks would work. Having completed a couple of them 
now, I have to admit, that I really like them. It forces me to look at the week's readings in a whole 
different light. I think I look at them more critically. It makes me more of an active reader, than a passive 
reader. Thanks for the challenge!”  

B. Feedback 
Prompt and consistent feedback is essential in an online teaching environment, whether it consists of 
threaded discussion responses, email comments on papers and assignments, formal comments on student 
and group papers and projects, or real time conferencing. Feedback can be both individual and general to 
the group. In this respect, feedback is a critical teaching tool, especially when teaching medical 
professionals who are accustomed to giving and receiving feedback in their work. Both instructors 
provided consistent, prompt feedback in a timely fashion on students’ discussion board messages and 
other assignments.  The following are the comments from students on feedback:    

“..........I often look forward to the instructors’ comments to help solidify the discussion and round out the 
answer to the discussion questions”  

“…I do find that the instructors’ comments at the end of discussions are extremely helpful in bringing the 
entire discussion together…”  

“Consistent feedback comments on the discussion board and emails”  

“In terms of feedback for the course, I liked how the instructors saved comments for later in the class 
discussion in the last weeks. For me this helps the students develop a dialogue. In one previous class, the 
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instructor was often first to post comments often terse in nature. I felt this inhibited my natural reaction to 
posting comments. ….” 

In an online learning environment, it is important to provide answers students’ questions in an efficient 
and timely manner. This strategy helps maintain students’ motivation and keeps them engaged in the 
learning process. Both instructors made every effort to answers students’ questions in maximum 24 hours 
time frame. One of the benefits of co-teaching was sharing this responsibility so that students could 
receive much quicker responses from us. Responses also enhanced the quality of our teaching as well as 
our collaboration. In the course evaluation, many of the students indicated that they appreciated the 
prompt responses to their postings. 

 

C. Final Project  
Students were required to do a final project with the option of an individual project or a group project. For 
those who preferred to do a group project, the project scope was assessed based on the number of students 
involved so that each participant had a portion for which s/he was responsible. The project proposal 
guideline was provided both for individual and group projects. A few students liked the group project idea 
and said: 

“Term project in pairs was an excellent format!”   

There were no negative comments about the instructors.  Even though both instructors speak English as a 
second language, none of the students reported language or communication as negatively affecting their 
learning experience.   

 

VI. LESSONS LEARNED 
This experience in international co-teaching provided us with a model for future collaborations as our 
program evolves and matures.  The most challenging aspect of the experience was the additional time and 
effort needed to plan the course due to the need to exchange materials and ideas back and forth 
electronically (and asynchronously). This slowed the usual give and take process typical of a 
collaboration, especially in the early stages of development.  At the same time, several benefits, some 
expected, some not, emerged from the collaboration: 

 

1.  The collaboration encouraged mutual learning from each other allowing a bilateral train-the-trainer 
concept. The first instructor increased her content knowledge of medical informatics and her 
efficiency as a medical educator. The second instructor learned how to transmit his extensive content 
knowledge to the online environment using sound principles of distance teaching pedagogy.  This 
included the increased time requirement of online instruction due largely to the asynchronous nature 
of the teacher-student interface.  

2. Sharing the responsibility of student feedback between the two instructors was beneficial to the 
instructors and students by the added timeliness and efficiency. This also encouraged effective co-
teaching compatibility, which is a significant component of successful co-teaching relationship. The 
second instructor was able to appreciate that prompt and timely feedback increased the student 
engagement in the learning process while it helped them build a strong learning community.  

3.  A model of online co-teaching emerged by experimenting with communication technologies. The 
advantages of technology-powered education made it possible to convert the traditional models of 
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teamwork into creative teaching strategies on a global scale. This provided the second instructor with 
valuable professional development and the opportunity to increase his confidence as an educator.   

4.  Teaching online is a labor-intensive process for the instructor due to course preparation time, time 
spent teaching, asynchronous interaction with students, and office hours. The division of labor 
between two instructors encouraged uninterrupted instruction and eliminated potential bottlenecks in 
the discussion board postings.  

 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
Modern medicine employs information technology to bridge the gap between what is known and what the 
doctor needs to know at the point of delivery of care. This course in medical informatics is an important 
option for future medical educators, and we are pleased to offer these coordinated and integrated 
educational opportunities. The web environment offers significant benefits in collaboration and enables 
co-teaching in an online, Web-based environment with advantages over the traditional classroom setting.  
The web format also offers an environment that is as effective as face-to-face teaching for “teach the 
teacher” activities that can be mutually beneficial to both co-teachers. Chrislip [20] states that 
collaboration is stronger than cooperation and partnership because it requires the consideration of shared 
power and may be defined as a “shared responsibility for achieving results” (p. 304).  

 

In this distance learning course on medical informatics, both instructors found collaboration rewarding 
and were pleased with the outcome of this venture. First, this course resulted in a high-quality, first 
experience in teaching medical informatics online. Second, pedagogical transformation for the second 
instructor was smooth. Third, the first instructor was able to increase her content knowledge in the topic.  
The second instructor has now joined the core instructors group in this online masters program and will 
be teaching this course every year. In fact, the course was offered again in the Summer Quarter of 2006 
with some minor modifications, and the second instructor taught it by himself. Course evaluation scores 
were very similar to the previous year. One of the student comments was very interesting:  

Murat was very responsive to email questions. It was very interesting having an instructor outside of the 
US. I was a little overwhelmed at first with thinking of informatics globally but then I realized that we 
could put our own perspective into the assignments. I think this is a great course and Murat has much 
knowledge to share with all the students.   

Although co-teaching requires thoughtful planning and additional time and effort to initiate, we believe 
that co-teaching online has tremendous potential and is a viable option for online educators who are 
separated by distance and, perhaps, time.  Furthermore, pairing an experienced distance learning 
instructor with a distance learning novice can be a cost effective model for training new instructors in 
online teaching. It offers an opportunity for professional development for both the experienced and new 
online teachers, promotes diversity, and fosters professional collaboration. Online co-teaching also 
encourages instructional change and improves the quality of designing and teaching courses. Further 
research should be conducted to identify specific benefits and challenges of co-teaching and to evaluate 
the effectiveness of it in the training of new online instructors.   
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Online education is established, growing, and here to stay. It is creating new opportunities for students 
and also for faculty, regulators of education, and the educational institutions themselves. Much of what is 
being learned by the practitioners will flow into the large numbers of blended courses that will be 
developed and delivered on most campuses. Some of what is being learned will certainly improve 
pedagogical approaches and possibly affect other important problems, such as the lengthening time to 
completion of a degree. Online education is already providing better access to education for many, and 
many more will benefit from this increased access in the coming years. 

 

In a 1995 Science article, Eli Noam of Columbia University opined that the Internet would pave a 
difficult road ahead for traditional academic institutions; he wrote, “as one connects in new ways [the 
Internet], one also disconnects the old ways” [1]. Thirteen years after Noam’s article and 15 or so years 
after Internet usage began its rapid acceleration, online learning has become an important element in 
education, although it is not evenly distributed across institutions.  

 

The term “online learning,” however, obscures vast differences in methods supported by this educational 
approach. We limit this discussion to online education in traditional, regionally accredited, degree-
granting institutions. Within this discussion, we include “blended courses,” that is, those that feature some 
online elements but less face-to-face time than encountered in an equivalent traditional course. We do not 
discuss online education in the rapidly developing kindergarten through grade 12 environment, online 
corporate training, or the free educational resources (complete courses in many cases) being made 
available online by some universities, such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Yale, 
Stanford, and a few others [2]. These are widely accessed throughout the world but do not provide credit 
as courses or as partial fulfillment toward degree completion. These efforts can thus be thought of as use 
of the Internet to disseminate, free of charge, valuable, high-quality information, but not credentials, 
whereas the focus of this paper is on use of the Internet to provide access to educational credentials 
through use of the common tuition and fee mechanisms. 

 

Generally, in corporate training, online learning means accessing short training modules that cover 
specific topics (e.g., quality practices, new product information, and diversity practices) available as self-
study units on the corporate intranet. In this sense, the online aspect is providing an efficient distribution 
mechanism, replacing CDROMs or even printed manuals. In contrast, institutions of higher education 
offer their courses in quite a different form: In most cases, class cohorts are formed rather like traditional 
classes that start and end on specific days. These online classes are led by faculty members who most 
likely require participation from students on topics that are being covered, and discussions and exchanges 
of ideas among cohort members. A participant may seek help on a problem set or clarification of an 
assignment from classmates who are distant but online. This capability of student-to-student and student-
to-faculty interaction, coupled with instant access to information resources worldwide on the Internet, 
plus the efficient distribution of class materials (readings, homework assignments, and possibly stored 
video lectures) distinguishes modern online education from older “distance education” models built 
around correspondence or television. 
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In this modern version, basic technology requirements for students anywhere in the world are 
conventional personal computers with a broadband connection to the Internet. Students and faculty 
engage in classes using course management software [3], and classes are conducted “asynchronously,” 
that is, there is no need for students and faculty to assemble at the same time, as in traditional classroom 
instruction. Indeed, course management systems have become ubiquitous in higher education, used for 
both online and on-ground asynchronous instruction. Synchronous software is sometimes employed for 
simultaneous voice and text discussions, often as an optional class activity. Newer devices like iPods are 
being employed in a number of instances, and even virtual environments such as Second Life [4] are quite 
widely seen in connection with corporate or specialized lecture-style environments. For institutions that 
offer for-credit courses and degrees, however, newer methods of teaching are mainly at an early, 
experimental stage. 

 

The annual Sloan Consortium survey of online education [5] provides an information base for positioning 
the online modality as an important element of education. The study reports the responses of chief 
academic officers at 2500 degree-granting institutions of higher education to the online teaching and 
learning landscape (the response represents more than 50% of all such institutions in the United States). 
The most recent survey, published in 2008, reports that 3.94 million students enrolled in at least one 
online course for the fall semester of 2007 in a wide range of disciplines (see Fig. 1). Annual enrollment 
increases have averaged just below 20% over the past 6 years of this study, leading to the result that today 
more than 20 to 25% of all students in U.S. colleges enroll in at least one online class. Many of these 
students are off-campus learners with a wide range of ages, work experience, and family circumstances; 
however, at a number of institutions, about half of the online enrollments are estimated to be full-time 
“traditional” students attracted to online courses for reasons of convenience or scheduling. Most are at 
public institutions—state universities, colleges, and community colleges—all of which offer at least some 
online education. Some of these institutions report large enrollments, for example, in the tens of 
thousands; community college enrollments alone account for about 50% of the 3.94 million students 
enrolled. 

 

In contrast, only about half of the traditional private institutions provide any sort of for-credit online 
course offerings. Among those that do, however, are institutions such as Stanford and Johns Hopkins, 
both of which offer courses and some degree programs entirely online. Harvard and the University of 
California, Berkeley, also offer courses online, but mainly through their extension units; they offer no 
degree programs. Other elite schools, such as Princeton, Yale, and MIT, offer no online courses for credit 
or degree programs. In comparison, the enrollment at Pennsylvania State University’s World Campus 
exceeds 20,000. The enrollment at the University of Massachusetts online unit (UMass Online) exceeds 
35,000. Rio Salado Community College in Phoenix reports similar numbers. The University of Illinois, 
Springfield, a small institution, now has an online student population approximately equivalent to their 
on-campus enrollment. Overall, the highest growth rates are at community colleges and at for-profit 
organizations such as University of Phoenix, Kaplan, and Capella. It appears that, to this point, online 
education has not resulted in Noam’s “dim circumstances” for the many institutions that have adopted 
online education. In fact, the fear that fewer faculty would be needed has been turned on its head: More 
faculty are being hired to service burgeoning online enrollments. Neither has online growth created a dim 
prognosis for highly endowed institutions, many of which have no online education program. It has, 
however, drawn the attention of other stakeholders, such as governments (both state and federal) and 
accreditors, now being forced to deal with an educational activity very different from traditional 
classroom teaching. 
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IMPACT ON STUDENTS 
A primary driver for online education is the presupposition of faculty and university administrators that a 
sizable population of potential learners exists—typically, working adults who wish to obtain college 
credit and credentials but who cannot do so because of time restraints imposed by work, family, 
community responsibilities, or lack of proximity to a suitable educational institution. Faculty members 
and institutions expected the asynchronicity and distance-independence of online education to be an 
answer for this population. Largely, this assumption has proven to be true. We have no accurate national 
profile, however, of the age of the “average” online students and their demographics, nor are those facts 
likely to emerge in the near future; no national profile of “traditional students” exists either, but some 
inferences are possible from individual institutions that collect data about online students. 

 

The University of Central Florida, a large metropolitan university in Orlando, has developed an excellent, 
regularly updated database of its online students. Their analysis [6] contains some surprises: Of 115,000 
students enrolled in their blended online courses in the seven-semester period from summer 2004 to 
summer 2006, nearly 80% represented the so-called “millennial” generation (born after 1980); they 
dominated enrollments in lower- and upper-level undergraduate classes, and also in graduate classes. The 
remaining 20% comprised earlier generations, including a small number from the “matures,” born before 
1946.  

 

Are the several million students who have taken online courses satisfied with their learning experience, 
and have they had a high-quality learning experience? Is online learning a doorway to high quality 
education? These questions are difficult to answer because huge variances exist in instructors’ teaching 
skills and experience, course organization, and in study materials for students. These elements provide 
variations similar to the differences in educational outcomes found in traditional classrooms. From data 
provided by individual institutions, we do see quite uniformly that grades and completion rates for well-
designed online courses taught by experienced instructors tend to result in equivalent outcomes for both 
online and traditional students [7–9]. In most cases, therefore, it appears that online students receive an 
education equivalent in quality to what they would receive in traditional classes, and their drop-out rates 
appear to be about the same. 

 

IMPACT ON FACULTY 
The emergence of online education has had an impact on faculty as well, certainly on those who teach 
classes online, but also on those who are experimenting with Web-based elements blended into traditional 
classes. Eventually, we expect Internet use in courses to envelop all faculty, as blended approaches 
become the norm for college courses over the coming 5 to 10 years. In the United States, about 1.3 
million faculty work in degree-granting postsecondary institutions; of those, about half are full time [10]. 
The 3.94 million students taught online represent about 22% of the estimated total national student 
population. If the number of faculty is roughly proportional to the students enrolled, then approximately 
300,000 faculty engage in online teaching in the United States today. Of those, some estimates place more 
than 100,000 in the adjunct category [11]; that is, faculty who are not permanent employees of an 
institution. A commonly held misconception is that online faculty are all or mostly adjuncts. It would 
likely be fair to estimate that adjunct and permanent faculty of diverse types mirror the full-time/part-time 
proportions found in face-to-face teaching. 

 

A number of institutions [12–14] conduct surveys of faculty satisfaction factors and attitudes toward 
online education. Across institutions, the results tend to be quite similar. Almost unanimously, online 
instructors assert that although preparing and teaching online courses is more time-intensive than 
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classroom teaching, they plan to continue teaching in that modality for a variety of reasons: the flexibility 
of “anyplace, anytime teaching” for themselves and for their students, opportunity for professional 
growth, the option of teaching from home, and interactivity with students, which they report is of higher 
quality than classroom discussion. These faculty are also motivated by a strong conviction that the work 
they are doing is important to students who need flexible access to education, although they point out that 
online students need to be more self disciplined. In addition to the data reported by a handful of 
institutions, a completed national survey of nearly 10,000 faculty members from a recent diverse 
sampling of 60 campuses by Seaman and Allen [15] confirms these conclusions. Economic issues also 
come into play for some faculty. Commonly, an on-ground itinerant faculty member who travels to three 
campuses a week may absorb sizeable transportation time and costs. Online instruction brightens this 
picture. By teaching online, those faculty can accommodate an additional course or two—a substantial 
bonus for an adjunct professor earning a living by teaching. 

 

Because the professoriate is aging, not all faculty members wish to acquire the skills needed to engage 
with millennial students who befuddle them with wikis, blogs, Web casts, virtual worlds, and course 
management systems. To ease their transition to this new teaching agenda, many institutions provide 
support for instructors to transfer their courses to the online modality. Faculty members who subscribe to 
the mantra “I can’t teach them if I can’t look them in the eye” will slowly become obsolete except in some 
exclusive colleges. The millennials are changing the way teaching and learning must be approached. 
Mobile learning with podcasts, text messaging, and Virtual worlds will be the future norm, giving faculty 
new tools through which to extend and enhance the educational experience. 

 

GOVERNMENTS, REGULATION, AND ACCREDITORS 
Federal and state governments involve themselves in higher education for different reasons. The federal 

government is involved through its role in federal grant and loan programs such as Pell grants and the 
Federal Family Education Loan Program; state governments view their role to be licensing and 
accrediting institutions of higher education within their state boundaries, providing financial support for 
public institutions in their state, and, in an increasing number of cases, offering their own student aid 
programs. The states have traditionally asserted a right to impose rules and regulations on institutions that 
are located on their soil; that is, those with a “physical presence” within their state boundaries. 

 

The role of the federal government in postsecondary education has largely been defined by the Higher 
Education Act of 1965 (HEA). Responsibility for administration of this law has fallen to the U.S. 
Department of Education, which delegates key functions and policies to other stakeholders, such as 
accreditation agencies and the colleges and universities themselves. The recent reauthorization of the 
HEA, the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 [16], contains several specific provisions that 
indicate that the federal government is increasingly taking into account the importance of online 
education as an element in U.S. higher education. 

 

Before 1996, the Department of Education treated asynchronous online learning as conventional 
correspondence study, and this resulted in a reduction of the federal financial aid available to individual 
online learners by more than half. In that year, the HEA was amended to separate “courses offered 
through telecommunications” from correspondence and to treat students enrolled in such courses as 
equivalent to those attending classes in person. However, reflecting a continuing unease with online 
learning, Congress limited the applicability of this provision to institutions that still offered a majority 
their courses in a conventional (that is, face to face) mode. Congress subsequently enacted, and the 
Department of Education implemented, the Distance Education Demonstration Project that allowed a 
limited number of colleges to offer more than 50% of their courses online, which opened the door to a 
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few entirely online institutions. The 50% rule was rescinded in 2006, but the latest amendment to the 
HEA makes it clear that there is still residual discomfort with asynchronous learning. Although there is no 
longer any restriction on the ability of a university to offer its programs entirely online, it may only do so 
if it has secured specific approval from its accrediting commission [17], provided that the accrediting 
commission has itself been determined by the Department of Education to be qualified to evaluate an 
institution’s distance learning offerings. One provision of the new law bears specifically on asynchronous 
learning. Institutions offering online programs must establish “processes through which the institution 
establishes that the student who registers in a distance education or correspondence education course or 
program is the same student who participates in and completes the program and receives the academic 
credit” [18]. Congress has assigned responsibility for enforcing this requirement not to the Department of 
Education but to the accrediting commissions. Other issues in the law directly affecting online delivery of 
courses are covered in an excellent report from Dow Lohnes PLLC [19].  

 

Although both Congress and the Department of Education have shown increasing interest in online 
learning, it is the individual states that have been most involved in the regulation of online education. In a 
recent survey [19], an increasing number of states are asserting what some would consider novel 
interpretations of “physical presence.” For instance, it is common practice for online course providers to 
require a remote student to take a final examination under the supervision of a proctor, for example, a 
librarian or a local government official, or to meet with a discussion group of fellow students. Although 
both of these approaches are desirable adjuncts to effective online learning programs, some states are now 
asserting that these activities constitute a “physical presence” sufficient to require the institution to be 
licensed by the state in which the students reside. Indeed, some states have gone well beyond this, 
asserting that the mere fact of delivering the online program across its borders and enrolling its citizens is 
sufficient to require an institution to submit to its regulation. These examples show that both federal and 
state governments and accreditors are clearly being affected by the emerging world of online and blended 
instruction and that they are experimenting with ways to deal with this new world, particularly in 
balancing the need to protect consumers against unscrupulous purveyors of substandard programs and yet 
not interfere with the growth of this essential component of postsecondary education. The complexity of 
these issues is multiplied many times over when one considers the implications of online learning 
crossing international boundaries. Governments and quasi public bodies charged with oversight of 
postsecondary education will need to develop considerably more sophistication as colleges and 
universities, both within the United States and globally, expand the scope and reach of their online 
programs. 

 

INSTITUTIONS 
Finally, we turn to the question, Are traditional institutions of education facing a threat from the growth 
and increasing validation of online instruction? There is little evidence today to suggest much of a threat. 
For-profit institutions such as Phoenix, Kaplan, Capella, and Jones are successful, and their growth rates 
exceed those of the online programs in traditional institutions. They are clearly meeting a need. However, 
overall, online enrollments are still dominated by traditional institutions, and certainly all the public 
institutions and a number of private ones have acquired the skills, infrastructure, and faculty acceptance to 
allow them to compete effectively and to continue competing. Some evidence indicates that online 
enrollments in many of these institutions appear to be leveling off, and that is most likely an indication of 
internal decisions to maintain some arrived-at “balance” between classroom instruction and blended 
instruction and some overall ceiling on enrollments. Traditional institutions, especially public ones, do 
have some substantial advantages over for-profit institutions like the University of Phoenix, although it is 
clear that the distinction is blurring as the most successful for-profit institutions increase their focus on 
academic performance and as “traditional” schools learn how to compete more effectively in the 
marketplace, particularly in the context of leveraging name recognition at a local and regional level and, 
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in some cases, at a national and international level, as well as the ability of public institutions in particular 
to offer considerably lower prices. 

 

The institutions that have adopted online offerings on a large scale appear to be well positioned to avoid 
the “dim” future foreseen by Noam. They are adapting and can easily continue to adapt and prosper. 

 

The leadership elements—presidents or chancellors—of the public institutions with large online 
enrollments are recognizing the strategic advantages of online and blended education and hence are 
treating this form of education as a strategic priority. Our discussion with the presidents or chancellors of 
Pennsylvania State University, University of Massachusetts, University of Central Florida, University of 
Southern Maine, University of Illinois, Springfield, and Rio Salado Community College indicate clearly 
that they are including online instruction as a strategic asset that is integral to the planning activities of 
their institutions. So, for instance, online possibilities can affect strategic decisions directed at addressing 
problems such as insufficient classroom space or reaching new markets (possibly including international 
students) to provide greater access to education. Some institutions are seeing strategic possibilities in 
online education to retard, and maybe reverse, the trend toward ever-lengthening time for a student to 
acquire a degree. Others are seeing possibilities for course-sharing and faculty sharing among 
geographically separated institutions and for strengthening relationships among community colleges and 
baccalaureate and graduate institutions. 

 

A number of select, highly endowed elite institutions do not see offering credit-bearing online courses and 
degree programs as a high priority, although they might make available free course materials, even the 
content of complete courses, as noted earlier. For these institutions, online teaching and credit-bearing 
offerings are not a necessary strategic or competitive tool. They do not appear to believe that their futures 
have been dimmed at all by the appearance of online education on a large scale at other institutions. These 
institutions, however, along with all others, will adopt and be affected by the more recent growth of 
blended education. 

 

What of the less highly endowed institutions that have chosen not to involve themselves in online 
education? For these institutions, it appears the future may be more turbulent, perhaps even dim. Their 
income is largely dependent on students, and that supply of students may follow a downward path as 
online options proliferate from other, often distant, institutions. Finally, a quick look at the situation 
outside the United States indicates that the story is less promising, even in Canada. In Europe, there have 
been a number of high-profile failures of online universities and a larger number of initiatives that never 
reached their full potential. (There have been failures in the United States, too, but few compared with the 
successes.) These include the UK e-University [20], the Scottish Interactive University [21], the Dutch 
Digital University [22], and the NHS University [23]. Several others have dwindled more quietly, with no 
news emanating in English on the Web. Many reasons have been advanced for the far greater success of 
online education in the United States, greater than the higher gross domestic product alone should justify. 
Reasons suggested include the greater “travel to study” distances, a more “can do” culture, and more 
acceptance of private universities, both nonprofit and for-profit. Yet, in many European countries, 
initiatives continue—the Telematic Universities in Italy, the Campus Numériques in France, and the 
Swiss Virtual Campus collaboration (this latter example is coming to a planned end, not a failure). There 
is also an undercurrent of lower-profile but sound initiatives such as the private Hibernia College in 
Ireland; the U.K. universities of Derby, Leicester, Middlesex, Staffordshire, and Ulster; the collaboration 
of Liverpool University with Laureate Education Inc. to deliver master's programs; and, in addition, the 
various open universities across Europe rapidly reengineering themselves from distance learning to online 
learning. Similar initiatives have arisen in the community college sector in several other countries and 
regions such as England, Wales, Bavaria, and Norway. So, although many U.S. providers are looking 
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beyond the border and seeing very little competition, the global situation is likely to get considerably 
tougher in years to come, when competition for online students who live anywhere becomes as fierce as it 
is for traditional campus students. 

Fig. 1. Penetration of online programs by discipline and total enrollment, fall 2007. Data represent the results of the most 
recent Sloan Consortium national survey of all active, degree-granting institutions of higher education in the United 

States that are open to the public [24]. “Penetration” refers to the fraction of all online degree programs offered by such 
institutions as a fraction of all degree programs in that discipline. [Reproduced by permission of the Sloan Consortium] 
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ABSTRACT 
Based on earlier studies using the 1999 and 2004 National Study of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF) data 
[1, 2], a causal model explaining faculty technology use was constructed. Path analysis was used to test 
the causal effects of age, gender, highest degree, discipline (health science or not), recent research 
productivity, and teaching load on faculty use of websites in teaching. Two models, one for faculty from 
Research I institutions and the other for faculty from Community Colleges, were tested and both models 
fit the data with satisfying indices. Results confirmed that age, highest degree, and teaching loads 
influenced technology use directly, but indicated the lack of relationship between research productivity 
and technology use in teaching. An additional connection is suggested from discipline to teaching load.  
One important difference between the two models is that the impact of gender and teaching load on 
research productivity is significant for faculty at Research institutions, but not for faculty at community 
colleges. The models confirm the consistent and relatively strong relationship of teaching load to faculty 
technology use.   
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Faculty Technology Use, Research Universities, Community Colleges 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Why is there such interest in whether and to what extent faculty use technology in higher education? 
Certainly, the interest may simply be because students come to college with an interest in the latest 
technologies [3] or that employers insist that students graduate with appropriate technical skills [4]. But it 
is also possible that technology has become, in the minds of some state and higher education leaders, a 
“silver bullet” that can solve higher education’s problems of low productivity or poor performance [5, 6]. 
Clearly, higher education institutions are interested in seeing faculty use of technology increase as 
evidenced by a focus on faculty development, growth of distance education, and e-learning among the 
issues monitored in the annual survey of the top ten issues of Chief Information Officers compiled by 
Educause. While this research cannot answer definitively whether technology is that silver bullet, it does 
attempt to model the factors which affect faculty technology use. In other words, it investigates how 
technology comes to be used by faculty, but not whether it achieves all that has been ascribed to it.   
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Data on Faculty Use of Technology 
Current data on faculty technology use indicates that faculty are increasing their use of technology. In a 
1998 survey by the National Education Association [7], 70% of faculty had a computer at home, 25% had 
been involved with distance education, and 27% had a web site for their classes. It is very likely that these 
figures have increased to higher levels as use of course management software (CMS)—such as WebCT, 
Blackboard, or others that provide course materials and activities online—increased from 14.7% of the 
institutions answering the Campus Computing survey in 2000 to 33.6% of the institutions doing so in 
2003 [8, p. 7). Two-thirds of the faculty in the University of Wisconsin system reported increased use of a 
CMS [9]. But other data paint a picture of faculty who are less involved in technology. For example, 
while 80% of public four-year institutions had course management systems (e.g., WebCT, Blackboard) in 
2001, only 20% of courses taught by faculty used these systems [10]. Contrast these data with more 
recent data from the 2004 NSOPF that indicates 82% of faculty use email but only 50% used websites in 
their teaching. These data indicate an increasing, although not universal, use of various technologies by 
faculty. If faculty use of technology is to be encouraged, it is necessary to know what factors influence 
their use of websites in teaching. In other words, more research is needed to clarify their use of these new 
tools in professional activities. 

 

Demographics and Workload  
Because faculty technology use has been promoted as a “silver bullet,” it is therefore important to 
understand which faculty come to use technology and the role of workload. Age and gender are widely 
thought to influence the use of technology. In national studies of the U.S. population, the Pew Internet 
and American Life Project have documented continuing differences in Internet use, but also a narrowing 
or elimination of those differences. Younger individuals use the Internet more frequently and more of 
them log in than older Americans [11]. However, for some specific activities (use email, get news, online 
purchasing), the different age groups are not that different. For example, 88% and 94% of Gen Y (18–28 
year olds) and Leading Boomers (51–59) use email, 72% and 74% (respectively) get news online, and 
68% and 67% (respectively) make online purchases. Males use online resources more than females, 
although black women and women under 30 exceeded their male peers in Internet use [12]. Women, 
however, are more “enthusiastic” [12, p. 1] online communicators, while men are more likely to perform 
transactions online, such as purchases and banking. In any case, it is clear that the genders are closing the 
earlier gap in Internet use. Given these research results, perhaps male and female higher education faculty 
are also becoming more alike in their use of technologies. 

 

The impact of technology on workload has been amply documented [13, 14]. Workload increases through 
a number of processes, including learning new skills [15], spreading work time over a larger portion of 
the day because of increased use of email and course management systems [16]; keeping online courses 
up-to-date through continuous upgrading [15]; and increasing development time as learning goals ascend 
Bloom’s learning taxonomy from knowledge to create [17]. In fact, for one individual, workload doubled 
[18] as preparation time increased as did one-to-one instruction; Brown [19] claimed a 40% to 50% 
workload increase; in another study, 76% of faculty surveyed spent more time preparing and delivering 
courses [20]. These results are duplicated on a larger scale: the National Center for Education Statistics 
[21] found that faculty teaching distance education courses actually had a higher teaching load (which 
may capture the higher teaching loads of community colleges where much distance education has 
occurred). In addition, faculty of distance education courses had higher average office hours and hours 
spent on student email per week [21].   
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An interesting insight into faculty perceptions can be drawn from studies on wholly online courses. Geith 
and Vignare [22] and Geith and Cometa [23] found that all of the surveyed faculty felt they spent more 
time when teaching online. However, when the researchers investigated the faculty’s self-reported hours, 
only three of the nine online sections actually consumed more faculty time per student than more 
traditional courses. Five sections consumed about the same amount of faculty time and one section 
consumed less time. In a similar effort to understand why faculty believe technology increases their 
workload is Hislop’s [24] study. Four faculty completed time logs while teaching two courses each—one 
online and one face-to-face—where both courses had the same curriculum. Instructional time did not 
differ much (333 hours online versus 347 hours face-to-face), but the online courses did take more time 
per student and interactions with students were spread out over more days in the week, rather than on the 
days when the class met [24]. It is interesting to see that the Geith et al. studies [22, 23] would indicate 
that faculty perceptions of how much time it takes to teach using technology are not reliable, but Hislop 
[24] would claim that faculty perceptions of time may be more credible when the analysis breaks down 
total time spent into per-student or other analyses. Or it may be that faculty perceptions about time spent 
online is different because they are also dealing with patterns of behavior or interaction that are different 
from earlier face-to-face experiences. Clearly, this is an area that requires further study.  

 

Although the increases to workload seem to be sharp in the early stages (when learning new skills and 
developing new online resources occur), little research has been done on whether workloads decrease as 
faculty improve their skills and take advantage of a “learning curve.” In this vein, Bartolic-Zlomislic and 
Bates [25] identified a rapid learning curve for faculty in three case studies of online programs that 
included time to learn the software to be used, how to design courses, and provide online instruction.   

 

What is intriguing in most of the research on the relationship of technology and workload is that it is in 
one direction:  in other words, technology increases faculty workload.  Therefore, this study will focus on 
the causal relationship from teaching workload to technology use.  

 

Models of Faculty Technology Use 
The National Survey of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF:04) presents an opportunity to model faculty 
technology use by using the variables included in this national database. This dataset includes 
demographic variables of interest as well as several variables capturing workload, which seemed 
important for analyzing faculty technology use based on the research literature already reviewed. In other 
words, it is the best national database for this research and it has the further advantage of moving beyond 
the one-institution studies so prevalent in earlier research. 

 

In two previous studies, Meyer and Xu [1] and Xu and Meyer [2] used NSOPF:99 and NSOPF:04 data to 
identify the factors that influenced faculty use of technology in their teaching. In the first study [1], 
hierarchical multiple regression analysis found that individual factors with a statistically significant 
relationship to faculty technology use included gender, age, highest degree type, teaching load, and 
research productivity [1]. Younger faculty, faculty with doctorates, and faculty with higher teaching loads 
were found to use email and the web relatively more in their teaching. Faculty with higher research 
productivity were found using email more often than websites. One limitation of the study was that 
interactions among variables were not investigated.  

 

In the second study [2], institutional factors such as the institutional expenses, student full-time equivalent 
enrollments, faculty/student ratios were investigated along with individual factors. By including both sets 
of variables (a total of 40 separate variables) and using Bayesian networks to examine relationships 
among variables, the analysis resulted in a finding that differences in technology use were apparent for 
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faculty from different academic disciplines and for faculty employed by institutions of different Carnegie 
types. The most interesting results indicated that several variables capturing teaching (teaching as the 
individual’s principal activity, student contact hours, percent time teaching, student credit hours taught) 
had significant and independent influences on technology use.  

 

One consistent finding from both of these studies was the significant relationship between faculty 
teaching load and faculty technology use. With Bayesian analysis suggesting that teaching loads impact 
technology use, could it be that higher teaching loads send faculty members looking for technologies to 
use in order to do their job?  This seems inconsistent with the literature on how technologies increase 
faculty workload, but both the importance and strength of this relationship indicate that in-depth 
investigation is needed into the causal relationships between workload and technology used in light of 
other related factors. Hence, this study tests a model that establishes the causal relationships between 
factors, including workload, influencing faculty technology use.   

 

Proposed Causal Model 
The causal model clarifies how individual and institutional factors—already found to be influential in Xu 
and Meyer [1] and Meyer and Xu [2]—interact and impact faculty use of technology in teaching. The 
proposed model is based primarily on these two studies. Rather than being a full-blown theory, the model 
(shown in Figure 1) is an abstraction that describes the probable causal relationships among significant 
factors that determine faculty use of technology. The plausibility and validity of the proposed model will 
be evaluated with the 2004 NSOPF data.  

 
Figure 1. Proposed Causal Model of Faculty Technology Use in Teaching  

 

With faculty technology use in teaching as the outcome variable, the proposed model suggests that there 
are direct effects from age, gender, education level, and academic discipline on this output measure. In 
addition to the direct effects, gender and educational level will have an indirect effect on technology use 

Age 

Gender 

Educational level 

Acad. Disciplines 

(Health Sci. or Not) 

Teaching load 

Res. productivity 

Using technology 
in teaching 
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through teaching load and research productivity, given that many studies have found that female faculty 
have heavier teaching loads, which leave them with less time to conduct research [26, 27]. Academic 
disciplines are related to faculty technology use [1], since some disciplines (e.g., health fields) had 
distinctive patterns of technology use in comparison to other disciplines (e.g., business, education). The 
model recognizes the impact of teaching load on research productivity, but not the reverse.  The reverse 
relationship (that research productivity impacts teaching load) is theoretically viable, but so far has not 
been borne out by earlier analyses. The model also recognizes the critical organizing role of teaching load 
in its effect on technology use as an intermediary of gender and education level as well as having an 
independent influence.   

 

Although a number of institutional influences on technology use (i.e., appropriations, enrollment size) 
were evaluated in [2], only the Carnegie classification of institutions was found to explain variations in 
technology use in teaching. However, rather than incorporate all Carnegie types into this model, the 
proposed model was evaluated separately for faculty in Research I institutions and compared to faculty in 
community colleges. In the NSOPF data, the 1994 and 2000 Carnegie classifications are available. The 
Research I institutions are classified in terms of the level of research activity, which is measured by 
factors including, among others, research and development expenditures and number of doctoral 
programs. Community colleges are two-year institutions that mainly confer certificates or associate’s 
degrees (For more information, please visit http://www.carnegiefoundation.org/classifications/). Because 
of the distinct academic missions, faculty responsibilities are somewhat different. Research I institutions 
emphasize faculty research as well as teaching and service, and community colleges predominantly stress 
teaching [28, 29]. These two institutional types were chosen to focus on whether different expectations 
for faculty would play a role in faculty use of technology in teaching. How the model fits the two 
different faculty samples can shed more light on the causal effects between factors as well as the validity 
of the proposed model across institution types.    

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data Source 
For this study, faculty members were selected if their principal activity was either teaching or research 
from the NSOPF:04 data. NSOPF:04 is the fourth national survey of postsecondary faculty sponsored by 
the National Center of Educational Statistics (NCES) since 1988. Even though the questions stay fairly 
consistent with minor modifications across surveys, a different sample of faculty was selected from the 
national pool in each survey. In the 2004 implementation of the survey, the original sample consisted of 
approximately 1,070 postsecondary institutions and more than 34,300 individuals employed in those 
institutions. The weighted response rate is 76% for the faculty survey. NSOPF surveys used complex 
sampling procedures including multi-level stratification and unequal probability selection of individuals. 
Following the discussion on data weighting of complex survey samples by Thomas and Heck [30], the 
data were weighted in both descriptive and inferential analysis. After data preprocessing, 2,748 faculty 
members from Research I institutions and 3,112 faculty from community colleges were included in the 
analysis.   

 

B. Variables  
The research objective is to propose and validate a causal model of factors determining faculty use of 
technology in teaching. Because the NSOPF:04 data showed that 82% of faculty members used email in 
their teaching [2], it is fair to conclude that email use has become the norm among higher education 
faculty. Thus, email use is not considered as an indicator of faculty adaptation of technology in this study. 
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Rather, the outcome variable capturing technology use will focus on the variable titled “website for any 
instructional duties” (coded as 0 for No, 1 for Yes). The original item in NSOPF:04 is worded in this way:  

Did you have one or more web sites for any of your teaching, advising, or other instructional 
duties? (Web sites used for instructional duties might include the syllabus, readings, assignments, 
and practice exams for classes; might enable communication with students via listservs or online 
forums; and might provide real-time computer-based instruction) [31, p. 23]. 

 

Table 1 presents the sample’s distribution of faculty use of websites in teaching by gender and highest 
degree types. It shows that 61.6% of faculty members in Research I institutions used websites in their 
teaching, while only 39.1% of faculty in community colleges did so. 

 
Table 1. Faculty Use of Website in Teaching by Gender and Highest Degree Type (Weighted) 

Highest degree 
Male  Female  Total 

Count  % using website  Count  % using website  Count  % using website 

 Research I institutions 

Doctoral 1520  67.0%  585  63.3%  2105  65.9% 

Master's 192  49.3%  194  49.4%  386  49.3% 

1st professional 143  41.1%  60  49.5%  203  43.6% 

Bachelor’s 30  53.3%  25  38.7%  55  46.6% 

Total 1885  63.0%  863  58.5%  2748  61.6% 

 Community colleges 

Doctoral 297  48.2%  162  51.9%  459  49.5% 

Master's 973  38.1%  1034  41.3%  2007  39.8% 

1st professional 55  34.0%  36  37.4%  92  35.3% 

Bachelor’s 312  28.9%  242  28.8%  554  28.9% 

Total 1637  38.0%  1475  40.3%  3112  39.1% 

 

Age is faculty members’ biological age at the time of data collection (2003-04); gender is coded as 1 for 
male and 2 for female. To keep a parsimonious model structure, disciplines are simplified into a binary 
variable, health science disciplines (coded as 1) versus non-health-sciences disciplines (coded as 0), 
because faculty in health science disciplines were found to have distinct patterns from those in other 
academic areas when it comes to using technology in teaching [1,2]. Educational level is measured by 
highest degree type, which includes doctoral, master’s, first professional, and bachelor’s degrees (coded 
as 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively). A few measures of teaching load were available in the NSOPF data, but 
“total student credit hours” was used in this study because increases in either the number of classes or the 
class sizes generally translate into an increase in teaching loads.   

 

Last, because the causal model is a snapshot of faculty technology use at a certain point in time, it was 
decided to use research productivity in the last two years rather than career total research productivity.  
Measures of research productivity include the number of publications in juried journals, non-juried 
journals, books, book reviews, and presentations. It is difficult to justify eliminating any of these 
measures because different disciplines place different importance on them. Thus, an exploratory factor 
analysis (EFA) procedure was done to combine these variables of scholarly productivity into one more 
reliable measure of productivity. To be specific, one underlying factor was extracted that has an 
eigenvalue greater than 1 using a principal-components method. The scree plot also confirmed the single-
factor structure because the extracted factor was separated by a clear “elbow” from the others that had 
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eigenvalues lower than 1. No rotation was needed to simplify the structure because only one factor was 
retained. Thus, the scores of the extracted factor, accounted for 36.4% of the total variance, was used as 
the measure of research productivity in the study.  

 

C. Analytical Methods 
The data were prepared in SPSS first and imported into LISREL 8.7 to perform path analysis by 
reconstructing the covariance matrices through maximum likelihood estimation and validate the proposed 
causal structure of faculty technology use. Separate path analyses were run for faculty in Research I 
universities and in community colleges; fit indices were examined for each model and parameter 
estimates studied. Then, a multi-group path analysis was conducted by imposing a cross-group equality 
constraint on the path estimates to determine whether the model direct effects differ significantly for 
faculty in Research I or Community College institutions. Maximum likelihood function was used to 
estimate the model parameters. Multiple model fit indices are discussed below. Since the available faculty 
samples are relatively large, α = .01 is used for tests of significance.  

 

IV. RESULTS 

A.  Overview of Results 
Figure 2 shows the final path model of faculty technology use. In the process of path modeling, the direct 
effect from research productivity to technology use was removed due to non-significance. Also, an 
indirect effect was added from health science disciplines to faculty use of technology through teaching 
load as a result of analysis and further consideration of how teaching in the health science disciplines at 
research institutions may depend on technology to a lesser extent than other disciplines. This is an 
interpretation of the results that must be followed up with more detailed research. Statistically, the added 
path is supported by the single degree LaGrange-Modifier-based modification index that shows that the 
model χ2 decreased by 8.40 to 11.43 with a reduction in the degrees of freedom by 1. In Figure 2, each 
path is marked with two numbers: the path coefficient (beta weight) for Research institution faculty 
before the slash (/) and the path coefficient for community college faculty after the slash. The 
standardized direct, indirect, and total effects of each variable on faculty use of websites are summarized 
in Table 2. In this section, the two models are presented separately. For each model, the fit is measured by 
four indices: χ2 coefficient, root-mean-square error (RMSEA), standardized root mean square residual 
(SRMR), and comparative fit index (CFI). Note that dozens of model fit indices have been made available 
in LISREL. In general, they fall in three categories. First, absolute indices evaluate the overall 
discrepancy between observed and model-implied variance/covariance matrices; χ2 and SRMR fall under 
this category. For good model fit, χ2 is expected to be non-significant, although it may not be the case in 
many studies because it is a statistic that is very sensitive to sample size. SRMR needs to be lower than 
.08 for acceptable models. Second, incremental indices evaluate a model’s absolute or parsimonious fit 
relative to the null model. CFI is one of them and must have a value greater than .95 for good model fit. 
Third, parsimonious indices evaluate the overall discrepancy between observed and model-implied 
variance/covariance matrices while taking into account the simplicity of the model structure. RMSEA 
belongs to this group and a value lower than .06 is desired [32]. The four indices reported in this article 
are selected based on a discussion in McDonald and Ho [33] and followed examples in other published 
SEM studies in higher education research. In addition to fit evaluation of the models for Research I 
institutions and community colleges separately, at the end of this section, the similarities and differences 
of the two models are also briefly discussed based on the multi-group analysis. 
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Figure 2. Path Analysis Model of Factors Influencing Faculty Technology Use  

Notes.  1. The numbers marked on each path are “path coefficient for faculty in Research institutions/path 
coefficient for faculty in community colleges”.   

2. Numbers in bold indicate statistical significance at α = .01. 

3. R2 for teaching load, recent research productivity, and using website in teaching is .008, .063, and .038, 
respectively for faculty in Research I institutions; and .049, .009, and .044, respectively for faculty in 
community colleges.    

 

Table 2. Direct and Indirect Effects 

 Standardized estimates 

 
Faculty in 

Research I universities  
Faculty in  

community colleges 

Variables Direct 
effects 

Indirect 
effects 

Total 
effects 

 Direct 
effects 

Indirect 
effects 

Total 
effects 

Age -.099  -.099  -.044  -.044 

Gender .016 -.010 .006  .027 -.008 .019 

Highest degree .154 .005 .159  .101 .034 .135 

H.S. disciplines -.056 .008 -.047  .033 .010 .044 

Teaching load .151  .151  .159  .159 

Recent research productivity        

Note.  Numbers in bold indicate statistical significance at α = .01. 

Age in 2004 

Gender 

Highest degree 

Discipline (Health 
Science or not)  

Teaching load

Recent research 
productivity

Using websites in 
teaching 

-0.099/-0.044 
0.016/0.027 

-0.056/0.033 0.154/0.101 

 -0.065/-0.050 

0.200/0.086 

 -0.134/-0.034 

0.032/0.213 

-0.066/0.006 0.151/0.159 

 0.056/0.064 
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B. Path Analysis Model for Faculty in Research I Universities 
The path model of faculty use of websites in teaching has a RMSEA of approximately 0.026, which is 
nonsignificant (p = 0.99). The value of this index suggests an excellent fit of the proposed causal model to 
the observed data. The χ2 coefficient is 11.43 with df = 4 and p = 0.022; given the large sample size, this 
is another positive sign of good model fit. The SRMR of this model is 0.012, which further confirms the 
model fit from the perspective of average magnitude of residuals. The fourth fit index, CFI = 0.99, also 
means the models fit the data quite well.  

 

With the model goodness of fit confirmed, the path coefficients between the predictor and predicted 
variables show that the strongest predictor of faculty technology use is the highest degree type (0.154), 
although the indirect effect of highest degree on technology use through teaching load is not significant. 
Increase in teaching load (0.151) contributes significantly to greater use of websites in teaching. Age is 
also a significant predictor for technology use (-0.099), suggesting that older faculty are less likely to use 
the web while teaching. Faculty in the health sciences have a relatively higher teaching load (.056), but 
the indirect effect of discipline on technology use is weak (0.008). Given that discipline had a direct effect 
on website use (-.056), the total effect shows that faculty in health science disciplines use websites for 
teaching purposes significantly less than those in non-health-science disciplines. Gender is not a 
significant predictor of technology use (-.006). It is worth nothing that this model suggests that female 
faculty members had significant lower teaching loads (-0.065) and fewer number of publications than 
their male colleagues in the last two years (-0.134), while increased teaching load is found to lower 
research productivity (-0.066). Overall, 3.8% of the variance in faculty use of websites is accounted for by 
this path model.   

 

C. Path Analysis Model for Faculty in Community Colleges 
The same model structure explains community college faculty use of websites given that the model 
goodness of fit indices are RMSEA = 0.024 (p = 1.00), χ2 = 11.43 (df = 4, p = 0.027); SRMR = 0.011, and 
CFI = 0.99. However, the parameter estimates reveal that the magnitude of impact exerted by individual 
factors on faculty use of technology in this model is different from the model for faculty in Research I 
institutions. The strongest predictor of faculty technology use is teaching load (0.159): heavier teaching 
loads appear to drive professors to increase use of websites in teaching. The second strongest predictor is 
highest degree (0.101), indicating that faculty with higher education levels use technology more often. 
Older faculty use websites less in teaching (-0.044). Health science disciplines have a nonsignificant 
direct effect on technology use. However, combined with an indirect effect through teaching load, being 
in health science disciplines means community college faculty actually use more technology than their 
colleagues in other disciplines (0.044). Again, gender is not a significant predictor of technology use 
(0.019). Contradictory to earlier studies, female faculty actually had lighter teaching loads (-0.050); 
though, unlike faculty in Research I institutions, recent research productivity is comparable for both males 
and females for community college faculty. This may be due to the community college’s lower emphasis 
on research for faculty, which equalizes the demand for research productivity for all faculty. Finally, 
possessing a higher degree meant heavier teaching loads (0.213) and more research productivity (0.086), 
but there is not a significant relationship between teaching load and research productivity. Overall, 4.4% 
of the variance in faculty use of websites is accounted for by this path analysis model.   

 

D.  Multi-Group Path Analysis  
The same model structure appears to explain faculty technology use quite well in the two different 
institution types. Nonetheless, differences in path coefficients and explained effects warrant further 
examination of the cross-group model fit. Thus, a multi-group path analysis was run, in which cross-
group equality constraints were imposed on the path estimates to determine whether the direct effects in 
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the unconstrained models, as previously discussed, differ by Carnegie type (Research vs. Community 
College). The analysis shows that the goodness-of-fit for the constrained models is substantially worsened 
(RMSEA = 0.257; SRMR = 0.21) when the two unconstrained models are compared. The poor fit of the 
cross-group model provides further evidence that observed differences in the parameter estimates and 
effects between the two unconstrained models are significant and that the factors driving faculty use of 
technology in teaching interact differently for faculty in Research I institutions and for faculty in 
community colleges as observed in the two unconstrained models. 

 

V. DISCUSSION 
This analysis has produced some intriguing results. First, the model as proposed and then refined appears 
reliable and sound. Age, degree level, discipline, and teaching load influence faculty use of technology, 
with teaching load being the greatest and most consistent influence. While the original model 
hypothesized an impact from research productivity to technology use in teaching, it was not maintained in 
the final model. This is difficult to explain without additional research being done that uses data collected 
to specifically explore this finding. It is possible that time spent on conducting research has little 
connection with using technology in teaching. Or, the relationship between research productivity and 
using the web in teaching could be obscured by contradicting forces. For example, experienced 
researchers may be able to put less effort into their teaching (assuming it takes some effort to employ 
websites in teaching) or perhaps the proliferation of course management systems make the use of the web 
in teaching easier and less time-consuming, therefore making it easier for busy researchers to use the web. 

 

Another modification to the proposed model involved adding a link between academic discipline (health 
science or not) and teaching load. This is easy to understand considering teaching loads are different by 
discipline and health science faculty often work additional clinical or field rotations. It also adds to the 
importance of teaching load, which mediates all of the variables in the model except age.  

 

There are differences between Research and Community College faculty and their use of websites in 
teaching. Discipline (health science or not) does not have significant direct effect on technology use for 
community college faculty, nor are gender and teaching load significant influences on research 
productivity, as befitting the community college’s focus on teaching rather than research. Faculty in 
Research institutions produced significant relationships for disciplines (health science or not) on the use 
of websites in teaching as well as gender and teaching load on research productivity. In other words, the 
two types of institutions are different in their missions (i.e., their focus on teaching for community 
colleges versus teaching and research for Research institutions), and this difference is captured by the 
model. One of the reasons for retaining recent research productivity in the model is to capture its 
continuing importance for faculty in Research institutions, even if its impact on technology use is 
unproven.   

 

There are many similarities between the two models, perhaps capturing some basic or foundational 
qualities of the faculty job that are true whether the faculty person is working at a Research institution or 
Community College. Age matters for technology use, with older faculty perhaps finding it more difficult 
to keep up with new technologies (which does not mean they are not willing or not able to learn). Highest 
degree also matters, as does teaching load. The more likely that faculty possess the doctorate and have a 
high teaching load, the more likely they will use websites in their teaching. But perhaps in contrast to 
early expectations that females used technologies less than males, gender did not have significant 
influence on faculty use of websites in teaching in either type of institution.   
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In this study, as the faculty person’s teaching workload increased, the use of websites in teaching also 
increased.  This may be capturing a need of faculty to seek new ways of teaching as demands on them 
grow. This finding of the connection of teaching load to technology use should not be construed to imply 
we advocate increasing teaching loads to encourage greater technology use. This would be a dangerous 
misinterpretation. It is not clear if faculty with higher teaching loads choose to adopt the use of the web in 
order to achieve some efficiencies in the use of their time or to lighten their load, so to speak. Or, this 
relationship may capture institutional pressures to teach more and use more technology, perhaps in 
response to budget problems, a need to address enrollment growth, or pressure from institutional leaders. 
There may also be a natural limit to how much web use can be incorporated into a busy teaching load; 
while course management systems might alleviate this problem, there is a practical limit to how much any 
faculty can accomplish within a 24-hour day. In other words, without paying attention to teaching faculty 
how and when to apply technology so that technology can help relieve pressures on their time, realizing 
greater teaching productivity (in terms of increased courses and/or enrollments) may not occur [34].   

 

But what should institutions do based on this model? Should they increase teaching loads and only hire 
young Ph.D.s? Clearly not. However, they may decide to research the causal relationships of teaching 
load or research productivity on technology use and explore the conditions that could affect this 
relationship. Perhaps there are differences based on institutional type (e.g., small private liberal arts 
institutions) or disciplines which have different expectations for using technologies to teach. Second, 
institutions may want to consider exploring whether policies on faculty workload are affecting technology 
use or if there is a limit to this relationship.  

As for future research, this model is based on both literature and previous studies conducted on the 
NSOPF 1999 and 2004 datasets. It explains the causal relationships among the variables, and does so with 
good model fit indices.  But because the variance in faculty technology use explained by the models is not 
satisfactory, we need to continue to explore other hypotheses that may fit the data equally well or better.  
It is important to remember that the current model was developed and confirmed using a single database 
(NSOPF:04).  In order to confirm, modify, or refute this model, future research needs to use more recent 
data and/or collect additional data elements that could fill important holes in the model.  

 

It will be important to explore other mitigating or preexisting variables that may better explain the 
relationships in the model. There is literature on the roles of barriers to faculty using technology, 
including a loss of face-to-face, live interaction with students [35,36] and a lack of support or assistance 
to learn and implement the technologies [13,35,36,37]. Because the NSOPF:04 database does not include 
variables that capture these barriers, they could not be included in the model.   

 

Future research ought to also explore how faculty motivations to use technology modify relationships in 
the model. Faculty are motivated to use technology in order to reach new audiences [35, 36, 38], to pursue 
an interest in learning new skills [36, 39], to enjoy the flexibility of the new approach [13, 35, 36, 39], and 
to stay up-to-date [35] and relevant [40]. Betts [41], Schifter [42, 43], and Rockwell et al. [14] explored 
the role of faculty’s intrinsic and extrinsic motivations to use technology, and these motivations should be 
included in further research on the model in this research.  

 

Furthermore, future research ought to explore the differences between Carnegie types and whether the 
individual’s preference for teaching (or research) affects the institutional type they choose to work in and 
their willingness to use technology for teaching.   

 

Finally, it is important for readers to keep in mind the limitations of this study when evaluating the 
findings. First, the causal model was generated using data from a national survey. Because the survey 
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relied on self-reported information, the research questions were answered with limited depth and breadth. 
Second, the model proposed in this study is based on the authors’ understanding of the literature and 
knowledge about faculty work. Nonetheless, readers need to be aware that, even though the models fit the 
data with good indices, there could be other competing models that statistically fit the data equally well or 
better. Further research is needed in this area.  

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
So is faculty use of technology a silver bullet or not? Technology use is, as of 2004, widespread and 
almost universal for email. It is easy to understand why younger faculty use technology more than their 
counterparts, but it is less clear why teaching load influences technology use although it does so 
consistently despite different analytical approaches and statistical tools. The merits of this model lie in the 
extended understanding of factors influencing faculty technology use from personal level to institutional 
level (which includes differences resulting from discipline or institutional type), and statistically modeling 
their causal relationships that have not be done previously. It is worth noting that the final models are 
only one of the models that explained the data structure well, and there are possible alternatives that may 
explain faculty technology use equally well or even better thereby resulting in a higher R2. 

 

If technology was ever perceived as a silver bullet, it is a bullet whose trajectory is unknown, whose 
velocity is unknown, and whose arc and distance is unknown. In other words, while our understanding of 
the benefits of technology is emerging and we can state that technologies are certainly worthy tools, 
technology hardly qualifies for the status of a silver bullet that solves everything magically. Some 
problems it can help solve, although doing so will take effort, but solving all things will have to await the 
next silver bullet, if it exists.  
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ABSTRACT 
The study compared the effects of a professional development course delivered in an online and a face-to-
face format.  The effects examined included changes in teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, instructional 
practices, and understanding of teaching number-sense and related mathematical concepts.  The study 
randomly assigned participants to either the online or the face-to-face format and employed the same 
instructors, reading material, and instructional activities for both formats of the course.  Both formats of 
the course were also delivered over the same eight-week period and required participants to invest 
approximately the same amount of time each week engaging in learning activities. Both formats of the 
course showed significant impacts on teachers’ mathematical understanding, pedagogical beliefs, and 
instructional practices. Consistent with prior research on online versus face-to-face instruction, the 
positive outcomes were comparable across both formats. Interestingly, teachers who participated in the 
online course reported that they were more willing to take courses in the future online than did teachers in 
the face-to-face condition. Further research is needed to determine whether this finding is limited to self-
selected teachers, the specifics of this course, or other factors that limit generalizability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Online professional development provides several advantages over face-to-face sessions.  In an online 
course, teachers have more flexibility and greater choice as to when they participate and engage in learning.  
Teachers in remote areas or who work in small schools can also gain access to professional development 
courses that would otherwise be expensive or impractical to deliver in a face-to-face environment.  Through 
online courses, it is also easier to connect teachers across schools and districts, thus widening perspectives 
and fostering professional connections that would not occur otherwise.  Nonetheless, since its introduction 
more than a decade ago, educational leaders have questioned whether professional development delivered in 
an online environment is as effective as traditional face-to-face sessions in increasing teachers’ content and 
pedagogical knowledge and in improving their instructional practices. 

 

The study presented here builds on past research that examines the effect that different design features of 
online professional development has on teachers’ knowledge, pedagogical beliefs, and instructional 
practices [1, 2].  These previous studies systematically varied the level of interactions that occurred within 
different versions of a professional development course.  One version included asynchronous, facilitated 
discussions among participants as a central, required part of the course while in the other version each 
participant worked independently, without a means of communicating with their peer participants. These 
studies also manipulated the amount and types of interactions participants had with the course instructors.  
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At one extreme, participants had access to two instructors, one with content area expertise and the other 
skilled in facilitating online discussions.  Participants in this strongly facilitated online course received 
considerable amounts of feedback and had interactive discussions with the instructors throughout the course. 
At the other extreme, participants worked through the course at their own pace with minimal interaction 
with a single facilitator who handled technical and logistical questions but did not have content expertise.  In 
this version of the course, participants were instructed to complete assigned readings, classroom activities, 
and writing assignments on their own and received a simple statement that their writing assignment was 
received and met the course requirements, with no constructive feedback or follow-up questions.  

 

In both of these previous studies, the purpose of manipulating the level of interaction among participants 
and the amount and type of interactions with the course instructor(s) was to examine whether these design 
features influenced the intended outcomes of the course.  All versions of the course were found to have 
comparable positive effects on teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, instructional practices, and knowledge of 
teaching algebra (the focus of the course). Surprisingly the positive effects did not differ significantly among 
the different versions of the course.  

 

As described more fully below, the study presented here shifts the focus of our research from manipulating 
aspects of an online course to directly comparing the effects of online versus face-to-face courses in which 
the goals, content, and activities are kept as comparable as possible. In the sections that follow, we provide a 
brief review of prior research on online professional development that informed the design and focus of the 
study presented here.  We then describe the course and the design of the face-to-face and online versions of 
the course.  We then describe the methodology employed to recruit and assign teachers to groups, as well as 
the data collection instruments employed for this study. Finally, we present the study findings and explore 
the implications these findings may have for the design and delivery of online professional development. 

 

II. SUMMARY OF PAST RESEARCH 
Since the early 1980’s, there has been a lack of consensus about whether online instruction affects learning 
as well as face-to-face instruction.  Believing that technology is a neutral carrier of content, Clark [3, 4] 
argues that the use of a given technology for instructional purposes should not affect learning outcomes. 
Other researchers, however, argue that computer-based technologies have potential to be transformative [6, 
7, 8]. In the context of professional development for K–12 teachers, the use of technology to delivery 
professional development courses in an online forum offers several potential advantages over face-to-face 
instruction.  

 

In contrast to the spontaneous verbal communication of face-to-face learning environments, asynchronous 
learning environments in which communication is primarily written may provide conditions that promote 
reflective inquiry [9, 10, 11]. Threaded discussions available in online environments differ from face-to-face 
discussions in that they enable exchanges across time and space, provide a permanent record of interactions, 
and allow participants more time to reflect on a given topic before responding [9]. While there are elements 
of real-world conversations in threaded discussions, there is nothing analogous to threaded discussions in 
the real world [12].   

 

In a 5-year longitudinal case study, Delfino and Persico experimented with different techniques for teacher 
professional development including a face-to-face approach, an online approach, and a blended approach 
[13].  Although the general objectives of the face-to-face and online courses were the same, Delfino and 
Persico found the online approach, which was free from time constraints and maintained a record of written 
interactions, promoted critical thinking and in-depth reflection on content. Similarly, when comparing 
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discussions of graduate students in an online environment with those in a face-to-face environment, Meyer 
found that the use of threaded discussions increased the amount of time learners were engaged in 
discussions related to class objectives [14]. Meyer indicates that learners in an online medium spent more 
time reflecting on course material, asking questions, and engaging in discussions about the course content. 
Given the speed with which face-to-face discussions occur and evolve, Meyer also suggests that online 
threaded discussions may benefit learners who require additional time and reflection to construct 
knowledge.  

 

Despite the potential benefits that online discussions may have for supporting student learning, Garrison 
argues that when online learning simply recreates the conditions of a traditional classroom, it fails to exploit 
the unique strengths of online learning [9]. While researchers have reached a broad consensus on the general 
components of high-quality K–12 teacher professional development in face-to-face contexts, many 
questions remain about the design and delivery of effective online professional development [15].   

 

Several recent studies have focused on the characteristics of existing OPD programs, but little research has 
examined specific OPD formats and their impacts on teacher practice and student learning [16, 17, 18]. 
Ginsburg, Gray, and Levin reviewed the quality and effectiveness of more than 40 online professional 
development programs, judging them against what is known about similar evidence for effectiveness and 
quality in traditional face-to-face professional development [17]. Overall, Ginsburg et al. found that the 
OPD sites lacked rigorous independent assessments of the impact of OPD on teacher or student outcomes. 
Similarly, in a review of the literature on professional development for teachers, Lawless and Pellegrino 
concluded that success of professional development is typically judged from anecdotal evidence or the 
results of surveys in which teachers indicate their satisfaction with the experience or their perception of its 
usefulness to their work [16]. Consequently, researchers know what teachers think about their professional 
development activities, not what they actually learn, how it changes their pedagogies, or how it impacts 
student learning [16].  

 

Two recent studies, however, systematically varied specific characteristics of a professional development 
course and examined the impact on learning outcomes.  In both studies, the learning goals, the course 
materials, and the assignments participants were required to complete were identical. In the first study, the 
course was delivered in two formats. For the first format, the course was led by a course facilitator who 
actively participated in discussions, guided participants through the course material in a paced manner, and 
encouraged interactions among participants through a threaded asynchronous discussion forum.  For the 
second format, participants did not have access to a threaded discussion board, were unable to communicate 
with other participants via email, had limited discussions with the course instructor, and completed the 
course material at their own pace [1].   

 

The second study contrasted four conditions. One was a highly supported condition, with a math education 
instructor, an online facilitator, and asynchronous peer interactions among participants as they worked 
through the course together.  Another was a self-paced condition, in which participants did not have access 
to a math education instructor, could not communicate with other participants through online discussions or 
email, and simply submitted assignments to the instructor who did not provide any specific feedback to 
participants.  A third condition included threaded discussions but were led by an online facilitator who did 
not have expertise in math education instruction. The fourth condition allowed participants to communicate 
online with an instructor with expertise in math education instruction, but participants were not able to 
communicate with each other [2]. Both studies found that all versions of the course had positive effects on 
teachers’ beliefs about math instruction, on their practices (as reported by themselves and their students), 
and on their understanding of mathematics instruction as measured by a mathematics test. Surprisingly, both 
studies also found that the positive effects did not differ among the conditions.  Regardless of the level of 
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facilitation, the level of expertise of the instructor, the pacing of the course, or the level of interaction among 
participants, the course had the same positive effects on teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, instructional 
practices, and increased knowledge of teaching mathematics [1, 2]. 

 

This finding parallels findings from several studies that have compared the effects of traditional face-to-face 
instruction versus online instruction.  Although small, this body of research consistently reports that no 
significant difference in learning outcomes occur between courses delivered in face-to-face or online modes 
[19, 17, 20, 21]. The study presented here extends the two previous studies that compared the effects of 
various online conditions, and seeks to expand the body of research that compares the effect that the mode 
of delivery, that is online versus face-to-face, has on the intended learning outcomes of the course.  

 

III. BUILDING A SYSTEM OF TENS COURSE 
The course employed for this study was titled Building a System of Tens. The course was originally 
developed by Deborah Shifter and her colleagues and is Part I in a series called Developing Mathematical 
Ideas (DMI).  For the purposes of this study, the face-to-face version of this course was adapted by the 
Education Development Center to create an online version.  

 

For the study presented here, both the online and face-to-face versions of the course required teachers to 
read the same material, experiment with the same activities in their classroom, and complete the same 
assignments within an eight-week period. In addition, to control for the potential effect of instructor quality, 
the courses were run by the same set of facilitators, each of who facilitated one face-to-face session and one 
online session. The intended learning outcomes of the course were also the same for both versions. These 
outcomes included the following: 

Increased understanding of number sense. 

Increased ability to identify misconceptions and errors that students apply when working on problems 
specific to number sense. 

Increased ability to identify and apply instructional strategies that hold potential to help improve student 
understanding of these concepts. 

Increased use of instructional methods that allow students to develop their thinking, share their 
understandings, and discuss their classmates’ problem-solving strategies. 

 

What differed between the two versions of the course was the mode in which the course was delivered.  In 
the version we term “online”, participants logged on to the course website to access course materials.  The 
course website’s discussion board provided the platform for participants to communicate with other course 
participants and the course facilitator. The online course followed a weekly schedule and participants were 
expected to spend three hours each week interacting online with their peers and completing course activities.  
Each online cohort had two course facilitators: one content expert and one online facilitation expert.  The 
content facilitator provided individualized, instructional feedback on assignments and other direct 
instruction as needed. The content facilitators where experienced mathematics educators who had been 
trained in the DMI approach by the original course authors.  The primary duties of the online facilitation 
expert were to send welcome and twice-weekly reminder e-mails, track participation, and provide technical 
assistance when the need arose.  Course participants were given the email addresses and phone numbers of 
their course facilitators. The content facilitator followed the same syllabus employed by the face-to-face 
participants.  Participants completed assignments weekly and submitted them to their content facilitator. 
These participants downloaded all course material and viewed videos online.  
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In the second version, which we term “face-to-face”, participants attended weekly class sessions throughout 
the 8-week duration of the course. Each class lasted for approximately three hours.  The face-to-face cohort 
had one course facilitator trained and experienced in DMI. Participants were given the email address and 
phone numbers of their course facilitators. While some participants contacted their facilitator via phone and 
email, the vast majority of the interactions occurred during class periods. The course facilitator followed a 
syllabus that was identical to that used for the online version. The facilitator provided individualized, 
instructional feedback on assignments and other direct instruction as needed. Participants were expected to 
complete weekly assignments and bring these assignments to class. Participants spent much of the class 
sessions working in small groups with other teacher participants. Some teachers independently exchanged 
email addresses with one another and communicated outside of class. 

 

It should be noted that participants in both versions of the course were awarded graduate course credit and a 
stipend of $200 for participating in the course and completing all of the data collection instruments 
described below. 

 

IV. STUDY DESIGN 
The study presented here was designed to compare the learning outcomes of the same course delivered 
online or face-to-face.  To limit class size, a total of six sections of the course were delivered, three online 
and three face-to-face. In addition, three facilitators with content-area expertise were hired to run the 
sessions.  To control for the effect that a facilitator may have on the learning outcomes of the course, each 
facilitator ran one online version and one face-to-face version.    

 

Participation in the study was limited to teachers in grades one through five who were currently teaching 
mathematics.  Because one version of the course required teachers to meet face-to-face, three geographic 
areas were targeted, namely schools within easy driving distance of Bourne, MA, Newton, MA, or 
Manchester, NH. Principals of schools within easy driving distance of the targeted geographic areas were 
asked to invite teachers in grades 1 through 5 to participate in the professional development course. One 
hundred and fifty teachers who met the following criteria were selected to participate in the study: 

sCurrently teach math to elementary level students, and; 

Have a working email address, and 

Have access to a classroom of students with whom to work. 

 

Teachers were stratified by geographic location and gender, and then randomly assigned to one of the two 
treatment groups: face-to-face or online.  The face-to-face cohorts contained 21 teachers in Manchester, 16 
teachers in Bourne, and 18 teachers in Newton.  The online cohorts contained 28 teachers in Manchester, 35 
teachers in Bourne, and 32 teachers in Newton.  Note that the online versions were assigned a larger number 
of teachers because prior research indicated that approximately 40% of teachers taking the online courses 
did not complete the course.  While we did not have data on the drop-out rate for face-to-face courses, we 
assumed that the drop-out rate would be smaller for face-to-face. Thus, to yield approximately the same 
number of participants in both settings at the end of the study, a larger percentage of teachers were randomly 
assigned to the online courses. 

V. DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 
The study presented here focused on the effect that the two versions of a professional development course 
had on the intended outcomes of the course. To collect data about the intended outcomes, six instruments 
were employed.  These instruments included a background survey, a pedagogical beliefs and practices 
survey, a measure of teachers understanding of teaching the base ten number system, a student survey, a 
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teacher log, and a course evaluation.  As shown in Table 1, the background survey, pedagogy survey, 
teacher log, and the mathematics assessment were administered prior to the start of the course.  The 
pedagogy survey, mathematics assessment student survey, teacher logs, and course evaluation were 
administered after the course was completed.  Below each of the instruments is described briefly and pdf 
versions of the instruments are available at http://www.bc.edu/research/intasc/researchprojects 
/optimizingOPD/OPD.shtml. 

 
 Table 1: Instrument List 

 

Instrument 

Administered

Pre-course 

Administered 

Post-course 

Background Survey X  

Pedagogy Survey X X 

Math Assessment X X 

Student Survey X X 

Teacher Log X X 

Course Evaluation  X 

 

A. Background Survey 
The background survey was designed to collect demographic information and information about each 
teacher’s prior experiences with professional development and technology use.  The majority of the items on 
the background survey were closed-response.  In a few instances, participants were requested to type in 
numeric values. In addition, the background survey contained items that were used to form four scales.  
These scales and their associated reliabilities included Prefer to Work on a Team (.78), Prefer to Learn on 
Own (.69), Proactive Regarding Own Professional Development (.56), and Access to and Use of 
Technology (.70). Each of these scales was standardized to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation 
equal to one. 

 

B. The Pedagogy Survey 
The pedagogy survey collected information about teachers’ pedagogical beliefs and instructional practices, 
and was administered prior to and following the completion of the course. All items were closed-ended and 
asked teachers to either report the frequency with which they employed specific instructional techniques or 
to indicate the degree to which they agreed or disagreed with a statement that focused on the value of a 
given instructional practice. The vast majority of items employed for this survey were taken from two 
previous studies that focused on the relationships between pedagogical beliefs and practices and the use of 
instructional technology in the classroom [22, 23].  The specific scales that were formed and the associated 
reliabilities included Teacher Confidence Teaching Mathematics (.84), Student-Centered Beliefs (.80), 
Teacher-Directed Beliefs (.56), and Comfort Recognizing Students Problem Solving Strategies (.86).  
Scores for each scale were formed by calculating each teacher’s mean response using a four-point scale that 
ranged from 1 (low score value) to 4 (high score value). 

 

C. Math Assessment 
The math assessment was designed to collect information about teachers’ understanding of the base ten 
number system and related concepts covered in the professional development course.  The assessment was 
administered twice, once in the first week and once in the final week of the course.  The assessment 
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included a set of multiple-choice items and open-response items that presented teachers with a sample of 
student work for a given problem specific to the base ten number system.  The teacher was then presented 
with two sets of open-response items. The first set of three open-response items presented examples of 
student work and asked the teacher to explain the method the student used to acquire their answer and to 
evaluate whether the method makes mathematical sense.  The second set of items presented the teacher with 
work performed by two students and asked the teacher the following questions:  a) Explain what the 
students might have been thinking. Why does this method give the wrong answer? and b) As their teacher, 
what is an approach that you might take to help students understand why this method doesn’t work? Include 
examples to clarify your approach. Using a scoring guide that was shown to yield reliable scores (inter-rater 
reliability of .80 or higher), two readers independently scored teacher responses and, when discrepancies 
occurred, the readers discussed their scores before reaching a consensus score.   The scoring guide 
employed the following four-point scale: (0) does not meet expectations; (1) partially meets expectations; 
(2) meets expectations; and (3) exceeds expectations.  

 

D. Teacher Logs 
The teacher logs were designed to capture information about teachers’ day-to-day pedagogical practices.  
The teacher logs were administered twice, once during the first week of the course and once during final 
week of the course.  During each administration, teachers completed three logs.  Each log consisted of a 
series of instructional strategies similar to those explored in the course. For each strategy, teachers were 
asked to indicate whether the strategy was: (1) not used at all; (2) a minor component of the lesson; (3) a 
major component of the lesson; or (4) the most important component of the lesson.  The ratings provided for 
each activity were then averaged across the logs recorded for each week.  

 

E. Student Survey 
To triangulate data provided by teachers via the pedagogy survey and the teacher logs, a survey was 
administered to students in the teacher’s mathematics classroom. The study survey was administered twice, 
once prior to the start of the course and once following the completion of the course. The survey asked 
students to indicate the frequency with which they engaged in specific learning activities (e.g., performing 
worksheets individually, working with partners to solve problems, sharing solutions with their class, etc.) 
and how often their teacher employed specific instructional strategies (e.g., asking students to explain how 
they solved a problem, showing students how to solve a problem, asking students to respond to each others 
work, etc.).  All items were forced-choice and were used to measure the frequency with which students and 
their teachers engaged in specific instructional and learning activities. The scale employed for these items 
ranged from: (1) almost always; (2) most of the time; (3) once in a while; and (4) never. Hence, a low score 
for a given item indicated more frequent use of the given instructional strategy. 

 

F. Course Evaluation 
The course evaluation was designed to collect information from teachers about the positive and negative 
aspects of the course.  The course evaluation instrument asked participants to rate the value and quality of 
various aspects of the course including the reading material, the assignments, the facilitator, feedback on 
assignments, etc.  

VI. FINDINGS 
The primary research question examined in this study asked whether the mode of delivering the course—
online versus face-to-face—affected teachers’ mathematical understanding, their pedagogical beliefs, and 
their instructional practices.  To this end, the majority of analyses conducted for this study focused on 
comparing the effect of the two versions of the course on these three outcomes.  But, to provide a better 
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understanding of characteristics of the study participants, descriptive statistics were calculated for several 
items on the background survey.  We begin, then, with results of the background survey. 

 

G. Characteristics of Study Participants 
The majority of teachers who participated in and completed the study were female (95%). The vast majority 
of teachers also identified themselves as white (93%).  The age of participants was distributed fairly evenly 
across age groups, with 6% 25 years or under, 11% 26–30 years, 11% 31–35 years, 13% 36–40 years, 12% 
41–45 years, 19% 46–50 years, 15% 51–55, and 14% older than 55. There were wider differences in the 
number of years participants reported that they had worked as a teacher.  Six percent had taught for less than 
one year, 26% for 1–5 years, 18% for 6–10 years, 21% for 11–15 years, 8% for 16–20 years, 9% for 21–25 
years, and 12% for more than 25 years.  The vast majority of teachers reported that they did not have either 
a minor or a major in mathematics (93%), but did have full credentials for teaching in an elementary school 
(84%) and had a Masters degree (66%). Sixty-two percent of teachers also reported taking 1–5 professional 
development courses related to mathematics during the previous three years.  

 

A t-test was conducted on each of these background variables and on the four background scales to examine 
whether the treatment groups differed with respect to their demographics and prior educational and work 
experiences.  No statistically significant differences between the groups were found for any of the 
background variables. 

 

H. Completion Rate 
Of the 150 participants who agreed to participate in the study, 24 opted not to participate once they were 
notified of the treatment to which they were assigned.  No data was collected from teachers who opted not 
to participate in the study. However, it is interesting to note that several of the teachers who opted not to 
participated noted that they were hoping to take the course online.   

 

The actual number of teachers who began the study was 126.  Of those, an additional 45 teachers either did 
not complete the course or did not complete the data collection instruments. Thus, of the teachers who 
initially agreed to participate in the study, 54% completed all components of the study.  Of those teachers 
who actually began a course, 64% completed.  While these completion rates are lower than we anticipated, 
they were consistent with past research on online professional development. As an example, the drop out 
rates for the two studies upon which this research builds were 46 and 44% [1, 2].   

 

Table 2 displays the drop-rates for each session of the course.  For two of the three face-to-face sessions, the 
drop-out rate was noticeably lower than the online courses.  However, the third face-to-face cohort 
experienced the largest drop-out rate of all sessions. 
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Table 2:  Drop-out Rates within Each Session 

 Face-to-Face Online 

 Manchester Bourne Newton Manchester Bourne Newton

Drop-out Rate 14% 20% 67% 32% 60% 47% 

 

Across cohorts, participants who did not complete the course were sent a survey inquiring about the reasons 
for their non-completion.  Twenty-one drop-outs responded.  Thirty percent of those drop-outs who 
responded indicated that personal reasons, such as family health issues or divorce, made it too difficult to 
participate in the course.  Twenty-four percent of respondents indicated that the demands for the course 
were too high and an additional 19% stated that the time commitment was larger than they had anticipated.  

 

Chi-square analyses were performed to examine differences in background characteristics for students who 
dropped-out and those who participated. Statistically significant differences were detected for four items.  
First, while 33% of those who completed the course reported that they had taken a course on the base ten 
number system previously, 67% of drop-outs had done so.  This may indicate that the content of the course 
was more familiar for those who dropped out than it was for those who persisted.  Second, a higher 
percentage of teachers who persisted through the course stated that they tend to complete tasks and 
assignments before deadlines.  Third, a higher percentage of teachers who persisted through the course 
stated that they strongly value learning by seeing visual images such as pictures or movies.  Finally, teachers 
who dropped-out of the course reported that they had taken more professional development courses related 
to teaching mathematics over the past three years as compared to those teachers who persisted.  It is 
important to note that no statistically significant differences were found for characteristics such as 
preference to work on a team, preference to learn on own, being proactive regarding own professional 
development, and access to and use of technology. Finally, of those participants who dropped out, none of 
the background characteristics differed significantly between those who were in the face-to-face or the 
online version of the course. 

 

I. Quality of the Course 
Overall, participants believed that both versions of the course were well developed, well delivered, and 
valuable.  Across all items on the survey that asked participants to rate the value of specific components of 
the course and the course overall using a four point scale that ranged from not valuable to very valuable, the 
mean fell between the valuable and very valuable. As a few examples, when asked to rate the value of the 
case studies, the mean rating was 3.67 with 4 representing “very valuable.” When asked to rate the value of 
the expertise and feedback from the facilitator, the mean rating was 3.45.  And when asked to rate their 
learning in the course compared to their previous face-to-face professional development opportunities, the 
mean rating was 3.82.  

 

To examine whether participants in the online and the face-to-face groups had similar views about the 
course, a series of t-tests were conducted for each item on the end-of-course evaluation. After adjusting for 
multiple comparisons, a statistically significant difference was found for five items. Specifically, as one 
might expect, teachers in the online version of the course reported experiencing more technical problems 
while taking the course than did teachers in the face-to-face group (t=3.20, p<0.01). Teachers in the face-to-
face version also reported a higher value for performing the assigned math activities (t=4.72, p<0.01), 
sharing ideas with other participants (t=3.18, p<0.01), and receiving feedback from their facilitator (t=3.27, 
p<0.01).  For all three of these items, however, the mean rating for both groups was above 3, indicating that 
both groups believed each of these were valuable.  The final difference occurred on an item that asked, “If 
given a choice, I would prefer to take a course like this face-to-face as opposed to online.”  The scale for this 
item ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree).  The mean rating for teachers in the face-to-
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face group was 3.41, while the mean rating for the online course was 2.40 (t=4.41, p<0.01).  Clearly, those 
teachers who experienced the course in a face-to-face environment indicated that they would prefer this 
version in the future.  In contrast, teachers who experienced the online version seemed less enthusiastic 
about taking a similar course in a face-to-face environment. 

 

J. Changes in Pedagogical Beliefs 
The Pedagogy Survey was designed to collect information about teachers’ pedagogical beliefs.  The survey 
was administered pre-and post-course, and the data was used to examine changes in teachers beliefs and 
practices that followed their participation in the course.  It should be noted that the scale scores ranged from 
1 (low value) to 4 (high value). Table 2 displays the mean scale scores for each treatment group for the pre- 
and post-course administrations.  The column labeled Change displays the change in mean score between 
the pre-course and post-course administrations.  For the teacher confidence teaching math, student-centered 
beliefs, and comfort recognizing students’ problem solving strategies scales, teachers scale scores increased 
significantly.  While there was a slight decrease in teacher-centered beliefs, this change was not statistically 
significant.  There were no statistically significant differences between the face-to-face and online groups 
for any of the pedagogical belief scales. 

 
Table 2:  Scale Score Difference between Pre- and Post-survey, Grouped by Treatments 

 Pre Post 
Change 

(Post – Pre) p 

Teacher confidence teaching math 2.85 3.39 .54 <.01 

Teacher-directed beliefs 2.58 2.52 -.06 0.50 

Student-centered beliefs 3.75 4.15 .40 <0.01 

Comfort Recognizing Students’ Problem 
Solving Strategies 2.13 2.95 .82 <0.01 

 

K. Changes in Instructional Practices 
Teachers completed three teacher logs prior to the course and three logs following the completion of the 
course.  As described above, the logs asked teachers to indicate the extent to which each type of activity was 
a component of the logged lesson. Table 3 displays the mean ratings given by teachers across lessons logged 
prior to and following the course. The column labeled post-pre indicates the change in the mean rating 
between the pre-course logs and the post-course logs.  Within the face-to-face group, the extent to which 
these twenty-seven instructional strategies were elements of lessons changed significantly for fifteen 
strategies. Two of these strategies—having students do worksheets and stopping class to address 
discipline—saw declines in their occurrence.  The remaining thirteen strategies experienced increases.  
Among the strategies that experienced increases were: developing and adapting instructional material; 
asking students to make conjectures, draw pictures, write about math, work with manipulatives, or solve 
problems related to everyday life; leading whole class discussions and asking follow-up questions to 
students’ responses; and asking students to work in pairs or groups to solve problems.  For the online group, 
significant changes were found for sixteen strategies.  Half of these strategies were the same as those that 
saw changes in the face-to-face group.  Only one strategy experienced a significant decrease—having 
students work independently.  The remaining strategies experienced increases.   

 

Independent sample t-tests were conducted to compare the amount of change that occurred for each item 
between the two groups.  After adjusting for multiple comparisons, a significant difference was found for 
only one item—having students work independently.  For this item, the face-to-face group experienced a 
small increase in reported use while the online group reported a significant decrease.  The fact that a 
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significant difference was found for only one of twenty-seven items suggests that the two versions of the 
course had similar effects on the use of many instructional practices explored during the course.  

 
Table 3: Summary of Teacher Log Mean Scores by Treatment Group 

 Face-to-Face (n=36) Online (n=49)

  Pre Post Change p Pre Post Change p 

Review material 2.88 3.12 0.24 0.06 2.89 3.05 0.16* 0.05 

Adapt material 2.83 3.08 0.25* 0.05 2.89 2.91 0.02 0.80 

Develop new material 2.30 2.55 0.25* 0.03 2.21 2.35 0.14 0.24 

Analyze students work from prior 
lessons 2.75 2.83 0.08 0.34 2.70 2.93 0.23* 0.03 

Examine examples of teaching in the 
form of vides, case studies, etc. 1.31 1.63 0.31* 0.01 1.30 1.72 0.42* <0.01 

Design assessment tasks 2.12 2.60 0.48* 0.00 2.35 2.35 0.01 0.96 

Collaborate with other teachers in 
preparation for lesson 1.86 1.83 -0.03 0.84 2.03 2.21 0.18 0.17 

Solve problems and consider alternate 
strategies students may use 2.86 2.98 0.12 0.39 2.71 2.99 0.28* 0.01 

Have students do introductory drills 2.39 2.31 -0.08 0.62 2.52 2.30 -0.22 0.04 

Ask students to make conjectures  2.70 2.97 0.27* 0.03 2.92 3.01 0.09 0.39 

Ask student to use drawings or 
pictures to solve or explain a problem 2.78 3.14 0.36* 0.05 2.88 3.23 0.35* 0.01 

Ask students to use words to present 
an answer 3.02 3.38 0.36* 0.01 3.05 3.29 0.24* 0.02 

Have students review homework 2.06 1.82 -0.24 0.07 2.03 1.93 -0.10 0.40 

Work with manipulatives 2.26 2.81 0.55* 0.01 2.75 3.09 0.34* 0.01 

Ask follow-up questions to students’ 
responses 3.16 3.46 0.31* 0.01 3.13 3.41 0.28* 0.00 

Lead whole class discussions 2.91 3.23 0.32* 0.01 2.97 2.98 0.01 0.91 

Demonstrate/explain concepts to 
whole class with manipulatives 3.09 3.14 0.05 0.72 3.10 2.95 -0.16 0.08 

Have students do worksheets 2.25 1.89 -0.36* 0.01 2.09 2.07 -0.01 0.91 

Have student work on independent, 
long-term projects 1.26 1.32 0.06 0.53 1.24 1.41 0.18* 0.03 

Ask students to solve problems 
presented in the context of everyday 
life 2.51 2.94 0.43* 0.01 2.55 3.00 0.45* 0.00 

Have students work independently** 2.80 3.01 0.21 0.13 2.85 2.41 -0.44* 0.00 

Have students work in pairs or small 
groups 2.93 3.21 0.29* 0.04 2.80 3.09 0.29* 0.00 

Have students respond to one another 2.84 2.97 0.13 0.39 2.59 2.93 0.34* 0.01 

Have students work together on 
problems for which there is no 
immediately obvious method or 
solution 1.54 2.00 0.46* 0.01 1.69 2.00 0.31* 0.02 

Administer a multiple-choice test/quiz 1.18 1.08 -0.09 0.19 1.12 1.26 0.14* 0.02 

Administer an open-ended test/quiz 1.30 1.20 -0.09 0.35 1.29 1.44 0.15 0.15 

Stopped class to address discipline 1.58 1.36 -0.22* 0.01 1.60 1.56 -0.04 0.52 

* Change within group statistically significant at p=.05. 
**Change between groups statistically significant at p=.05. 
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L. Student Survey Results 
Similar to the teacher logs, analyses of the student survey focused on responses to individual items.  For 
each item, the mean response for students within each class was used to estimate the frequency with which a 
given instructional or learning strategy was employed within the teacher’s classroom.  For each treatment 
group (face-to-face and online), the mean score for each item was then calculated across all teachers during 
each administration period (pre-course and post-course). Recall that the scale was structured such that a low 
score (1) represented frequent use of the strategy while a high score (4) indicated that the student reported 
never being exposed to the strategy. Table 4 displays the change in mean response within each group. 
Within the face-to-face group, statistically significant changes occurred for three items.  Specifically, 
students reported increases in the frequency with which teachers asked them to come up with new ways to 
solve math problems and to write in words about their approach to solving a problem.  Students also felt 
more strongly that their teacher tried to understand the student’s approach to doing math problems.   

 

For the online group, statistically significant changes occurred for five items.  Students of online teachers 
reported a decrease in the frequency with which teachers had them work on math worksheets, but increases 
in the asking students to come up with new ways to solve problems, explaining how they got answers to 
problems, and working on extended math projects.  Students also felt more strongly that their teacher tried 
to understand the student’s way of doing math problems. 

 

To examine whether the amount of change differed between the two groups, an independent samples t-test 
was performed for each item.  After adjusting for multiple comparisons, no significant differences among 
groups were found. 

 
Table 4: Mean Score Difference between Pre- and Post-surveys by Treatment Groups 

 Face-to-Face (n=35) Online (n=45) 

  Pre Post Change p Pre Post Change p 

1.  My teacher asks me to come up with new 
ways to solve math problems. 2.57 2.76 0.19* 0.02 2.66 2.87 0.20* <0.01 

2.  My teacher asks me to explain how I got my 
answers to math problems. 3.28 3.38 0.11 0.08 3.30 3.39 0.09* <0.01 

3.  My teacher tries to understand my way of 
doing math problems. 3.03 3.19 0.16* 0.02 3.13 3.21 0.08* 0.03 

4.  My teacher expects me to participate in class. 3.67 3.76 0.10 0.12 3.74 3.76 0.02 0.57 

5.  My teacher is interested in my work even if I 
get the wrong answer. 3.21 3.28 0.07 0.25 3.22 3.27 0.05 0.09 

6.  My teacher likes us to think about different 
ways to solve each math problem. 3.11 3.21 0.10 0.17 3.14 3.15 0.01 0.55 

7.  My teacher asks questions in math class that 
make me think. 3.28 3.22 -0.06 0.21 3.25 3.27 0.02 0.72 

8.  In math class, we work on math projects that 
last a long time. 2.00 1.90 -0.09 0.28 2.12 2.27 0.15* 0.02 

9.  My teacher reviews our math homework in 
class. 2.75 2.76 0.01 0.95 2.89 2.89 -0.01 0.39 

10. My teacher helps me when s/he notices that I 
am having trouble in math. 3.38 3.33 -0.05 0.12 3.40 3.44 0.04 0.28 

11. My teacher really listens to what I have to 
say in math class. 3.45 3.46 0.01 0.97 3.50 3.53 0.03 0.71 

12. My teacher has us do math worksheets. 3.16 3.15 0.00 0.98 3.31 3.21 -0.10* 0.03 
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13. My teacher asks us to use drawings or 
pictures when we do a math problem. 2.49 2.66 0.17 0.08 2.63 2.63 0.00 0.55 

14. My teacher asks us to write in words our 
thoughts about our answers to a math problem. 2.35 2.59 0.24* 0.04 2.78 2.77 -0.01 0.77 

15. When I don't understand my math work, my 
teacher tries to help me by asking me questions. 3.13 3.07 -0.06 0.42 3.17 3.19 0.02 0.67 

16. My math teacher really makes me think. 3.21 3.27 0.06 0.26 3.24 3.23 -0.01 0.53 

*  Change within group statistically significant at p=.05. 

 

M. Mathematics Understanding 
To examine the effect that participation in the online professional development course had on teachers’ 
knowledge of teaching mathematics, teachers completed a mathematics test that contained 15 multiple-
choice items and 5 open-response items.  Table 5 displays the mean total score for each treatment group for 
the pre- and post-course test administration. 

 

Within each group, total test scores increased significantly. For the face-to-face group, scores increased by 
1.86 points (on a scale of 1-20) while scores for the online group increased 1.48 points. An independent 
samples t-test, however, indicated that the score increases did not differ significantly between the two 
groups (p = 0.48).  

 
Table 5: Mean scores for Pre- and Post-Tests by Treatment Group 

  Face-to-Face Online 

  N Pre Post Change p N Pre Post Change p 

Total Score 36 13.57 15.43 1.86 0.02 49 13.68 15.16 1.48 0.02 

 

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION  
The study presented here compared the effects that a face-to-face and an online version of the same course 
had on the intended outcomes of that course. For both versions, participants engaged in the same reading 
material, learning activities, writing assignments, and instructional activities in their own classrooms.  The 
length of the course was also the same across both conditions (8 weeks) and the level of participation and 
interaction among participants was designed to be equivalent.  The fundamental difference between the two 
versions was the medium in which participants interacted with each other and their facilitator, namely face-
to-face or online.  

 

The intended learning outcomes of both courses were identical. Specifically, the course was intended to 
affect teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, their instructional practices when teaching mathematics, and their 
understanding of teaching the base ten number system.  To examine the effect that this online professional 
development course had on these three outcomes, several data collection instruments were administered.  A 
mathematics test was used to measure changes in teachers understanding of teaching the base ten number 
system. A survey was used to measure teachers’ pedagogical beliefs.  And the combination of a teacher 
survey, student survey, and instructional logs were used to measure teachers’ instructional practices. 

 

As described in greater detail above, both conditions of the course altered teachers’ beliefs about teaching 
mathematics, changed their instructional practices, and, to a lesser extent, increased their understanding of 
teaching the base ten number system. On average, there were significant increases in teachers’ confidence 
teaching mathematics, strength in their belief in student-centered instructional practices, and confidence 
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analyzing students’ problem solving strategies.  As reflected in both the teacher’s instructional logs and the 
student surveys, there were also several significant changes in teachers’ instructional practices.  Among 
these were asking students to develop new ways to solve math problems, trying to understand students’ 
approaches to solving math problems, asking students to describe in writing how they solved math 
problems, having students work on extended math problems, and having students work in pairs or groups.  
Finally, a significant increase occurred on a test that measured teachers’ understanding of teaching the base 
ten number system.  Each of these outcomes is not surprising, particularly since teachers, on average, rated 
the quality of the course as high and reported that many components of the course provided valuable 
learning opportunities. 

 

While a few differences in the magnitude of change were found between the two versions, overall the 
effects of the course were similar across the two conditions.  Specifically, the improvement in teacher test 
scores did not differ significantly between the face-to-face and online versions.  Similarly, there were no 
statistically significant differences in the amount of change in teachers’ pedagogical beliefs. Among the 
twenty-seven instructional strategies teachers were asked to log, a significant difference was found for only 
one strategy—having students work independently. And, for the sixteen items on the student survey, there 
were no significant differences.  Thus, overall the data suggests that, while both versions of the course 
affected the intended learning outcomes, the effects were similar across the two online and face-to-face 
versions of the course. This finding is consistent with previous research that generally reports similar effects 
for face-to-face and online professional development courses.  

 

While the effects of the course were similar across delivery modes, it is interesting to note that there was a 
significant difference in opinions about whether, after completing the course, teachers preferred to 
participate in future professional development in face-to-face environment rather than online.  While 
teachers who were in the face-to-face group expressed a strong desire for the face-to-face mode, those 
teachers who were actually able to experience an online version were less enthusiastic about taking future 
courses in a face-to-face mode.  Since there were no differences in teachers’ prior experiences taking online 
courses, this difference in opinion about taking future courses online or face-to-face may suggest that as 
teachers become more familiar with online professional development, they are more open to taking future 
courses online.  

 

Nonetheless, these findings must be placed in the context of the many limitations of this study.  First, the 
study focused on only one course delivered to elementary school mathematics teachers.  Had a different 
course that focused on different types of teachers or different content been employed, the outcomes may 
have been different.   

 

Second, both versions of the course experienced considerable attrition.  On average, 36% of the teachers 
who began a course did not finish the course or the required data collection instruments.  The fact that 36% 
of teachers did not complete the course may mean that the course either did not meet their needs or was too 
challenging for them. Although the characteristics of teachers who dropped out of the course did not differ 
between the two versions, it is plausible that had these teachers persisted, different findings may have 
resulted.  

 

Third, the course employed for this study was well designed and employed high quality reading materials 
and learning activities. In addition, the course lasted for eight weeks. While the quality of the course was not 
compared to other professional development courses, it is likely that many other courses are of shorter 
duration, employ lower quality reading material, or ask participants to engage in less effective classroom 
activities. For a course that is shorter in length or that employs materials of a lower quality, the mode of 
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delivery may have a larger impact on the outcomes of the course.    

 

Finally, all of the participants in this course were volunteers. Although a small stipend was offered to 
compensate participants for the time required to complete the data collection instruments, the teachers who 
participated and completed the course were likely highly motivated individuals who were sincerely 
interested in developing their mathematics teaching skills. In many cases, however, participation in 
professional development is required by a school or district. In such cases, some teachers may be less 
motivated or engaged in the learning. If presented with an online version of the course, some of these 
teachers might be unmotivated to log into the course, complete the reading and activities, or make a minimal 
effort when completing assignments.  The resulting effects of the course might then be smaller. 

 

Despite these limitations, this study provides further evidence that an online course designed as an 
interactive learning experience can have very positive effects on teachers knowledge, pedagogical beliefs, 
and instructional practices, and that the magnitude of these effects are similar to those that occur in a face-
to-face environment.  
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ABSTRACT 
The growing demand for higher education worldwide, along with global expansion of telecommunication 
technologies, give online distance education a potential world-wide reach for institutions in many 
countries. Given the persistent international digital divide and the potential for the host institutions and 
languages to be those of wealthy, industrialized countries, international online distance higher education 
(IODHE) has great potential for educational and cultural imperialism. Therefore institutions 
contemplating expansion into international distance education must accommodate a number of changes 
that would enable building the safe learning/teaching environment needed for development of a 
successful course. Drawing on literature of domestic and international online teaching and learning, 
multicultural studies, as well as personal international teaching and learning experience, the authors 
examine four domains where these changes are of critical importance: 1) host institution, 2) technology, 
3) learning models of students, and 4) teaching models of faculty. The paper discusses issues and 
practices in each of these domains and offers general recommendations for institutions participating or 
planning to participate in cross-border/cross-culture online education. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The growing demand for higher education worldwide, along with global expansion of telecommunication 
technologies, have given online distance education a potential world-wide reach for institutions in many 
countries [1, 2]. Those responsible for the financial health of institutions often look to emerging 
international markets as an opportunity for growth in spite of geographical or demographic limitations on 
their current enrollments. Consequently van der Wender reminds us that “The process of globalisation, 
characterized by increasing global economic interdependence and international competition, leads to the 
emergence of an international higher education market in which a growing number of traditional and new 
types of higher education providers compete with each other” [3, p.2]. 
 

Institutions contemplating expansion into international distance education must accommodate a number 
of changes. For example, policies initially designed to meet the needs of the “residential” university that 
present obstacles to distant online students, complexities of computer mediated instruction and 
technology mismatches, and perhaps most significant for the individual students and faculty, different 
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assumptions about teaching and learning that must be addressed in subtle and complex ways in the virtual 
international classroom are of critical importance. This paper explores some of these accommodations. 

 

For our current purposes, we assume open courses that bring together students and faculty from a variety 
of cultures and geographical locations.  We refer occasionally to partnership models that work between 
two or more specific cultures, but in general we are positing virtual classrooms where a common 
language is shared, although not with equal fluency, where students may represent a number of 
nationalities or cultures, and where the instructor may bring in yet another nationality or cultural heritage.  
We anticipate that such variety will eventually be the norm for international online distance higher 
education (hereafter referred to as IODHE)  in the future, although many more limited experiments are 
underway at this time due to cross national partnerships, language issues, and differences in technology 
access [4].  

 

Our reading for this paper has focused on the literature of international online teaching and learning as 
well as some collateral work on international students studying in residential settings and on the literature 
of multicultural teaching and learning.  Our discussion is informed as well by our own international 
teaching and learning experiences and a belief that education and cultures are highly interdependent.  We 
also believe that given the persistent international digital divide and the potential for host institutions and 
languages to be those of wealthy, industrialized countries, IDOHE has great potential for educational and 
cultural imperialism [5, 6]. Furthermore, the pressure of competition from for-profit schools may also 
contribute to a climate where there is more focus on building income than on nurturing students. Our 
discussion attempts to account for these complexities and to offer strategies for a more equitable vision of 
shared resources via the growing, though certainly not universal, access to the world wide web across the 
planet. 

 

The diagram below lays out the four domains of IDOHE as a square in which each domain is shown to 
have connections to all the other three (Figure 1).  The assumptions and functions of each of the four 
domains vary across cultures, across the previous educational experiences of students and faculty in a 
particular course, and across disciplines and types of institutions.  We refer to these four dimensions as 
“discourses” because of the primacy of language (and other symbols) in making these domains visible in 
online environments, and because of the persistent need for negotiation to resolve inevitable conflicts 
within the temporary international community generated in any individual course.  Each “discourse” in 
our diagram represents practices that may be culturally transparent to the host culture but which may 
seem particularly ethnocentric when viewed from an IDOHE perspective.  

 

The illustration represents an individual IODHE course along with its supporting infrastructure. The inner 
square with its interconnected sides represents the discourses that inform and constrain the work of the 
students and instructor in that course. Besides its disciplinary content, any successful IDOHE course must 
be supported by a consistent effort across these domains as illustrated by the connecting lines.   Thus 
IDOHE technologies must account for faculty and student needs, and be supported by an institutional 
discourse that acknowledges this relationship. We will first turn briefly to the assumptions and practices 
of institutions and technologies of concern to an IODHE course. 
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Figure 1. Discourse Domains of an IODHE Course 

 

II. DISCOURSES OF THE HOST INSTITUTION/S 
Putting institutional discourses at the top of our diagram acknowledges that institutional language and 
policies are a significant context in which IODHE is embedded. Darrup-Boychuk [7] and   Sedgewick [8] 
remind us that individual institutions as well as national and provincial educational bodies and systems of 
accreditation have the power to foster IODHE and may have concrete economic or social reasons for 
doing so.  Harley et al. [9] and Australia’ Competitors [10] suggest that national governments with their 
control over immigration and trade also generate policies that may directly or inadvertently create barriers 
to IODHE planning and student recruitment.  We acknowledge these issues as significant to the success 
of any individual IODHE effort, but for the purposes of this paper we shall confine our discussion to the 
institutional policies and practices of the host institution that directly affect IODHE work inside 
classrooms.  Some of these practices derive from assumptions about the residential nature of an institution 
and lie deeply embedded in such mundane matters as student recruitment and enrollment, the academic 
calendar, requirements for earning credit, and preparation of faculty. 

 

A. Institutional Issues for IODHE 
Since the institutional impetus to build IODHE programs reflects, in many cases, a goal of increasing 
enrollment and income for the host institution, such projects tend to assume that the host institution has 
both the content and the delivery of knowledge in hand, and that with the addition of technological 
support, and perhaps some marketing and brand management, international online teaching projects only 
require minimum planning for instructional adaptations. Care must be taken to insure that such a 
colonialist model does not inform this planning, as Adam implies when he says, “Transnational education 
is the educational manifestation of this globalization process and strategies to adjust to it must fit with 
other national educational goals, e.g. to promote lifelong learning, transmit culture and increase 
competitiveness, etc” [11, p.49]. 
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Certainly many institutions interested in IODHE have been hosting international students on their 
campuses for years without much adaptation of the courses to their presence. Often international student 
services, TA arrangements, and immigration questions are dealt with in offices of international studies 
where specialized staff members intercede with institutional policy matters with individual students.  

 

When international instruction is moved into a virtual space, however, many student adjustment issues 
dealt with by international studies offices (visa applications, housing, adjustments to a new culture) 
become somewhat less urgent on campus.  At the same time, adaptation of the actual classroom practices 
to the international online students’ needs may be moved into other institutional offices where policies 
have not previously accounted for international students. Some institutional policies, for instance, assume 
that all enrolled students can visit campus offices to pay their bills, sign forms, be advised, sit for ID 
pictures, and more. And while a few campuses are well on the way to moving student services for 
registration, paying fees, and advising into virtual spaces, many other schools do not make this shift a 
priority even though they are actively promoting online distance enrollments. This mismatch may not be 
evident in initial online projects for commuting students who live reasonably close to campus, but in the 
process of offering a course to a worldwide audience, these policies may bring certain issues into greater 
prominence.  Since such policies sit in a quite different institutional location from traditional international 
student services, accommodation to IODHE may require an institutional commitment that extends well 
beyond the distance education office.  Robert Knipe claims that policies designed for residential students 
are a significant factor inhibiting the growth of online programs at his own institution [12]. He cites 
examples in which his online students have been unable to register, pay tuition bills, secure library 
privileges and meet specific graduation requirements because of policies that require them to be 
physically present on campus. 

 

Other campus policies may not require students to be on campus, but may make it difficult for a course to 
be offered online in parallel with similar courses offered on the campus.  Prerequisites, random 
assignment of students to multi-section courses, and attendance policies designed for residential settings 
may interfere with the offering of specific courses online. Scheduling of IODHE courses can be 
incompatible with the host institution’s rules about drop/adds, or number of contact hours, or efforts at 
modest synchronous activity across world-wide time zones.  Even catalog labeling of online sections 
becomes significant for IODHE students, and may be subject to elaborate institutional approval processes. 

 

Policies that are applied to all students on a campus regardless of full time or part time status can also 
present difficulties to distant online students.  The State of New York, for instance, has a requirement that 
any student in its universities and colleges must show proof of immunization against certain diseases 
particularly prevalent in college age populations. Other systems have mandatory health insurance fees for 
students who register. Program directors in New York were able to get the immunization requirement 
waived only for students who never set foot on the campus under any circumstances.  The institutional 
discourse of a residential campus that underlies many of these examples may depend on long held 
assumptions about campus life and may require careful negotiation of traditional institutional practices. 

 

Finally, marketing and recruiting students can look quite different in an international setting when 
compared with an institution’s local efforts. New legal issues are likely to arise for IODHE courses: 
legitimacy of certain fees, negotiations with international sites for proctored exams, and developing of 
partnerships for distant support for hybrid efforts or laboratory experience are added to the institution’s 
responsibilities. Indeed Sedgwick [13] predicts that this need for services may introduce a significant 
amount of risk for IODHE students who must depend on an institution’s public discourse to determine 
whether there are adequate resources for them on a particular campus. See also [2]. 
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B. Institutional Practices that Open Up Spaces for IODHE Courses 
Some traditional institutions have addressed IDOHE issues described above by moving online instruction 
into some non-traditional space for campus services such as continuing education where students can be 
served by different policies than those designed for residential students.  This move illustrates the first 
stages of a mindset change that is required for an institution that would open its “residential” campus 
doors to students who represent neither residential nor commuting student groups.  This mindset change 
would involve thinking of the campus as a much more open (even global) physical space.  Other 
strategies for opening up an institution’s campus come in many forms, some of which seem to be small 
steps on the way to something more global.  

 

1. Choosing an Appropriate Program Design and Delivery Model 
One way to reduce the complexity of international online distance education is to limit program design 
and delivery models. Several studies have discussed institutional partnerships where only two institutions 
and fewer language groups are represented. This strategy serves to reduce the scope of the multicultural 
mix in early efforts [14, 15]. 

 

Hybrid courses that combine face to face meetings with online work, often useful with working or 
disabled students [16, 17, 18]) can sometimes be replicated with middle-ground IODHE strategies that 
mix online with face to face instruction in different ways. Tutors and satellite classrooms can sometimes 
be offered at some distance from the campus centers and connected by lectures broadcast over great 
distances [19]. Wiesenberg & Stacey recommend blended pedagogies that combine more traditional 
didactic methods with collaborative strategies [20]. We expect mixed-mode programs where students live 
one year in the host country taking residential classes and then complete their degree studying from home 
online to emerge eventually. 

 

Labour and his colleagues [21] point to courses that are taught in multi-lingual modes, and Branden & 
Lambert [22] also argue for a multilingual approach. Other solutions involve offering options in the 
length of the course to accommodate different calendars. Washington State University, for instance, offers 
flexible enrollment courses where students can take an additional semester to complete course work for a 
$100 fee [23]. 

 

2. Matching the Course to the Student 
Educational institutions need to share the responsibility of matching course expectations and requirements 
to student’s needs and abilities. Bentley, Tinney & Chia [5] suggest that institutions prepare for IODHE 
projects by looking carefully at course catalogs, and registration and recruitment materials. Early 
information about course requirements, learning resources and expected outcomes are seen by Troy State 
University, Montgomery as essential for students to make wise choices [24]. Washington State University 
accompanies some course syllabuses with RealPlayer videos introducing the instructor and describing the 
course objectives [25].  

 

At Western Governors University new online students complete a skill survey and are assigned mentors 
who conduct extended phone interviews for academic planning [26]. Proactive academic advising is also 
offered at Saint Joseph’s College of Maine, where advisors keep regular contact with prospective distance 
students via phone, mail, and email [27]. 

 

3. Academic Support 
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Ongoing 24/7 academic support remains a dream for many active distance students. Still some institutions 
establish support systems that are accessible throughout most of the week. Mentors at Western Governors 
University are reported to provide feedback within 24-48 hours; besides electronic communication, they 
make themselves available for phone appointments [26].  

 

Electronic communication with peer mentors is often attractive for IODHE students. Distance students at 
Berkeley College and Mercy College have already had a chance to see advantages of faculty and peer 
tutors in all subject areas including specific writing for papers or essays. Mercy College students feel 
more at ease with assistance from other students or online “wizards” who serve as tutors, facilitators and 
role models [28]. To improve foreign language speakers’ academic writing skills, Capella University 
offers a course Graduate Writing for ESL/EFL Learners [29].  

 

Some educational institutions offer preparation courses and custom tutorials to help new students fill 
knowledge gaps. Berkeley College, Stanford, SUNY Empire State College, and the U.S. military have all 
developed self-tests or preparation courses for online students [30, 31, 32]. 

 

4. Preparing Faculty 
Professional development courses with emphasis on cross-cultural issues is essential for faculty who 
participate in IODHE. Maryland Online’s highly regarded online training for new faculty offers learning 
modules related to the design and management of online courses [33]. At Florida Community College at 
Jacksonville new adjunct online faculty are assigned virtual mentors who advise on pedagogical, logistic 
and technology matters [34]. Comprehensive faculty support provided by the State University of New 
York’s SUNY Learning Network (SLN) assists both new and returning faculty in designing, facilitating, 
evaluating and re-designing online courses [35]. 

 

Labour, Juwah, White, & Tolley [21] describe an online workshop originally developed under the Online 
Tutoring Skill Project to prepare staff in Scottish higher education institutions.  The workshop agenda 
addresses many challenges an online instructor may encounter in a multicultural classroom and provides 
suggestions to help avoid cultural misunderstanding in an online learning environment. Training ‘global’ 
e-teachers, knowledgeable in pedagogies and prepared to work with IODHE students, should become an 
imperative for institutions marketing their online programs to international audience [20, 36].  

 

All of the strategies described here open the “residential” features of an institution and make significant 
progress toward a more global campus—one that is well on its way to accommodating IODHE 
coursework.   

 

III. TECHNOLOGY DISCOURSES FOR AN IODHE COURSE 
Technology replaces the brick and mortar infrastructure of a university’s face-to-face curriculum and 
enables that curriculum to be replicated, adapted, challenged, or even re-invented for IODHE purposes. 
While providing access to quality education to IODHE students and mediating their course 
communication, technology adds a different sort of openness to a campus.  But care must be taken to 
make sure that the virtual spaces are welcoming to IODHE students. Decisions made in this domain may 
determine whether persons from certain national, ethnic or economic groups can even participate in 
IODHE at all [37], but in addition to software, hardware and broadband questions, the work of Bruce 
King [38] emphasizes significant questions about how specific technology practices may support or 
complicate the delivery of instructional content. 
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A. Technology Issues for IODHE 
Students connecting across borders and cultures are quite vulnerable to the disparity in technology 
availability in different parts of the world. According to the Internet World Stats [39], the number of 
Internet users around the globe differs drastically: in North America almost 70% of population uses the 
Internet, but there are only 3.6% of Africans, 10.7% of Asians and 10% of Middle Easterners who have 
such a privilege. Even Europe reaches only 38.9%. Considering such statistics, there exists a high 
probability for mismatches in technology access and skills among students coming from different 
countries/cultures. 

 

Belz [14], for example, reports on a US-German telecollaboration where differences in technological 
access and know-how caused unequal participation of two cultural groups. Liaw [15] observed that 
technological difficulties, such as system break-downs, exacerbated other complexities associated with 
cross-border/cross-culture communication. Howell et al. [19] describe a course in sub-Saharan Africa in 
which video, audio, and chats were attempted in the absence of adequate broadband support for the 
students.  In all these cases, the differences in technology use and access created considerable frustration 
for everyone involved. 

 

Software commonly used in the U.S. and some other countries such as Microsoft Power Point or PDF 
may not be available to students in less technologically developed countries. Nor should IODHE course 
developers automatically assume that students have broadband Internet connections or that the traffic is 
unlimited and cheap. Even downloading a text file in one of the latest additions of Microsoft Word could 
be problematic for some IODHE students. So providing files in alternate formats, e.g., converting latest 
version files to RTF or text-only can be crucial. Course developers can also reduce file sizes of images 
and audio/video materials, and provide good options for free or inexpensive software. 

 

Cross-cultural complexities related to technology also exist on some quite subtle levels. A number of 
studies suggest that cultural background may influence the way users respond to web content and design 
features. Wurtz [40] found that websites developed for Japan, China and Korea made images more 
prominent thus providing an elaborate communication alternative to the text. In contrast, websites in 
Germany, Denmark, Finland used less animation and a more linear navigation. Evers [41] reported that 
subjects from English-speaking countries derived most of their understanding of the website from text 
rather than graphics, while Japanese students were more influenced by the graphics. Cultural variability 
was also prominent in studies by Marcus & Gould [42] and Faiola & Matei [43] who showed that web 
content is processed faster when created by designers from the user’s culture. These preferences are 
significant for IODHE because web design features affect usability of web content and may increase or 
decrease the ability of students to access course content efficiently. 

 

Composing and typing in chat environments offer little time to refer to dictionaries or to carefully 
formulate ideas [44]. Chinese students interviewed by Thomson & Ku [45] found chat communication 
unpleasant and disorganized. Though synchronous chats are sometimes recommended as a community 
building tools (see, for example, [46]}, IODHE course developers should beware of the pressure they can 
add to a student’s participation. Dorazio, Hickok & Thornton [47] report on an American-German project, 
where international teams were able to choose among a range of communicational technologies. They 
observed students using bulletin boards and online chats for communication and video podcasts for team 
camaraderie. Blogging, however, did not allow team members to have ongoing conversation threads and 
to group similar topics and made the German students uncomfortable about their command of English. 
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Most online courses use an asynchronous written mode of communication, which has fewer visual and 
oral cues and makes conversations somewhat less personal. Warschauer [48] found that electronic 
discussions had fewer interactive features such as questioning, recasting, confirmation checks, and 
paraphrasing that are common in face-to-face interaction. Thus online conversations may loose coherence 
and immediacy, and may result in disengagement and lack of engaged interaction [49, 50]. Ware’s study 
of telecollaboration between university students from Germany and the US revealed that though both 
groups of students posted frequently, they rarely engaged in interpersonal interaction (as indicated by 
response to direct questions, use of second-person pronouns, elaboration, etc) [49]. 

 

B. Technology Practices that Offer Useful Virtual Spaces for IODHE Courses 

1. The Basics 
Course developers are sometimes limited in their selection of learning management software because of 
the host institution’s commitment to specific products. Many IODHE projects use open source software to 
supplement or replace a standard course management system. Dalsgaard [51] argues for using 
“educational social software”, such as weblogs, wikis, RSS feeds, and social bookmarking, as alternatives 
that support a socially constructed e-learning and self-directed learning activities. These tools can also 
render the learning environment more sensitive to cultural and individual differences among learners. 

 

No matter what technologies are employed, each IODHE course needs to be equipped with a “technology 
roadmap” that informs students of minimum hardware and software requirements prior to registration.  
This roadmap would also provide links to inexpensive downloadable programs and tutorials for those 
unfamiliar with the tools. Rochester Institute of Technology offers such a roadmap on customized course 
webpages [52]. The Online Student Orientation site at Old Dominion University also serves as a gateway 
to online courses and provides students with online tools to assess and upgrade their computer proficiency 
[53]. 

 

2. Providing Technical Help 
In anticipation of technology mismatches across distance, course facilitators must consider how students 
will resolve technical difficulties. Having a help desk that answers questions by phone on a schedule tied 
to a local time zone and the host culture’s holidays can limit IODHE student options for helpdesk service. 
Having a support team accessible 24/7 via telecommunication (both real-time and delayed) would be 
more desirable. Course developers and facilitators may also need to provide additional scaffolding related 
to technology skills. If a course assignment involves creation of electronic documents, instructors may 
need to provide alternative forms of knowledge/skills demonstration or offer technology tutorials for self-
study. An excellent Student/Faculty HelpDesk system is a primary supplement to Pennsylvania State 
University’s World Campus. HelpDesk technicians, accessible via email, real-time chat, or phone, are 
able to resolve 90% of reported problems within 15 minutes [54]. 

 

3. Virtual (Computer-mediated) Discussions 
Electronic discussions, so popular among online educators in the U.S., should be adapted for IODHE so 
that they use the very simplest technology possible. Synchronous (real-time) modes of electronic 
communication need to account for worldwide time zones and allow for additional time for speakers with 
less fluency in the host campus language. Online chat systems can reduce response time to a minimum, 
but offer few visual oral cues to support understanding, and can increase anxiety. Some current 
technologies are emerging to take better advantage of synchronous exchanges and to incorporate oral 
messages and video, so the technology vocabulary of IODHE courses may eventually be able to counter 
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these effects if there is adequate bandwidth on both sides of the distance.    

 

And of course, some researchers have found computer-mediated communication to increase participation 
of students whose gender, cultural background, low self-assessment of language fluency or low status in 
groups hinder equal contribution to discussion in face-to-face formats [55]. Morse [56] reported that the 
ability to freely express their thoughts was rated the number one advantage of computer-mediated seminar 
discussion by non-native English speakers, and online students from China, interviewed by Thomson & 
Ku [45], also felt more inclined to participate in electronic discussions. Thus cultural responses to 
technological decisions and practices must be accounted for by IODHE planners in ways that relate both 
to bandwidth and hardware as well as to teaching and learning choices. 

 

IV. STUDENT AND FACULTY DISCOURSES AND  
LEARNING MODELS 

The opposite sides of our diagram (see Figure 1) represent the necessary dialogue between teaching and 
learning in IODHE coursework. The right side of the square represents both the students’ various cultures 
as well as each individual’s particular learning preferences. In the courses we describe here, there are 
likely to be cross cultural issues among the students.  Thus the students must find ways to negotiate ways 
to comprehend their peers’ responses to the course material in ways a mono-cultural classroom might not 
force them to explore. When IODHE students encounter dissimilar cultural assumptions about school or 
about how languages work, or how students ought to behave in school, these cultural distinctions need to 
become part of the course content and be perceived as acceptable and useful there.   

 

Student discourse reflects students’ educational values which are believed to be “shaped by (a) cultural 
norms, (b) the philosophy of learning to which we adhere, and (c) our personal preferences for learning” 
[5, p.117]. Previous educational experience influences an individual’s expectations for a course and 
informs their learning strategies, communicational patterns, and beliefs about appropriate and fair 
assessment. Taken together, these factors can have a significant affect on a student’s academic 
performance.  

 

On the left side of figure 1, Faculty Discourses and Teaching Models drive the individual IODHE course 
via the selection and arrangement of course content and the enactment of the central educational model 
for the course. Just as students bring cultural “baggage” to the virtual environment, faculty do as well. We 
placed student and faculty domains opposite each other in the diagram to illustrate their reciprocal nature. 
Because of this interdependence, faculty and student IODHE discourses often cluster around similar 
issues that we will discuss in terms of their relationship to one another. 

 

A. IDOHE Student  Discourses And Learning Models; Issues 
It is predicted that by 2025 there will be four times more prospective students interested in receiving 
higher education from non-local (out-of-native-country) educational institutions, and 70 percent of them 
will be Asians [57]. Though this prediction concerns all potential international students, one may expect 
that considerable number of these students will opt for online mode of education. Who are these 
international online students? 
 

1. Demographics 
In the U.S., online students are mostly fully employed professionals over 25 yeas old [2, 58] and they 
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choose online programs as the most convenient way of obtaining education while balancing their 
professional and family responsibilities [56]. However, we should not assume that potential online 
students in other countries also fit this demographic group. In fact, undergraduate students from major 
cities working on their first degree are the most likely IODHE population in Asian-Pacific region [2]. 
This demographic may also be primary for other regions where online cross-border education may fill the 
niche left vacant by local educational institutions. Patton [59] further points out that distance education 
programs could attract international students who have to return home due to financial pressures—
generally students with lower socio-economic status.  Thus, demographic characteristics of students 
coming from different countries may differ on such dimensions as age, previous educational experience, 
motivation to study, and socio-economic status. 

 

2. Language Issues 
 

Since the U.S.A., Britain and Australia/New Zealand are three top leading producers of online education, 
many of the online courses discussed in the literature are monolingual with English being the dominant 
language. International online students are expected to bring to the course an adequate knowledge of 
English. However even when a satisfactory score on TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) is 
required to register for a course, many international students are unable to achieve parity in discussions 
and other written assignments with speakers whose first language is English. International students are 
also at risk of misinterpreting postings and assignments or of being misinterpreted by others thanks to 
misused vocabulary or grammar structures. There is also great potential for misreading communicative 
strategies such as turn taking, criticizing, apologizing, recasting, switching registers, and more. Idiomatic 
expressions, colloquialisms, regional or professional slang, references to local pop culture may also 
confuse second/foreign language speakers [81]. The intimidating nature of the process of written 
communication was well articulated by a Chinese student interviewed by Thomson & Ku [45]: 
 

I need to look words up in the dictionary occasionally. Sometimes I wonder what the teacher is 
going to think of my writing. They might think it’s too simplistic. I don’t know whether they will 
use this simplicity to judge my writing or not. 

 
The academic discourse of English speaking countries could also be an unfamiliar ground for many 
international students. The generally accepted theory of “contrastive rhetorics” pointed out by Kaplan 
[82] assumes that written discourse is structured and further interpreted in accordance with cultural 
thinking patterns embedded within a unique language system. In the online mode of education, where 
written discourse prevails and opportunities for negotiation of meaning can be limited, language 
background can complicate a students’ performance in significant ways. Krampetz’ study [83], which 
observed patterns of codes and code-switching among international students studying in a U.S. university, 
showed that international students struggle when trying to conform to requirements of formal academic 
writing and have to adjust their native ways of thinking, writing and “making meaning” to the U.S. 
models. 
 

3. Learning Styles: Cultural and Individual 
It is important for a discussion like this to avoid the black-and-white worldviews embedded in the 
scholarship that tends to create a bipolar view of cultural differences by constructing the east-west or 
north-south divides per the work of Edward Hall [60, 61] and Geert Hofstede [62, 63, 64]. In much of this 
work Western students are generally portrayed as verbal/analytic learners who are ready to critically 
analyze ideas, voice their own opinion, and challenge instructor’ or peer’s point of view, while Asian 
students are considered visual/holistic learners who perceive presented content and ideas as 
unquestionable and instructor’s  status indisputable and absolute [44, 45, 65, 66]. Cultural background is 
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often made responsible for variations in learning styles observed from culture to culture (see, for example, 
[5, 67]).  Asians are usually perceived as good test-takers, rote-learners and those who learn by observing 
and doing [16, 36, 45]; Europeans seem to prefer a self-discovery approach, whereas Americans are often 
taught using tell-and-test training materials [68]. 
 
Recent work by Agar [69] questions most generalizations about culture and suggests that intersections 
between individuals must account for the standpoint of individuals on either side of an encounter and that 
the concept of culture consists primarily of relationships rather than descriptive characteristics. An online 
course of the form we discuss here brings together 20-30 individuals that may not necessarily exhibit the 
typical (or stereotypical) behavior of their parent cultures. In fact some recent studies show that students 
coming from different cultural backgrounds may exhibit similar behavior patterns (see, for example, 
[70]), or conduct themselves in ways that do not align well with the assumed models of behavior for their 
national or ethnic heritage [71]. Nationally-driven constructs such as Hall’s and Hofstede’s may not meet 
“the challenge of dealing with cultural generalizations: in a nutshell, how to learn from the experience 
without falling into valueless stereotypes” [72, p.2]. Attention to personal idiolects and the regional 
dialects of individuals in an IODHE course might be a more productive and fair way of studying 
multicultural online communities. “As anything other than a generalized derivative, the individual 
disappears in an approach that uses the nation as a determinant of culture and thus of online behavior” 
[71]. But those individuals bring an OIDHE course both wealth and challenge as we shall discuss below.  
 

B. Faculty Discourses and Teaching Models: Issues 
Just as student discourses reflect students’ educational values, faculty discourses manifest educational 
values of a faculty member’s home culture and affect her or his philosophy of teaching and individual 
teaching style. The I-teach-how-I-was-taught model can be altered and modified with time and 
experience, but embedded cultural frames [73] determine the direction of these modifications and 
constrain faculty beliefs about what good teaching is. An Asian professor interviewed by Pan et al. [44, p. 
328] recalls: 
 
We were taught all the Confucian values. Like, we should respect our teacher. We should be humble. We 
should not speak too much. Just listen, don’t talk too much. And don’t try to raise too many questions. 
The teaching models generally practiced in educational institutions that host IODHE programs must be 
flexible enough to address a great variety of students and faculty – including this Asian professor. 
 

1. Online Instructor Demographics 
Just as an institution may assume that their current curriculum can be converted to online instruction with 
relative ease, the identity and role of online faculty is often assumed rather than discussed.  The literature 
is full of discussions of what students are like and what they may be apt to respond to in terms of teaching 
techniques and online pedagogies, but the diversity, attitudes and experience required of online instructors 
is unexplored in many discussions. The ubiquitous “online instructor” referred to in many studies 
however, may be a faculty member of any rank, an adjunct or lecturer, or in some cases a representative 
of a commercial firm contracted to produce and execute an online program. This outsourcing trend seems 
more likely if the online effort has been moved into marginal space in the institution such as continuing 
education, workforce instruction, or a specific online education unit.   
 
Faculty often come to online teaching as self-selected early adopters and are most often fine teachers 
whose intellectual curiosity leads them to devote much time and energy to their projects.  Adjuncts and 
part time instructors, a growing segment of many higher education systems, often see online instruction as 
a way to augment other jobs, to extend their qualifications for full time faulty status, or as a way to earn 
benefits ranging from tuition breaks to health insurance for their families. As with online students, there is 
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considerable interest in the 24-7 and geographical convenience of online instruction. Given the reduction 
of distance through online coursework, instructors can be geographically as widely dispersed as the 
students are.   
 
So if we presume students from all over the world in an IODHE course, we can also assume that the 
instructors can also be from all over the educational world.  Of course, many institutions assume that their 
online efforts will be staffed by their current face to face faculty, but the commercial online education 
firms already recruit instructors from well beyond their immediate community and some of the oldest 
university-based online projects recruit for their programs worldwide (see especially Maryland, Penn 
State, and New Zealand Polytechnic). All this is to say that there’s clearly not a “typical” online instructor 
or faculty member any more than there’s a “typical” online student. So, what we say here must account 
for great variety in faculty discourse and teaching models unless an institution makes a concerted effort to 
align online teaching practices in the courses they offer.  A primary issue, however, that informs much 
current faculty training for online instruction relates to teaching models that emphasize learner 
involvement and assume a teaching model in which the instructor’s presence in the course is significant. 
 

2. Learner Involvement and Constructivism 
In the U.S., current online teaching theories tend to address not so much individual cognition but rather a 
context where students engage in “an act of enculturation… in mediated social context” [74]. This 
approach resists teacher-directed models of instruction in favor of learner-centered principles where the 
learner is given more responsibilities over the process of learning, and where she/he is encouraged to 
speak up, ask questions, doubt existing opinions and act as a co-constructor of knowledge along with 
her/his peers and the instructor. Moreover, numerous research studies conducted by U.S. scholars argue 
that learning effectiveness increases with frequent and quality interaction among and between online 
students and instructors (see short literature review by Swan [75]). Research by Jiang and Ting [76], for 
example, suggests that online instructors should place a considerable value on frequency and quality of 
postings in online discussions to promote student learning. 
 
Thus most online courses that we are aware of make extensive use of threaded discussions and 
“conversation” tools embedded in modern learning management systems, such as Blackboard/WebCT, 
ANGEL or Moodle. In our experience ‘quality’ postings generally assume that students critically reflect 
on readings and postings of the instructor and peers, independently or in teams, find evidence in support 
of their own ideas, and express their thoughts in accordance with rules of formal academic writing. 
Other constructivist strategies that appear in online courses involve project-based learning, interactive 
assignments, individual and group presentations, learning portfolios and the like. Such student-centered 
activities are also open-ended so as to encourage individual creativity and inspire good teamwork skills. 
Students from cultures outside the U.S. may experience significant difficulties when placed in learning 
environment like these, so IODHE instructors may need to revise their instructional approaches when 
dealing with a course filled with students who may have learned primarily in teacher/test driven 
educational systems, or in European orals systems, or the Cambridge system with its weekly writing 
tutorials, or even in one-on-one tutorial environments. With such potential variety in the teaching histories 
present in an IODHE course, the importance of matching teacher discourses with student discourses 
should not be underestimated. 
 

3. Disciplinary Expectations 
Besides pedagogical philosophies and nationally accepted educational systems, a faculty member’s own 
educational values may vary with his/her discipline. Becher [77] compared different academic disciplines 
to tribes that have their distinct cultures, while Bauer [78] showed that disciplines have different methods 
of generating knowledge, based on quite different epistemologies as well as specific teaching/learning 
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preferences [79]. Moreover, research suggests that some faculty may doubt that their academic discipline 
is conducive to distance delivery [80]. These attitudes certainly influence the way such individuals 
approach online instruction. 
 

4. Faculty Preparation 
Some faculty may lack knowledge of how online technologies can be used in service of an academic 
discipline, but they may also have limited knowledge of pedagogy in general. Professionalization of pre-
service faculty in the cultures we know is still in its infancy. Doctoral programs across different 
disciplines may not train future university faculty in teaching at all; more often, university scholars are 
skilled in research methodologies and academic writing as practiced by their academic disciplines. 
Schools of Education train K-12 schoolteachers and rarely offer anything for future university professors. 
As a result, faculty members may lack pedagogical skills and reach out to their own experience as 
students for their only models of what instruction should be like. Years of teaching experience do help 
(though not for everyone) but in the complex context of cross-cultural online education, an IODHE 
student can be at much greater risk of failure with an underprepared instructor. 
 
Thus, culturally loaded educational values, closely interwoven with individual preferences in learning, 
influence both faculty and student discourses in our diagram and require consideration when designing 
and facilitating an online course. 
 
As this short description shows, IODHE students and faculty may have conflicting educational values. 
Cross-cultural literature touches these issues but it seems rarely anything is being done to accommodate 
needs of international students coming from diverse educational systems [84]. In online contexts, learning 
activities need to be matched to the particular students in a course not just the stereotypes of pseudo-
multiculturalism where nods to the global “norms” of national cultures are made topics of class 
discussions. 
 

C. Creating A Third Cultural Space for Learning and Teaching in IODHE 
Courses 

While institutional and technology strategies address IODHE issues on global level (unless, of course, the 
course has a self-paced automated structure) the quality of cross/inter-cultural experience one receives in 
a particular course depends on the work done by the instructor and the student inside the virtual 
classroom. We believe that this work requires imagining and building a safe ‘third space’ where students 
and instructor alike negotiate a new classroom environment where cultural assumptions about learning 
and teaching brought to the course can be honored, but where for the duration of the course, a new 
contingent cultural space is derived from the needs of everyone present [85]. Bretag [86] defines the third 
space as “a concept used to describe the possibility for a negotiated re-imagining of cultural identity 
[achieved by] constructing and re-constructing of identity, to the fluidity of space, to the space where 
identity is not fixed... [It] is where we negotiate identity and become neither this nor that but our own”.  
Bretag applied the concept of third space to teacher-student interaction and explored ways of changing 
hierarchical relationship between these “two very distinct 'cultural identities' predicated on unequal power 
relations within academia” [86]. 
 
We believe that all four domains in our diagram are responsible for building the safe learning/teaching 
environment needed for development of a successful IODHE course.  But once certain conditions are set 
by the institution and the technologists, students and instructors must generate their own cultural space 
inside the virtual classroom;  a successful third space effort primarily requires students and faculty to 
suspend some commitment to their previous schooling experience and look for new ways to relate to each 
other in this unfamiliar territory. 
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A third space online classroom requires an environment of trust, respect and acknowledgement of 
multiple voices, appreciation of student goals, and faculty flexibility and reliability. In such a classroom, 
cultural and individual differences are not only acknowledged but also become a matter of exploration 
and pride. Differing cultures need to be provided with “mutual safe harbor” [44] where one culture does 
not dominate, and where those from underrepresented groups do not feel deficient. Students and teachers 
alike look for ways to avoid seeing cultural differences as ‘deficits’ and to discourage universalized meta-
narratives [6]. Negotiating the third space entails listening and giving all others the opportunity for self-
expression as well as a commitment from all parties to grasp this opportunity for generating new 
perspectives [87]. In the sections below, we’ll explore the way a third space might function in an IODHE 
course--particularly in the areas of course content and course management. 
 

1. Course Content in a Third Space Course 
Teaching for an IODHE audience in a third space mode quite likely will require re-thinking and re-
working the course content to make it relevant and comprehendible to students who do not share a 
common cultural heritage. The adjustment of the course content could necessitate the changes in the 
choice of texts, assignments, content language, and teacher expectations of how texts are interpreted and 
assignments are done. It also asks for reconsidering how new content is addressed. 

 

a. Diversification of Content Sources 

Culturally sensitive content would include cultural narratives and examples from international sources 
that represent the heritages of students in the course, but also represent international perspectives that 
might not be present. Textbooks from international authors, as well as collections of articles published 
worldwide, can be used to diversify content sources and illustrate ways to account for multiple 
perspectives. Non-textual content (images, sounds, and video) can be selected to avoid cultural bias and 
show appreciation of diverse cultural background of learners. Student examples and contributions to the 
course content would be essential for countering the tendency of the instructor’s experience to become the 
“norm” for the course. 

 

b. Course Sssignments 

In a third space course, assignments and activities welcome expression of cultural identity and avoid one-
sided visions of the world. Efforts are made to create assignments appropriate for culturally diverse 
audience, similar to those found on the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (NY) website [88]. This 
collection of culturally-situated design tools illustrates how examples from non-dominant cultures can be 
used to teach mathematical concepts. One of these learning tools explains the concept of ratio though 
Latino-Caribbean music and allows the learner to simulate traditional musical rhythms; another describes 
and illustrates transformational geometry and iteration using cornrow hairstyles traditional in African 
cultures. Designing such learning tools helped RPI students develop their programming and teaching 
skills at the same time it offered them a safe space to express their own cultural identity and learn respect 
for the customs of others. 
 
Another good source for inspiration of culturally-sensitive activities is Wilderdom [89] This site explores 
the cultural bias in I.Q. tests, offers tests designed for cultural minorities (African-Americans, in this 
case), and provides discussion questions for promoting cultural pluralism. If such websites were more 
popular among online instructors, one of the authors of the present article could have avoided the 
frustration and resistance she experienced in an online ice-breaker activity which invited students to solve 
a set of visual puzzles entitled “I.Q. Test”. Being a foreign language speaker unaccustomed to such 
puzzles, she felt this incident distanced her from the emerging online community, and diminished her 
self-confidence in the course. 
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c. Accessibility of Textbooks, Lectures, and Other Required Materials 

In IODHE, all materials related to the content of the course must be easily accessible worldwide. Amazon 
and other online stores popular in the USA do not deliver textbooks to all locations, and even when they 
do, the costs and shipping delays can be excessive. However, many online programs continue to require 
printed textbooks and place the responsibility for obtaining these books on students themselves (see, for 
example, [90]). A third space perspective reminds instructors to use primarily electronic content that can 
be accessible by everyone. University of Phoenix Online, for example, posts all lectures, questions and 
assignments online in text format which students can review off-line [91]. Keeping in mind the 
geographical spread of IODHE students, a third space IODHE instructor remembers to post detailed 
lectures online and provides electronic versions of additional readings selected to be copyright neutral.   
Moreover, now that many publishing houses have started offering books in digital formats, selecting 
electronic textbooks or publishing one’s own electronic books can serve the varied needs of IODHE 
students. 
 
Reusable digital learning objects may also be helpful. The MERLOT consortium [92] has assembled a 
large collection of peer-reviewed online learning objects coming from multicultural and multilingual 
sources and offers digital materials for both humanities and hard sciences. Indiana University-
Bloomington has created its own set of multimedia learning objects that can be redesigned and 
implemented in different online courses with little training and cost [93].  
 

d. Laboratory Work 

As many undergraduate and associate degrees students are required to take laboratory courses, lab 
partnerships can be arranged to serve third space goals of building trust and tolerance of others’ views. 
Institutions and faculty look for ways to recreate laboratory experience either online or at home and 
shared among student teams. The University of Virginia has created a Virtual Science Lab which enables 
students of microelectronics to “climb inside objects, to see fields and forces, or to zoom in on things as 
tiny as atoms or electrons” from home [94]. Vanderbilt University has successfully experimented with 
off-the-shelf electronic laboratory simulation software [95], which eliminated the need to travel to 
physical laboratory settings. The Department of Biology at West Chester University has designed 
software for biology experiments [96]. Distance students of two chemistry professors at University of 
North Carolina, Wilmington and University of Colorado, Denver have turned students’ home kitchens 
into chemistry labs [97]. Online courses offered at Minneapolis College of Art and Design re-recreate a 
studio-based model online [98].These projects and others illustrate ways that virtual and home labs and 
studios can allow online students to avoid trips to physical laboratories, but an IODHE third space 
instructor would take care that the “kitchens” being described and employed for such work were 
appropriate to the student cultures represented in the course..   
 

e. Using Local and Virtual Libraries 

Diversification of content sources can sometimes allow students to gain access to materials through local 
libraries. Additional learning materials required to complete assignments must be assessable on the 
WWW or via online libraries that provide direct access to its digital resources and offer free services in 
digitizing printed materials. Although many U.S. university libraries have started offering such services, 
apparently some of them have yet to recognize the need to minimize the size of digitized articles: one 
library, for example, delivers materials in PDF format where one article can exceeds 1 MB and 
overwhelm a dial-up connection. A third space instructor learns whether this is a problem for her/his 
students and finds ways to work around such issues. 
 
Some online libraries provide services in languages other than English. Long Beach City College library, 
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for instance, assists its Spanish-speaking student population with information on their first language [99]. 
While such practices generally target Latino immigrants residing in the USA, library services in native 
languages of target international audience would be similarly helpful for the successful  generation of a 
third space in  IODHE courses. 
 
Online interactive library services are currently available 24/7 to all patrons of libraries united through 
commercial reference management service software [100]. Maryland AskUsNow provides live online 
interactive services to Maryland students and residents belonging to over 30 university and public 
libraries [101]. While the chat format of such services could be problematic for some IODHE students, 
email reference services of highly qualified librarians could be of great help to many international 
distance learners. 
 

f. Language Issues 

 

As described above, IODHE learners may experience significant difficulties in a learning environment 
which ‘speaks’ a foreign language. Thus a third space course will find ways to use student languages 
wherever possible, and give special attention to the language used to describe concepts and communicate 
with international students. Researchers recommend avoiding complex syntax and idiomatic expressions, 
local humor, local insider examples, and culturally-bound allusions to ensure cultural neutrality and 
portability for a course and to minimize drop-out rates [5, 21, 81, 102].  
 
Ideally, a third space IODHE course might operate in a multilingual mode with multilingual instructors,  
but more feasible solutions might include provision for using texts in other languages, translations and 
team teaching. This can be arranged by involvement of multilingual international graduate students, 
cooperation with foreign/second language instructors, and using transnational tandem teaching with 
involvement of local (international) educational institutions such as that reported in Howell et al. [19].  
 

g. Faculty/Student Expectations 

IODHE instructors and students alike must re-evaluate the process of content acquisition. Humanities 
courses with considerable interpretive variety (history, art, literature, for instance) need to allow for a 
variety of interpretations that could be brought to the table by individuals from different cultures.  
Without opportunities for students to identify and express their own predilections, there’s little hope that 
employing stereotypes of their home cultures would be of much use in stimulating discussion or even 
authentic connections with the events, images or narratives introduced in the course.  Misunderstandings 
of the content, misreading of assignment, as well as disappointment and dissatisfaction with the course, 
would be likely. Krampetz [83] reports on a student’s frustration with the way the instructor treated the 
politics in the student’s home country. While the instructor may have had her own vision of a topic, it was 
a mistake not to provide space for other points of view where students’ inside knowledge of her/his 
culture is appreciated and respected. Such a space was created in the course of Taiwanese-US online 
collaboration, where electronic discussions were based on readings about students’ own culture rather 
than the culture of their counterparts [15]. Students in this study felt that cross-cultural communication 
was rewarding and non-intimidating experience that supported the development of intercultural 
competence. 

 
Some international students may require additional time for taking tests and provided extra scaffolding if 
web design features used in the course are believed to slow down content acquisition [43].  
 

2. Course Management and Housekeeping in a Third Space Course 
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Course management strategies determine how a student interacts with the instructor, peers and course 
content, but a third space course, as noted above, may need a revised course management structure that 
builds trust, student ownership and a collaborative atmosphere.  In this section we focus on some 
potentially effective strategies for third space approaches to IODHE course management. 

 

a. Participation and Interaction 

In the U.S., educational institutions and their faculty sometimes assume two opposing views over how 
dense should be social interaction among and between online students and instructors within the course. 
Currently prevailing is the belief that higher quantity of interaction supports student satisfaction and 
student learning [103]. Those who share this belief emphasize the importance of interaction and chose to 
require frequent participation in discussions and often include activities, such as learning journals, where 
students’ interaction with the instructor becomes mandatory. Such are strategies encouraged to be 
practiced among faculty of State University of New York Learning Network (SLN) [104]. Others, 
however, choose to minimize mandatory interaction both among students and between a student and 
instructor. Some of Northern Virginia Community College's online courses have introduced a Tutorial 
Instructional Model where learner-instructor interaction is built into the course assignment submission 
and feedback process. Students in these courses are not obliged to interact with an instructor beyond this 
requirement, nor do they have to interact with peers [105]. Such approaches make a third space more 
difficult to establish, but selection of culturally appropriate materials and non-dominant examples and 
exercises can be helpful in these cases.   
 
Both conversation rich and minimal interaction courses are listed in Sloan Consortium collection of 
effective online practices. The SUNY SLN strategy is based on socio-cognitive theories and supports a 
constructivist approach to learning, where active interaction is seen as an effective learning environment. 
While we value online discussions, especially for humanities courses, we should point out that for many 
IODHE students participation in discussions could be very stressful and problematic due to many reasons 
discussed above. Moreover, some instructors may also feel uncomfortable if the social density of the 
course they teach online exceeds the level of interaction they generally have in on-campus courses.  The 
Northern Virginia Community College approach is first of all meant to accommodate those instructors 
who generally do not have discussions in on-campus courses, though voluntary participation in 
discussions can be beneficial for some international students as well. 
 
Whichever strategies the course facilitator chooses to undertake, strategies related to participation and 
interaction would have to capitalize on such concepts as mutual respect, openness, readiness to speak up 
and listen, and, in some cases, appreciation of silence. Labour et al. [21] believe that online instructors 
should be “explicit and transparent about their tutoring techniques.” In their e-workshop designed for 
online practitioners working in multicultural environment, they suggest that online instructors first raise 
their own self-awareness “by reflecting on how we assess ourselves and how we communicate with, and 
present ourselves to, others”. Openness and transparency, however, would have to be exhibited on both 
sides--the instructor’s and students’. To generate a more thorough third space course, Thriving in 
Academe [106] recommends including students’ and instructor’s photos and requiring posting a short 
autobiographical sketch of each student, as well as administrating individual online conferences with each 
student via email or chat. Images and texts assist the online instructor in understanding the “codes of 
ethical values” [21], while helping both sides negotiate and establish third space compromises in a virtual 
classroom, thus diminishing the level of anxiety caused by confusing course expectations. 
 

b. Groups 

Team work, highly valued in the U.S. education, may also put an international student at a disadvantage.  
A third space classroom generally mixes together international and local students [65,106]). Such a 
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recommendation is based on the assumption that both groups would benefit from the versatility of 
knowledge and skills brought in by team members. Indeed, such grouping is vital for international 
students when a course assignment is designed for local students by a local instructor. While collaborating 
with peers of the dominant culture, international students learn procedures for putting together multimedia 
presentations, making posters or role-playing, i.e. activities common for the host culture. In the situation 
where an international student is in the minority, she/he is expected to play in accordance with dominant 
culture rules and agree with the majority when negotiating for consensus. Third space instructors, 
however, work against seeing any student as an outsider and find ways to engage such students and honor 
their presence in the course. 
 
In a third space IODHE course, indeed, team work needs to be designed to minimize the dominance of 
one culture. Of course working in virtual teams is more complicated than in face-to-face context, but 
achieving group cohesion, so important for successful team work, may be complex. Ishikawa [102] points 
out that “various cultures have different processes for making a decision in a group” and agrees with 
Dickson who argues that in virtual teams “group cohesion must take precedence over cultural differences” 
[107] as cited in [102]. Among recommended strategies, Dickson suggests that a multicultural team needs 
a member who would bridge cultural gaps through personal intervention. More feasible would probably 
be to design such team projects that would not require a final product to be aligned with one dominant 
culture. In addition, teams may be culturally homogeneous, but that they should also be exposed to other 
cultures through cross-team reviews/evaluations. 
 

c. Pacing 

Numerous studies suggest that such variables as workload and procrastination may increase drop-out rates 
among online students [108, 109, 110]. Finding reasonable course pacing becomes a matter of retaining 
students in class. Foreign language speakers with limited exposure to educational values of the host 
culture may find the amount of reading and assignments per course module daunting. While there is no 
formula that may calculate how much work and within what time frame would be reasonable, there is 
evidence to justify those instructors who practice flexibility with assignment deadlines. Such adjustments 
can be used as the subject matter for third space conversations about the tolerance for such shifts among 
class members. 
 
Patton’s study [59], which involved international and other non-traditional students studying in Australia, 
found that 89% of those who could not complete required assignments by regular deadline did complete 
the course when given the second chance. Not only does such a strategy allow students to spend more 
time on completing assignments, but it also accounts for cultural differences in perception of punctuality 
[102]. Moreover, some national course assessment systems (such as the Russian system) may diminish 
the importance of deadlines by having a single assessment point – the final exam (often oral). In the U.S., 
where tests and graded assignments are given throughout a semester and each assessment point is strictly 
scheduled, deadlines are supposed to be respected. To generate a third culture compromise, Ishikawa 
[102] recommends discussing the concept of “time” at the beginning of the course, while Patton [59] 
argues for flexible deadlines. Taken together, these strategies will make both a student and an instructor 
responsible for maximizing successful completion rates. 
 

d. Feedback 

Frequent and easily interpretable feedback is a key to establishing productive communication between the 
students and the instructor and can be an occasion for illustrating the third space nature of an IODHE 
course. The importance of feedback as a form of assessment and a means of work improvement is well 
documented in educational literature [111]. But the form of the feedback may constrain its effectiveness. 
Ciano [81] suggests considering the appropriateness of direct criticism when providing feedback. 
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According to Ciano, American-style feedback is relatively direct and may offend some students. On the 
other hand, Elizarova [112], as well as our own experience, shows that many U.S. faculty members avoid 
the language that directly points out at flaws and wrap their critique in a form of suggestions, which some 
international students take only as advice one does not need to follow. Open discussion of this difference 
in the third space course can generate a resolution acceptable to all parties.  
 
In third space IODHE, feedback also becomes a form of ongoing two-directional communication. It is not 
only an instructor who is to provide constructive, clear and timely feedback on students’ work, but also 
students themselves who are to express their thoughts and feelings on their learning experience. Feedback 
from students could be obtained through self-reflection journals, bulletin boards, discussion forums, 
weblogs and other communication channels. These public and private spaces must be designed as safe 
environments for sharing one’s concerns and anxieties, as channels for discussing course issues, and even 
as a place to share intimate information. Bretag [86] found that private email communication with her 
ESL students initiated personal friendship and indicated “movement towards a transcendent third space 
relationship.” Appreciation of silence, however, assumes that the instructor makes communication 
voluntary and/or creates low anxiety environment that supports third space ideas. 
 

e. Assessment 

Considering the diversity of assessment systems worldwide, course instructors may have to reconsider 
their typical requirements that reflect one dominant culture. For example, requirements for the quality and 
quantity of online discussions in courses designed in the U.S. often reflect only “western” educational 
values that encourage eloquence, wordiness, originality, grammatical and spelling accuracy, frequency, 
and so on. Courses opened to international audience would need to consider the linguistic abilities of 
foreign language speakers and their readiness to speak up, critically reflect on readings, and use rules of 
rhetoric appropriate for academic writing. Depending on the course discipline and audience, the strategies 
for dealing with cultural mismatch in course assessments may include acceptance of language 
imperfections, lurking [19], mimicking dominant discourse [83], as well as language-switching tolerance 
[21]. Adjustment of assessment criteria may have to involve changes in grading scales and other forms of 
feedback. 
 

f. Grading 

Grading scales and numerical grading itself may be foreign to some IODHE students. Lamontagne found 
that to Arabic students, “the tradition of assigning a numeric value to intelligence, and to differentiate 
students based on this value has little inherent meaning” [113, p.10]. Calculation of points, designation of 
percentages earned for each assignment or the idea of bonus points may not be well comprehended by 
multicultural audiences. Assessment criteria meant to ensure fairness and objectivity may in fact turn 
against some IODHE students. Apparently, the grading system must be 1) well articulated and 2) flexible. 
It could be suggested that the instructor provides a general frame for assessment criteria in the form of 
rubrics, which are further developed and detailed by students themselves. As numerical grading (or 
assigning letter grades) may not be a part of some students’ schemata for “how school work is assessed,” 
the instructor may need to consider pass/fail forms of evaluation or other more descriptive forms of 
feedback. 

 

V. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
IODHE providers will inevitably face many of the issues related to four discourses – institutional, 
technology, students and faculty, and they will need to reconsider their institutional policies to 
accommodate needs of IODHE students and faculty. The list below offers recommendations that we 
believe to be particularly helpful to institutions participating or planning to participate in cross-
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border/cross-culture online education. 
 

1. . Design Courses that Target Specific International Audiences 
Tailoring online courses to specific audience may help avoid at least some issues associated with cross-
border/cross-culture education. Localizing specific courses for relatively homogeneous audiences or 
internationalizing courses in the same way universal design drives accessibility for special needs.  Such 
courses should necessarily possess a low level of cultural contextualization [114] or high degree of 
cultural portability [115] to ensure their applicability in diverse cultural settings. 
 

2. Provide Advance and Detailed Information 
The gap existing between IODHE students’ preparedness and faculty expectations needs to be filled in by 
a clear and detailed course syllabus easily available to prospective students before they sign up for the 
course. 
 

3. Offer Proactive Student Support 
To help students to make the right choice of the course or academic program and get prepared, institutions 
need to provide students with adequate advising and support prior to program or course registration. This 
support may come in the form of skill surveys, pre-assessment tests, tutorials, or pre-requisite courses as 
well as virtual advising and mentoring.  
 

4. Provide Ongoing Student Support in a Variety of Communication Media 
While 24/7 ongoing academic and technical support may not be feasible, institutions and individual 
faculty members need to make available prompt feedback in a variety of communicational media. Online 
library services with expertise in foreign languages are useful. 
 

5. Train and Support your Faculty 
Ongoing support and training for faculty should include onsite and online professional development for 
new online faculty and continuing professional support to returning faculty. Partnerships and team 
teaching with overseas experts should be encouraged.  
 

6. Re-evaluate Policies on International Education 
Successful IODHE practices require re-evaluation of existing departmental and institutional policies as 
well as national policies of the host culture. Such re-evaluation should take particular note of policies 
related to student and faculty recruitment, enrollment, immigration, fees, assessment, and residency 
requirements. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have shown how International Online Distance Higher Education is complicated by the 
discourses of institutions, technology, instructors and students, and we have explored ways that a third 
space approach to a IODHE course may require a different approach in all these areas to insure student 
success. The pathway to productive programs and student success is still evolving, so our research 
reviewed assumptions of virtual classroom technologies worldwide, and teaching and learning strategies 
that assume a third space approach. 
 
As distance education incorporates new technologies such as mobile devices and ever more complex 
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multimedia tools, individuals and institutions involved in IODHE may continue to experience many old 
problems related to adequate academic and technology support unless a broader view of IODHE prevails.  
We acknowledge the pioneering projects represented in this review as evidence that broader view is 
possible.   
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ABSTRACT 
The integration of online technologies in educational practice is rendering new opportunities for teaching 
and learning. It is known that instructors who have taught fully online courses have acquired new skills 
and have had the opportunity to implement novel pedagogical practices in the online environment. 
However, it is unclear whether direct exposure to fully online teaching facilitates the integration of 
technology in traditional classrooms. This qualitative investigation examined the transfer of four 
experienced faculty members’ pedagogical practices from online to face-to-face teaching. Results of this 
case study show that (a) the instructors’ online teaching experience influenced their perceptions and 
understanding of online pedagogical strategies, and (b) the transfer of pedagogical strategies back to the 
classroom is a complex process influenced by the instructors’ teaching style, satisfaction with working in 
the online environment, and the similarity of content and context between online and face-to-face courses. 
These findings have the potential to inform innovations in faculty training and development and to 
promote further research in this area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
A growing body of literature suggests that when instructors venture out of the traditional classroom to 
engage in online teaching, they acquire new skills and competences [1, 2, 3] and perform roles different 
than those performed in the classroom [4]. For example, faculty who teach online gain familiarity with 
uses of technology, online pedagogical practices, alternative forms of accountability, and novel 
applications of techniques for collaborative learning [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The fact that experience in Internet-
based distance education seems to facilitate the integration of online technologies into the classroom has 
been raised as a secondary finding in several studies [5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. It is yet unclear, however, 
how the process of exposure to fully online teaching influences this integration. Suter concluded that “The 
teaching of online classes resulted in the faculty’s greater use of technology-related learning activities in 
their on-site classes” [12, p. 234]; Fetzner indicated that faculty “change their teaching process and bring 
lessons learned in the online environment to campus-based classrooms” [6, p. 237]; and Guidera quoted a 
faculty member who said “I now use online tools extensively and routinely to enhance my regular 
classroom courses” [13, p. 111]. These findings, although limited in scope, suggest that to facilitate 
technology integration, faculty should be trained in distance education methods and technologies and 
should be encouraged to use those methods back in the classroom [2, 8, 9, 14]. 

 

Our study aimed to close the current gap in research by exploring, in depth, the influence of online 
teaching on face-to-face teaching practices. To reach a better understanding of what practices are brought 
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back to the classroom by those who have been exposed to fully online teaching, we examined both the 
type of changes and the motivation behind those changes. Teaching practices and the transfer of 
pedagogical practices from the online to the face-to-face classroom were analyzed from the perspective of 
the instructor, the actual teaching materials, syllabi, course plans, and other course documents.  

 

II. RESEARCH DESIGN 
This study followed a qualitative research design and more specifically, a collective case study [15]. The 
overarching question that motivated this investigation was: “How does previous online teaching 
experience influence upcoming classroom teaching practice?” Additional questions that guided the data 
collection and analysis included: How do faculty describe their classroom teaching experience after 
teaching online? Are there changes in face-to-face instruction that can be attributed to the experience of 
previous online teaching? What pedagogical strategies do instructors transfer from online to face-to-face 
teaching? What benefits do they expect from that transfer?  

 

A.  Participants 
Four faculty members with extensive previous teaching experience in graduate programs in higher 
education, both in face-to-face and online courses, participated in this study (see Table 1). Participants 
had to meet the following inclusion criteria: (a) at least 3 years of classroom teaching experience in higher 
education, (b) had taught at least one graduate distance education course via the Internet, (c) had taught at 
least one graduate face-to-face course equivalent in discipline and credits to the course taught online, (d) 
had taught at least one face-to-face course before and after having experienced at least one semester 
teaching online, and (e) had taught the online course as part of an established curriculum in a degree 
program. 

 

It was important for faculty to have previous teaching experience because it is known that experienced 
instructors have a different way of incorporating changes into their teaching and, seasoned in their 
profession, they have achieved higher competence in problem solving than novice teachers [16, 17]. As 
Table 1 shows, all four faculty members were seasoned teachers with the majority having over 10 years of 
classroom teaching and at least 2 years of online teaching experience at the time of the study. 

 

Participant Teaching  
Experience 

Online  
Experience 

Background Department 

Prof. Allen 14 years 2 years Adult ed., organizational 
development 

Human Development 

Prof. Bilbao 33 years 8 years Adult ed., Psychology Teaching & Learning 

Prof. Chang 14 years 6 years Training and  

organizational development 

Human Development 

Prof. Davis 40 years 6 years Psychology of teaching and 
learning  

Teaching & Learning 

Average 25.25 years 5.5 years   

Table 1: Participants’ Background Information 

 

The identity of the faculty members and identifying information are altered in this article to protect the 
confidentiality of the participants. For example, all participants are presented as male participants. 
Although this masks the gender diversity in the present example, it was important to characterize 
everyone as being of the same gender to protect confidentiality given the small sample size.  
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The courses taught by the participants at the time of the study were all within the social sciences (see 
Table 2). As shown in Table 2, two of the participants were teaching the same course online and face-to-
face and the other two were teaching two different courses in these modalities.  

 

Participant Online course Face-to-face  course 

Prof. Allen Advanced graduate course (Summer) Foundation course in Human 
Development (Fall) 

Prof. Bilbao Theories of Education (Spring) Basic theory of Teaching & Learning 
(Summer) 

Prof. Chang Advanced course in Human 
Development (Summer) 

Advanced course in Human 
Development (Fall) 

Prof. Davis
  

Foundations of Teaching & Learning 
(Spring) 

Foundations of Teaching & Learning 
(Summer) 

Table 2: Participants’ Types of Course Assigned 

 

B. Method 
To enhance credibility, this case study included multiple sources of information as well as multiple 
methods of data collection [18, 19, 20]. Specifically, three methods of data collection were used in six 
data-collection stages (see Figure 1) which included interviews, observations, and study of documents. 
The process of data collection took five months to complete and it was conducted by one researcher.  

 
 

 
Figure 1. Steps in Data Collection 

 

Focus interview. First, the primary author met individually with each faculty member to learn about the 
faculty member’s teaching philosophy. This in-person interview took 40 to 60 minutes and was conducted 
following an interview guide. 

 

Preliminary study of documents: The researcher examined the course syllabi and other documents (i.e., 
class schedules, teaching statements, or semester activities plan) with the purpose of gaining an improved 
understanding of the organization and content of the courses taught by each instructor. The information 
examined included course description, expectations for the course, the type of instructional strategies 
proposed, any possible evidence of use of online strategies, details of the technologies used in the class, as 
well as other information that could help the researcher better understand the courses that were being 
explored. 

 

Open-ended interviews: The primary author met with the faculty members for a second time with the 
purpose of inquiring about the faculty members’ perception of the influence of online teaching on their 
classroom teaching. This interview took about 90 minutes and it followed an interview guide that 
included questions about pedagogical practices and skills acquired in online teaching. The questions in 
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the interview guide were drawn from the principal investigator’s experience and from the research study 
by Schoenfeld-Tacher and Persichitte [21], which provided information about the knowledge and abilities 
that instructors possess or acquire when teaching online. 

 

In-depth study of documents: An exhaustive review of the course documents (i.e., course syllabi, 
assignments, assessments, instructional design) was conducted with the aim of examining the pedagogical 
and teaching style of each participant in both online and face-to-face courses. Two sets of documents 
were analyzed for each case. One set was from the online course previously taught by the participant, and 
the other was from the face-to-face course taught subsequently, that is after teaching the online course. 
For example, one of the online courses studied was taught in the Fall semester and the face-to-face course 
was taught the following summer. In this way, the researcher could determine if there was any influence 
of online teaching in the face-to-face teaching. The instrument used by the researchers to gather 
information in this study of documents was organized by phases of instruction [22], namely (a) presenting 
information, (b) guiding the learning process, (c) practicing or applying new concepts or skills, and (d) 
assessing learning.  

 

Direct observation: This stage consisted of direct observation of face-to-face classes. An average of three 
face-to-face classes was observed for each case. It took two months to complete the direct observation 
stage for each case. The observations focused on identifying the types of activities performed by the 
instructor and on uncovering possible evidence of integration of Internet applications in face-to-face 
teaching. For example, evidence could include the use of the Internet in the instructors’ communications 
with students, in students’ interactions with each other (such as use of online discussion forums in the 
face-to-face class), or in students’ preparation of assignments (such as the use of the internet for research 
or group activities, or the use of weblogs for writing assignments instead of printed papers).  

 

Follow-up interviews: The primary author sent each study participant a summary of the data collected for 
member checking. A week later the primary author met individually with each participant to conduct the 
last interview of the study. In this interview, the researcher presented the instructors with statements 
derived from the data collected throughout the study, and elicited reflections and comments that were 
subsequently integrated into the final version of the results.    

 

C. Data Analysis 
Data analysis began soon after the first step of data collection. This practice, known as interim analysis, 
facilitated the emergent design and the emergent structure of later data collection phases [23]. Each case 
was analyzed individually (i.e., within-case analysis) and was later compared and contrasted with the 
other cases (i.e., cross-case analysis). Within-case analysis involved a close scrutiny of each case, 
enabling the researcher to gain in-depth knowledge of each. The cross-case analysis facilitated a more 
holistic understanding of the phenomenon and contributed to building a general explanation that would fit 
all cases [24] while maintaining each case’s identity and uniqueness. The cross-case study was not meant 
to generalize findings, but to provide a way to reach a more clear understanding and explanation of the 
phenomenon [19, 24].  

 

III. RESULTS 

A. Within-Case Analysis 
This section presents the main features of each case, including descriptions of the instructors’ teaching 
experience as well as the instructors’ self-perceptions of the influence of their online teaching practices on 
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their classroom practices.  

 

1. Case One: “Face-to-face Class in the Face-to-face Arena” 
Professor Allen’s teaching philosophy was marked by his interest to blend theory, research and practice to 
help students better understand the importance of the foundations in the field. His teaching style was that 
of a formal authority with a clear plan to cover content. At the same time, he guided students’ interactions 
and developed participatory activities to keep them engaged in the topics presented that day. His classes 
were well organized, engaging, and centered around the instructor’s guide and expertise. 

 

After several years of rewarding experiences teaching in the traditional classroom, Professor Allen 
accepted the invitation to teach for an online program. He strongly believed that to replicate the success 
he enjoyed in the face-to-face experience, he needed to reproduce his face-to-face class as closely as 
possible in the online environment. Without prior online experience, for his first online course he moved 
an existing face-to-face course to the online environment, replicating pedagogical practices as much as he 
could. After the first semester teaching this course, he decided to make some changes to the online course 
given that he had a more clear understanding of the capabilities of the new online environment. The 
following semester he went back to classroom teaching without leaving his online course, and has 
continued teaching in the two formats ever since.  

 

Two years after having started teaching online, Professor Allen’s experience in the use of communication 
and information technologies was not quite evident in his face-to-face teaching. “I haven’t gone from 
online to the face-to-face [teaching]; I have gone the other way around,” he said. He perceived it was 
logical to move his current practices to the online environment but he did not see any advantages of 
bringing online practices to the face-to-face class. Professor Allen made a clear distinction between the 
pedagogical practices used in his online and his face-to-face courses. He said “I try to make my face-to-
face class in the face-to-face arena,” implying that he did not like to mix online and face-to-face activities 
in his classes. With one exception, his face-to-face teaching had no traces of the online teaching 
experience. Everything that happened in his face-to-face class was done, presented, or discussed in the 
classroom as it was before he taught online. Also, the uses he made of web technologies in his face-to-
face course were the same as those he had relied on before teaching online: using the library’s electronic 
reserves, using links to articles in electronic journals, and email for communication. The one exception 
was that he started to use his students’ comments in the online course discussions to trigger interaction in 
the face-to-face classroom. He selected ideas, paragraphs, or chunks of comments from the interaction in 
the online class and adjusted them to be incorporated into sections of the presentation or activities in his 
face-to-face class. This transfer was clearly facilitated by the similarity of content covered in both 
courses. He said that this was a good strategy because it turned out to be a good catalyst for discussion in 
the face-to-face class.  

 

He did not identify any other strategies or practices that he wanted to transfer to the face-to-face class. He 
perceived that the transfer of online technologies presented several constraints, such as the time required 
for implementation, the risk of student complaints, the lack of faculty incentives for the time devoted to 
integrating technology into face-to-face teaching, issues of intellectual property, and finally, no payoff in 
terms of enhancing the students’ learning experience. For example, he believed that incorporating 
discussion forums in the face-to-face class would take extra time for students and would not add to their 
learning experience. He remembered one student in particular who said: “please, please, do not make us 
go online to work, don’t add questions before class, don’t add extra layers to our class assignment” and 
added that students do not need to use technology to engage in meaningful learning experiences.  
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In addition, Professor Allen said that uploading materials to the web was “quite a time intensive 
endeavor,” and perceived that if he wanted to incorporate the use of new communication tools in his face-
to-face class, it would take as long as it took when he was creating his online class. He did not see any 
reason to use his time doing that for a class that already interacted very well face-to-face. He added: 

…one of the challenges is that if you place an X amount of time in teaching and technology at the 
expense of research, you jeopardize your career because the rewards aren’t here for teaching; 
[they] are really for research and grant writing, so it is a delicate balance. 

 

He also indicated concerns about intellectual property and copyright, which made him rethink the need to 
make class materials available online: “I don’t put all my materials up in [Course Management System; 
CMS] for my face-to-face course because you upload things in a site like that, and students can access 
and take,” he remarked. He added that he had once experienced a case of violation of copyright. He also 
indicated that he did not ask students to find class materials on their own on the web, because he has 
observed careless use of the web resources by students. He emphasized that students had to refer to 
scholarly publications found in the library or the web links recommended in the class. Encouraging the 
search for online resources could be an invitation to plagiarism or “an easy way out.” He explained: 

 I don’t ask students to “Google” something on the Internet, because that is kind of the easy way 
out. I want them to go to the library and search in journals, also in online journals . . . sometimes 
students see Google as an invitation to do research in an easy way . . . and frequently the Google 
site or the Internet becomes the gospel. 

 

2. Case Two: “ Online Teaching has Changed Very Little [my] Face-to-face Teaching” 
“Online [teaching] has changed very little my face-to-face [teaching]. You will see. Very little,” said 
Professor Bilbao when we started talking about the influence that online teaching might have had on his 
face-to-face teaching. Professor Bilbao’s teaching philosophy focused on the development of students’ 
skills in critical thinking and collaborative learning, and he made it a priority to help students experience 
and develop an appreciation for learning communities. His teaching style was a combination of formal 
authority and facilitator. He preferred to closely guide students’ learning experiences but at the same time 
he generated opportunities for them to learn on their own. Professor Bilbao had conducted research in the 
area of educational technologies some time before he was invited to design and teach his first fully online 
course. He reported that it was his previous exposure to information technologies (IT) that influenced his 
use of technology in his face-to-face course, and not his later exposure to online teaching. He admitted 
that his interest in community building had been very well supported by the use of IT, complementing the 
face-to-face interaction with email communication. IT had enabled him to reach individual students in a 
crowded face-to-face course, something he would never have achieved had his interaction with students 
been limited to the face-to-face arena in his large course with 250 students. Similar to Professor Allen’s 
experience, Professor Bilbao started his online teaching by redesigning a face-to-face course to be taught 
in the online environment. His main objective was to replicate online the face-to-face class activities, 
especially the group and collaborative activities. Despite his previous experience in the use of 
technologies, he admitted that moving his course to the online environment was not a good experience 
from the very beginning. This first online course took longer to prepare than he had expected and 
demanded much more effort to teach than the face-to-face course. Moreover, he perceived that the 
activities did not have the same outcomes as when they were done face-to-face: “We could not keep up 
with all the activities we had designed. We could not give enough feedback because we could not keep 
up.” After his first semester of online teaching, he revisited his practice and worked to redesign the online 
course to better reflect what he values: a collaborative and interactive learning experience. His first 
experience helped him realize that transferring pedagogical practices from one environment to the other 
was not a direct move, especially when the type of students in the online course was different from his 
face-to-face course. He indicated that to think about transferring back from the online environment to the 
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face-to-face course was something that had to be carefully studied before implemented:  

The online community that I am dealing with, they are self-directed learners; they are bringing an 
awareness that they have to be participants in the online learning.  . . the undergrads [in the face-
to-face course] are not self-directed learners, besides we are competing with other courses in their 
major…  

 

Professor Bilbao voiced two main concerns about bringing online practices to the face-to-face course. 
One concern was related to the time that online interaction demanded: “we tried to use an online system 
[in the face-to-face course], but students were too busy with the other classes to come along,” also, “how 
do you [instructor and TAs] keep up with all their answers?” and “how do you give good feedback to 
all?” He also feared that integrating online pedagogical strategies in his face-to-face course might hinder 
students’ participation: “That is my nervousness about doing that, I am not sure that students will 
participate as openly.” 

 

In his eight years of online teaching, Professor Bilbao has transferred to the face-to-face class a few 
strategies from the online course with the purpose of enhancing students’ engagement. Two of the 
strategies that he brought from online teaching to the classroom were the inclusion of students’ comments 
sent to him by email about the topics in his weekly lectures, and the practice of publishing his lecture 
(with the students’ comments) on the course website. This transfer was encouraged by students’ 
satisfaction, since they found it very motivating to have the opportunity to participate in the class lectures, 
and later see the lecture and contributions published in the course website. Still, the strategies he 
transferred from the online course were minimal, and Professor Bilbao explained that he did not want to 
overwhelm students with class assignments or to limit his availability to engage in other meaningful 
learning interactions. He explained that his face-to-face course included enough activities to fully engage 
students in classroom interaction, and that adding online elements such as a forum would not add to the 
learning experience, but very likely could turn into an overload for both students and instructors. He 
added: “I don’t have time to read all messages in the online class, so how do I do it if I have one [online 
forum] in my face-to-face class?” Another concern he had was related to the increased need for assistants 
to provide teaching support and supervision.  

 

3. Case Three: “Multiple Alternatives to Engage Students’ Learning” 
Professor Chang’s teaching philosophy was geared towards encouraging discovery and exploration, and 
providing opportunities that would match the students’ interests and previous experiences. He believed 
that his role as instructor was to provide information through his lectures and feedback, and that students’ 
learning also involved exploring and finding other sources that would help them understand better. His 
teaching style was that of a facilitator and demonstrator aiming to develop mastery and thinking skills in 
his students. Professor Chang taught the same courses in the Department of Human Development to two 
different groups of students, one online and the other face-to-face. His face-to-face classes showed the 
influence of his online teaching in several practices: (a) he had created an online discussion forum for 
face-to-face students’ interaction outside of class; (b) students’ contributions to the forum were part of the 
face-to-face class discussion; (c) the face-to-face course used a CMS that hosted all class materials and 
student assignments; and (d) the instructor used different online and printed sources of information for 
each topic and included materials that he had developed for the online course. The latter was one of the 
most important manifestations of the influence of online teaching in the classroom. The instructor said 
that in his online teaching he had learned that, besides the face-to-face contact, there were “multiple 
alternatives to engage the students’ learning,” and he had realized that he could enrich his face-to-face 
class by bringing the same variety of formats that he used in his online classes. These formats were 
presentation slides, audio files, text that was the script of his audio comments, and video files. This 
variety of materials was incorporated to the face-to-face course as an additional resource to complement 
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the classroom lectures.    

 

About his approach to face-to-face teaching after his online experience, he said that he did not perceive a 
big difference between teaching online or face-to-face. “I feel equally responsible for structuring the 
process. . . . that is my overall responsibility. . . . I don’t think that that is different.” He added that his 
online teaching experience had taught him that organization and clarity in teaching made learning easier.  

 

Professor Chang had both adopted and adapted activities from his online course to be used in his face-to-
face course. For example, he incorporated the use of an online discussion forum for collaborative work, 
through which students could see and review each other’s writing assignments. Such practice expanded 
the audience of students’ work from the instructor only to peers as well. Professor Chang emphatically 
said: 

What I really, really like about the online environment is the ability for people to look at other 
people’s work. It does a couple of different things:  (a) for competitive people, [it] creates an 
opportunity to see where you fit with your peers; it tells you if you are competitive or not; (b) it 
extends the amount of things that you can learn, such as how others communicate … ; (c) it lets 
you learn your stuff and what others have been learning, too; [and] (d) it also teaches how others 
organize information. That is core in the course I teach, [so it] is like modeling what is expected, 
and what it does . . . I don’t have to make it explicit; it becomes very obvious I don’t have to 
reinforce it. That is something that I could not do in a standard face-to-face classroom without the 
electronic support.  

 

In sum, Professor Chang reported that the online environment hosted elements that clearly supported his 
teaching philosophy, such as fostering a community of learners, encouraging discovery and exploration, 
and providing opportunities for sharing interests and experience. He also reflected on the fact that 
transferring the use of a CMS to the face-to-face course helped with class organization and management.   

 

4. Case Four: “A class Where there is Discussion Going On” 
Professor Davis said that he first approached online teaching as an “elaborated correspondence course that 
used more sophisticated methods” for delivery of materials. But soon, he said, he realized that the use of 
the Internet did more than just facilitating the delivery of materials. Given that the Internet allowed for 
powerful interaction in the online environment, his online teaching moved from an independent-study-
type experience to a more integrated and collaborative environment. His teaching philosophy has always 
focused on encouraging learning by exploration and individual discovery. His role in distance education 
now was that of facilitating the interaction within the student cohorts and the sharing of projects, which 
created as an opportunity for building “community knowledge.” He also started exploring learning as a 
social construction of knowledge. As a result of this combination of inquiry and social constructivism, he 
believes that his role is to give encouragement to learners “to wonder about things . . . and students have 
the responsibility and my permission to do that.”    

 

There were three aspects of his face-to-face teaching that clearly demonstrated the influence of his online 
teaching experience: the use of online collaboration tools such as wikis and discussion boards, the 
implementation of a variety of peer-to-peer and group online activities for off-class interaction, and the 
setting of new rules for class attendance, which required students to attend not every day but only the last 
three sessions of the course. This last aspect was unusual for an on-campus course and, surprisingly, the 
class had a very high rate of student attendance.  
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Professor Davis said that the learning outcomes in his online course encouraged him to incorporate 
activities from the online class into his classroom teaching. “In the online course, I put most of my effort 
in the [course] organization; I give students a lot of latitude/opportunities to follow assignments,” and the 
students’ production was superior, “[because] most of them did a better job than the students in face-to-
face.”  Therefore, he changed the face-to-face course structure and requirements to facilitate the 
integration with the online environment. The pedagogical strategies that Professor Davis used in his face-
to-face teaching were a combination of traditional and online pedagogical strategies. For example, 
student-to-student interaction via the online forums was an important part of the face-to-face course:  

In the way that I created the forums, and the forum 0 [zero, for students-only communication], 
there is all the openness in the world to say something . . . students have things to say and don’t 
have anybody to talk to… their little daily achievements in the classroom and their little failures . 
. . they really don’t have many people to talk to… their spouses don’t want to hear about it . . . 
and they don’t have time to talk to colleagues in school about it. I think that these students need [a 
channel to communicate], and I am responsive to the needs, and they talk to each other in the 
forum. . .  then they come to class, and they hardly talk to each other, and you see the 
conversation that is going on online and think they will communicate to each other, but they 
don’t. Once one student said in class, “Finally I have a class when there is some discussion going 
on” and he was talking about the online discussion. 

 

The way that the instructor handled communication with students in the face-to-face course was also very 
similar to how he handled it in the online class. He discouraged individual email communication in his 
face-to-face course in favor of the use of the discussion forum.  

 

The instructor had also transferred activities and assignments from his face-to-face teaching to his online 
teaching practice, and then he had brought them back to the classroom in a new format. For example, 
essay writing, which was an important part of the activities in his face-to-face courses, became 
collaborative writing projects in wikis for both the online and the face-to-face courses; multiple web 
resources (a few suggested by the instructor and a lot suggested by students) were the source to engage 
students in self-exploration and inquiry; and e-portfolios became a requirement for online and face-to-
face students. Of the four cases, this one was the only case that incorporated online assessment strategies 
in the face-to-face course. For example, the e-portfolio determined the course grade, and the evaluation 
and assessment of students’ performance was based on the results of the (mostly online) activities 
completed. Both the online and face-to-face courses shared the same grading policy.  

 

Motivation for Professor Davis to transfer online pedagogical strategies to his face-to-face class included 
both pedagogical and classroom management reasons. The implementation of the discussion forum for 
guidance and social interaction was motivated by an interest in enhancing learning and collaboration, as 
well as a way to improve the channels of communication among students and between the students and 
the instructor. The use of wikis as a tool for collaborative writing facilitated the “community construction 
of knowledge,” a concept strongly supported by Professor Davis’ teaching philosophy. Wikis also proved 
to enhance the quality of students’ writing; he remarked that “writing for a wider audience makes 
students’ work of a higher quality” compared to writing only for the instructor as their audience. The use 
of a CMS also provided flexibility and mobility of the course contents and interaction. Having the entire 
course available online substantially facilitated the learners’ access to the course materials: “those that do 
not come to lecture have access to the lecture notes, slides, or readings,” and they did not miss 
participating in the class interaction.  
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B. Cross-Case Analysis and Discussion 
The data were analyzed across all the cases to achieve a more holistic understanding of the transfer of 
online practices into classroom teaching. This comparison and contrast of cases provides a general 
explanation that suits all cases while maintaining each case’s identity and uniqueness. The results of the 
cross case analysis is organized by each research question. 

 

a. How do faculty describe their classroom teaching experience after teaching online? Are there 
changes in face-to-face instruction that can be attributed to the experience of previous online 
teaching?  

Instructors’ descriptions of their teaching experiences suggests that new pedagogical practices used in 
online teaching are more likely to be transferred back to the face-to-face courses when the courses share 
the same content. For example, Professors Chang and Davis taught the same courses online and face-to-
face, and in both cases the transfer of pedagogical strategies from their online practice back to the 
classroom was more evident than in the cases of Professors Allen and Bilbao, who taught different 
courses online and face-to-face. These results suggest that the efficiencies gained through the 
implementation of online activities in the same course that was taught in face-to-face format motivated a 
direct transfer from one format to the other. These findings are consistent with previous research 
suggesting that online teaching increases faculty members’ readiness to integrate technology in the 
classroom [6, 13], and that instructors come back to the classroom with a new repertoire of pedagogical 
strategies [12]. The findings also suggest that possessing knowledge of online education practices and 
theory, as well as having some expertise using online applications, are not enough to guarantee transfer to 
the face-to-face environment, which is consistent as well with previous research findings [2, 11, 12]. The 
faculty members’ descriptions of their experiences suggests that several factors influenced their decision 
to transfer teaching strategies acquired online to the classroom: (a) their teaching styles or preferences, (b) 
their perception of online and campus education, (c) their proficiency in the management of online 
applications, and (d) their previous experiences transferring pedagogical strategies from their face-to-face 
to their online classes. With regards to teaching styles, instructors who took on the role of facilitators and 
left room for student-led activities were more likely to bring online applications back to the face-to-face 
classroom. In contrast, instructors who played the role of the expert or formal authority were less likely to 
transfer the strategies used in the online class to their classroom teaching. They preferred to participate in 
all interaction in the class, and perceived that online education should replicate the on-campus instructor-
centered teaching context. 

 

With regard to instructors’ management of online applications, those who emphasized the need for 
technical and graduate student support seemed less confident transferring online strategies to the 
classroom setting. Finally, instructors who described having more problems or higher workload in their 
move from face-to-face to online teaching showed less interest in transferring new strategies back to the 
face-to-face class, fearful that the move would bring similar problems and work overload.  

 

b. What pedagogical strategies do instructors transfer from online to face-to-face teaching?  

This investigation presents evidence that the transfer of pedagogical strategies varies across phases of 
instruction: presentation, guidance, practice and assessment [22]. In the phase of presentation of new 
materials, the strategies most commonly used online and transferred to face-to-face teaching included: (a) 
the use of similar presentation materials, namely online presentations, web pages, links, audio and video 
files, and text documents; and (b) the inclusion of student-generated content in the lectures or 
presentations. 
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In the phase of guidance or interaction, the most important transfer was the incorporation of online 
discussion forums and chat sessions in the face-to-face course as a way to respond to students’ questions 
and for clarification of concepts.   

 

In the practice phase, where students are expected to apply new knowledge or skills, there were three 
strategies that were transferred to classroom teaching: submission of assignments via online conference 
system or CMS, peer review of assignments, and collaborative writing or group work using online 
collaboration tools such as wikis.  

 

Finally, the phase of assessment reflects the least transferred of online practices. Only one of the four 
participants, Professor Davis, had included in his face-to-face course an evaluation rubric that reflected 
assessment for the use of online strategies. Specifically, he assessed participation in the discussion forum 
and fulfillment of assignments in the online environment. 

 

c. What benefits do they expect from that transfer?  

There were multiple reasons that motivated the instructors to transfer pedagogical strategies from the 
online to the face-to-face course: (a) ability to improve learning outcomes, (b) ability to increase students’ 
motivation, (c) interest in introducing new pedagogical practices, (d) ability to update class materials, (e) 
ability to engage students in different ways and appeal to different learning styles, (f) ability to facilitate 
access to class materials, (g) potential to improve communication, and (h) ability to re-organize and 
recycle teaching materials. In the following paragraphs, we provide a more detailed explanation of the 
motivations for transfer. 

 

Better learning outcomes. Two factors motivated the transfer of  pedagogical practices from the online 
course to the classroom: the results of comparisons of students’ achievement between online and face-to-
face students (i.e., “many of them [online students] do a better job than the students in face-to-face…”), 
and the discovery of an online pedagogical technique that resulted in good learning outcomes. Evidence 
of this was found in several comments by Professors Chang and Davis: “seeing each others’ work [via the 
online forum] is motivating and enlightening …. and they [almost] set the bar for the quality of the 
writings,…” (Professor Davis) 

 

Increased students’ motivation. Professors Chang and Davis agreed that the use of peer review and 
collaborative writing in online learning had enhanced students’ motivation and quality of work, “changing 
the audience of the students’ work from me [the instructor] to the rest of the class” (Professor Davis).  

 

Interest in introducing new pedagogical practices. Transfer was also motivated by the instructors’ interest 
in transferring pedagogical practices that could be easily implemented when used in the face-to-face class 
(i.e., peer review activities and collaborative writing via wikis).  

 

Ability to easily update class materials. Having the online class in a CMS made it easy to upload and 
update class materials. Three of the instructors thought that this was a practice that their face-to-face 
course could benefit from, so they either adopted a CMS for the face-to-face course (such as Professors 
Chang and Davis did), or they adopted one of the activities. Professor Bilbao, for example, put his 
students in charge of using web search for updating resources and information about recent research on 
class-related topics.  
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Ability to engage students in different ways. The online environment provided new ways for students to 
share their work or life experiences with the rest of the class. For example, Professor Davis  indicated that 
when he saw students in the online class communicating and sharing information as colleagues, he 
decided that students would benefit if he provided that avenue in his face-to-face course. He then adopted 
the same online conferencing system that he used in the online course and subsequently observed similar 
engagement, collegiality, and sharing of experiences as in the face-to-face course.  

 

Facilitated access to class materials. Three of the four participants reported that having the materials 
available via CMS or a web page enabled students’ access to these materials, which could be an 
advantage for on campus students also. Consequently, they transferred this practice to the face-to-face 
class. Professor Davis reported “[I realized] those that were commuters could benefit with this system 
from [24/7 access] too.” 

 

Improved channels of communication. The use of a discussion forum and/or a CMS in the face-to-face 
course was motivated by the fact that it helped faculty communicate with the students, keep track of 
messages sent, and organize communication in the course. Professor Chang reported that he found it 
easier to post announcements on the WebBoard™ to communicate with students in the class rather than 
using email for that purpose. In addition, the use of synchronous systems allowed faculty to host online 
office hours so that students could reach them or their TAs remotely, without having to come to campus. 

 

Ability to keep class materials organized. “… I learned I can do things with technology, get things 
organized well in advance... I could not do that before …,” said Professor Chang explaining another 
reason why he transferred online practices to the face-to-face classroom.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In response to the overarching question that guided this study, How does previous online teaching 
experience influence upcoming classroom teaching practice?, the findings provide evidence that online 
teaching experience has an influence on some face-to-face teaching practices, although not all instructors 
who have taught fully online courses transfer online practices to the classroom, as suggested by previous 
studies [2, 11, 12]. Our findings suggest that certain factors are more influential to instructors’ readiness 
to transfer pedagogical practices from online teaching to the classroom. For example, transfer is more 
likely to occur when the instructor has had a satisfactory previous experience in the online environment, 
and when there is close similarity between the content and context of the online and face-to-face courses 
that the instructor is teaching.  

 

In sum, this study suggests that the experiences that faculty members acquire when teaching online can 
produce a change in the instructors’ perceptions and understanding of online learning. Their new 
understanding, in turn, may result in changes to their face-to-face teaching practices. The findings show 
that, contrary to previous research speculations, technological skills and familiarity with distance 
education theories are not enough to assure the transfer of online pedagogical practices to face-to-face 
teaching. The findings also suggest that the instructors’ process of changing the instructional design of a 
face-to-face course to the online environment triggers a reflection of their own practices, or what the 
theory of transfer calls forward-reaching transfer [25]. This reflection of practice also boosts awareness 
of potential pedagogical uses and encourages instructors to make changes in their face-to-face practice. 
Results from this study have the potential to inform innovations in faculty training and development and 
to encourage further research in this growing area.  
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